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.: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING. BOARD
'

!

|

SPECIAL PREHEARING CONFERENCE : Docket Numbers !

: 50-445-OL
COMANCHE PEAK' STEAM ELECTRIC : 50-446-OL
STATION, UNITS 1 and 2 : {

-

Sheraton Dallas Hotel & Towers {1

Gallery Ballroom
'

'

400 North Olive Street
Dallas, Texas

Monday, j
November 2, 1987 |

The Pre-Hearing Conference met, pursuant to notice, !

at 1:00 p.m.

PANEL OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW '

; X JUDGES:

"

THE HONORABLE PETER-B. BLOCH
THE HONORABLE KENNETH McCOLLOM :

THE HONORABLE WALTER JORDAN |

APPEARANCES

On behalf of the Applicants:

WILLIAM S. EGGELING, Esquire
ROBERT WOOLDRIDGE, Esquire
Ropes & Gray
1001 22nd Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037

On behalf of the Intervenor
Citizens Association for Sound
Energy (CASE):

JUANITA ELLIS, President
Citizens Association for Sound

Energy (CASE)
1426 S. Polk
Dallas, Texas 75224
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Cohen, Milstein & Hausfield
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1 P R_ O C E E D I_ N_ G S_

2 JUDGE BLOCH: The Prehearing Conference will please

3 come to order.

4 We are here to hear a portion of the case of Texas

5 Utilities Electric Company, et. al., Comanche Peak Steam

6 Electric Station Units 1 and 2, Application for an Operating

7 License, Docket Numbers 50-445 OL and 50-446 OL.

8 My name is Peter Bloch. I am Chairman of the

9 Licensing Board for the Comanche Peak Nuclear Power Plant.

10 On my left, Dr. Kenneth McCollom, and on my right,

11 Dr. Walter Jordan. Together, we are the Licensing Board for
,

12 the Comanche Peak Nuclear Power Plant Operating License Case.

13 Would the parties please identify themselves for the 1() !
14 record, starting from my right?

15 MS. ELLIS: I am Juanita Ellis, President of CASE,

16 Citizens Association for Sound Energy. We are the Intervenor.
;

i
17 MR. ROISMAN: Anthony Z. Roisman of the law firm of j

|
18 Cohen, Milstein & Hausfeld, one of the counsel for CASE. My |

l
19 co-counsel, Ms. Garde, is at the airport and on her way. And

i

20 with your indulgence, I will introduce her at this point for ;

21 the record. Billie P. Garde, G-a-r-d-e. And she is also one of
'

22 the counsel for CASE in the operating license proceeding.

23 MR. EGGELING: Yes, thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name

24 is William S. Eggeling, with the law firm of Ropes & Gray. At

25 the table with me is Mr. Robert Wooldridge of the law firm of

O
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1 Ross, Forsythe, Samples & Wooldridge. We represent Applicants
1

2 today.

3 MS. MOORE: Your Honor, my name is Janice Moore,

4 counsel for NRC Staff, and with me today is Mr. Joseph Rutberg,

5 also representing NRC Staff.

6 JUDGE BLOCH: Thank you. The Board has decided that |
!

7 the way we would like to proceed today is to begin with the
'

8 legal argument on the Board's questions. And then after.that,

9 when we've completed that stage, to proceed to the scheduling |
1

10 question, on the grounds that we may learn something in the

11 legal argument that relates to the scheduling question. f

12 Before we begin, the Board has considered the filings
j

13 before it and we believe it may be helpful if we share with the !,
I

(
14 parties some of our preliminary thinking on the issues so that

15 the argument can address as much as possible things that are of

16 greatest concern to us.

17 Since they are preliminary conclusions, that's all

18 they are, the parties also will be invited to address whatever

19 they think is more important than what the Board has |

20 considered.

21 The first question that I personally have thought

22 about has to do with the historical QAQC question. With

23 respect to the design of the Comanche Peak Nuclear Power Plant,
i

24 there are outstanding findings from our December, 1983 decision

25 that the QAQC for design was inadequate. And there are no

,
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( 1 attempts, apparently, to file anything further on that point.

2 So that would be the record of the case, with respect to

3 historical QAQC for design.

4 We have read the Diablo Canyon precedent. And it

5 seems that in this area of design, the ability to go over the

6 design documents thoroughly, all of them, and to find out

7 whether or not they are adequate in a concerted way that ;

8 complies with Appendix B, can be possible at a subsequent time.

9 So the Board is impressed that the Diablo Canyon

10 precedent is directly on point where it comes to design

11 documents, and makes a lot of sense, that you could comply with

12 the basis of Appendix B at some later point.

13 With respect to construction, despite the staff's

O
14 suggestion, we see some difference between complying with

15 Appendix B at some subsequent time. And we see no direct
i

16 precedent as to how to make up for things if there in fact was

17 a failure to comply with Appendix B during the process of j

|18 construction.

19 Appendix B appears to in several places talk about
i

20 activities as if QAQC was to be for activities, not just for

21 the hardware. j

22 For example, in the first paragraph, it says: The |"

23 portinent requirements of this Appendix apply to all activities ;

24 affecting the safety-related functions of those structures, |
!

25 systems and components."

! /~T
\_) |

|
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) 1 And while the text says that there is a' requirement,

2 that these are requirements, as the staff has pointed out, l
!

3 there is a footnote that says something about it being

4 guidance, and not a requirement.
i

5 And that could be somewhat confusing. But it looks j
1

6 to us like the footnote says, it looks to me like "... these )
I

7 criteria will also be used for guidance..." seems to be some

8 kind of an advice to the staff about other functions, that !

9 these are requirements for licensing and that they are also

10 guidance for some other staff purposes.

11 But the_ parties may want to address our

12 interpretation of that footnote.

13 We read Appendix B as being a requirement, and not

14 just guidance.

15 In terms of process, Appendix B, Roman II, says: "

16 The applicant shall establish at the earliest practicable time,

17 consistent with the schedule for accomplishing the activities,

18 a quality assurance program which complies..." That is
:

19 something that can't be done at a later time. It has to be !

20 done at the earliest practicable time.

21 In terms of inspection, on Page 532 of the book of

22 Federal Rules that I am using for reference, Roman X says that:

23 " Examinations, measurements or tests of materials or products

24 processed shall be performed for each work operation where

25 necessary to assure quality."

nus
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n
V. l' It appears to contemplate that work operations be the

1

2 subject of QAQC, not just finished hardware. .|
.

'And in the Corrective Action section, Roman.XVI,L 3
i-

!4. there is a requirement.that noncomformances be promptly

)

| 5 Identified and corrected. And that would appear to require ,

!

6 some kind of contemporaneous QAQC program.

7 Similarly, the audit program naems to contemplate a

8 system where there is immediate feedback to management'at the jp

I

9 time that,the plant is being constructed. :

)
10 There also is a reference in Appendix A, Criterion 1, j

?

11 which appears to be a requirement for quality standards and

'12 records. " Structures, systems and components important to

13 safety shall be designed, fabricated, erected and tested to

14 quality standards."

15 So the fabrication is to be to the quality standards ;
i
i'

16 and the erection to the quality standards. 'It appears to
!

17. contemplate that there are activities that are subject to
!

18 quality, not just finished products. j

19 Now, having said that, the greatest difficulty in

20 deciding that you could look back at the plant afterwards seems

21 to us to be the difficulty of knowing that the processes that
i

22 may not have been subject to an adequate QAQC program as they

23 went on, somehow don't matter, that we can be assured that even

24 without having looked at those processes as they occurred, that

25 the final product is okay.

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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1 In particular, the things we can no longer see, such

2 as the way materials were. handled, or controlled, and whether. .I

3- .there was adequate maintenance, and whether. things that are-

4: covered over'and can't be seen are going to:be adequate.for-

5 safety.

6 Now, that's.the biggest difference between making up

7 for'inadquate QAQC in design and making up for adequate QAQC;in
!

8 construction.

9- And the Board will want to see at some' point'a

10- careful discussion of the program that is going to do that,
~

11 somehow assure us.that having lost the ability to see things as

!

12- they were being done, because you're not going to prove the

13 . adequacy of historical QAQC, you still can prove that you don't

O
14 need to have seen that.

15 And we just haven't seen that in one place. We

16 understand from CASE's filing that there is'a document that may

17 be doing that.
1,

18 JUDGE JORDAN: It's the post-construction hardware

19 verification' program.

20 JUDGE BLOCH: Yes. The post-construction hardware

21 verification program. But we haven't seen the writeup of that.

22 So we don't know how it is that Applicants intend to

23 demonstrate that the information from QAQC historically not

24 being adequate has not lost the ability to verify the plan.

25 Now, on the subject of historical QAQC, CASE is

(
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A
\_) 1 asking that it be allowed to go forward and prove that the

|

, 2 historical program was inadequate.
1

|3 And the staff and Applicants are saying that it is

4 1rrelevantt

5 Questions on that state of the record, where CASE has

6 a contention that deals with the adequacy of QAQC and staff and

7 Applicants think it's irrelevant, and Applicants haven't put in

8 any evidence, if we're asked to make a finding on whether
i

9 Appendix B has been complied with in terms of the specific

10 words that we just discussed, which seem to contemplate ongoing

11 things that happened at the time, it seems to us that the Board

12 would, on that state of the record, find that the Applicants

13 have not carried their burden of proof on contemporaneous

O
14 compliance with Appendix B.

15 And having said that, that may not end the case. We

16 would then have to go on to find out whether there has been a

17 breakdown in QAQC which we interpret in light of -- in a

18 preliminary way, we interpret in light of -- the precedent, in

19 the following way.

20 "A construction QA breakdown has occurred if known

21 deficiencies are not corrected, or the program is inadequate to

22 assure that there are no unidentified deficiencies that

23 compromiso plant safety."

24 So it appears that the standard that the Applicants

25 and staff are arguing for would be a standard that we would

.m
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(3)(_ I probably apply. But we also think that under our obligation to

2 find out whether the regulations have been complied with, we

3 would have to make a finding under our first obligation'that-

4 Appendix B has not been complied with, and go on to consider

5 the implications under the precedent as to whether or not that

6 means that licensure should not occur.

7 JUDGE McCOLLUM: Construction.

8 JUDGE BLOCH: Yes. This is all with respect to

9 construction, and not design.

10 I'd like to ask if any of the other Judges would like

11 to comment on my preliminary views in terms of whether they

12 have anything else to add of their own,

13 (No rseponse)r-

14 JUDGE BLOCH: There are no other comments by the
.

15 other Judges. What I would like to do now is to ask whether

16 the parties would like a brief recess in preparing their

17 arguments on the three Board questions. Because this is new

18 material, what we just presented.

19 What I would suggest is about 20 minutes as a recess

20 to prepare, and then I would suggest 20 minutes a party on the

21 three questions.

22 Are there any comments on the Board's suggestion?

23 MR. ROISMAN: We have no problem with that, Mr.

24 Chairman, although I would appreciate it either now or before

25 we begin the presentations if the Board decides on the order of

OV
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1( /- 1 presentation.- I

2 We have no objection to the Applicants' proposal that:

!
| 13- they go first, but we believe that the Staff,-since they are in

| 14 the seme position, should go second, and CASE third.
'

5 And if the Applicant and the Staff want.to divide

6 whatever rebuttal time you give between them, we would not. |

i7 object-to that.

8 JUDGE BLOCH: I was thinking of 20 minutes' total a

9- party. So we'd go 20, 20, and then CASE would'come last. That

10 seems reasonable enough. It does mean that there.would be

11 twice as much time for one position than for the other. But

12 that's acceptable to CASE?

13 .MR. ROISMAN: No, that's not.

.O.
14 JUDGE BLOCH: Oh . - How do the other parties feel

15 about that division of time?

16 MR. EGGELING: Your Honor, as far as 20 minutes a

-17 party, it seems to me that is appropriate. Everyone has a

18 point of view to express. And Staff's views differ from the

19 Applicants' in certain respects, although I think the

20 differences are minor. But I don't understand them to be

21 identified with the Applicants in some way that we would have

22 to share and therefore lose our time with them.
'

23 As far as the 20, 20, 20, I agree with Mr. Roisman

24 that rebuttal time could either be reserved out of the initial

25 presentation or if you wanted to set some aside. Frankly, I'm

O
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/^)(- 1 prepared to reserve some out of the initial 20 minutes you

2 proposed to give us.

3 JUDGE BLOCH: What I'd like to do is to go 20, 20 20

4 and if CASE needs more time than the 20, let me know and we'll

5 be understanding if that is necessary.

6 MR. ROISMAN: And that will be with CASE coming third

7 in that 20?
,

8 JUDGE BLOCH: Yes.

9 MR. ROISMAN: Yes.

10 MS. MOORE: Your Honor, I would request that the

11 Staff continue in its traditional role of always coming last.

12 I think Mr. Eggeling is correct that our positions are not

13 exactly the same. And this is an established method of i

:O
14 presentation that we've often followed in our cases. And I

15 prefer to keep it that way if it is at all possible.

16 JUDGE BLOCH: I think where it comes to evidence,

17 that's got the strongest words to say for it. But I do

18 consider this more in the nature of legal argument, and in the

19 appeal proceedings, it doesn't necessarily follow that the

20 Staff would be last.

21 I don't see that there is much lost. It seems to me
!

22 to make sense that the two positions that are more nearly alike

23 be argued together and then CASE third. And that would not

24 mean that during the hearing we would expect to take Staff

25 second.

)
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.- ~'l ~MS. MOORE: Okay. Fine. Thank you.

2 JUDGE BLOCH: We will take a 20-minute recess. I

3 have 2:18. So we'll take it until 2:40.

14 (Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)

5 JUDGE BLOCH: The Conference will come to order. The

6 Applicants may have twenty minutes. ]
i

7 Who will be arguing for Applicants?

8- MR..EGGELING: I will, Your Honor. As I suggested in

9 discussing the scheduling before the break, I propose to

10 reserve some of my time, whatever I do not use, for rebuttal.

11 And I hope not to use too much on the direct introduction. I

12 tread into this area fairly lightly, because of my concern that

13 perhaps due to what may well be communication errors that we-

'

14 are trying to worry a bone that is really not a contention

15 between us, or at least not a serious contention between the

16 parties.

17 I remind the Board, of course, that we are here on a

18 motion for scheduling, and that ultimately that is the issue,

19 and I am going to try to address the questions as I understood

20 them within that context, because I think that the ultimate

21 relevance of the questions is directed to what it says about

22 scheduling. I hope that I do not miss the thrust of the

23 questions or whatever information the Board wanted, but I am

24 going to understand them in that context, because frankly that

25 is how I prepared for them.

O
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.f
\ 1 JUDGE BLOCH: Yes, we agree, j

2 MR. EGGELING: The problem in the first instance is

3 whether there really is a significance difference in the
1

4 positions expressed by the parties, as well as what the Board
|

5 may understand to be the law either independently from its own
|

j
i

6 review or that the parties are urging. I

1

7 I had planned to argue on the scheduling motion

8 itself and to address the fact that when I read the parties'

9 three responses to the Board's questions that I was struck by |

10 how extremely similar they were. I found the differences

11 extremely minute, and perhaps in a few particular areas of some

12 potential significance in the long run.

13 I happen to think that in the long run that the7s
\)'

14 differences may make a difference in terms of either the

15 Board's ultimate findings or judgment that it makes. That it
1

16 might or might not make a difference with regard to the

17 introduction of a particular piece of evidence. It might or

|18 might not make some difference with regard to a particular

19 witness.

20 But for the most part, they have almost no impact on

21 scheduling, because the basic messages are all the same. I am j
|

22 struck by the Board's questions that perhaps the things that I
'

23 thought were not di.fferent really at least are not clear to the

24 Board. And if that is the problem, as I suspect that it may

25 be, let me address for a minute the case brief, which as I say i
I i

(
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' n many respects-their characterization of the collection of-i1

2 the cases with a few notable examples of missing cases that are

3 in our brief is very close to what we'would have said.

4- There are, however, at least sort of negative

-5 pregnants in some of these sentences.that make one believe that !

6 they really think that we do not agree with them and I would

7 like to-address them. )
i

8. On page 14, for example, to begin the top of'the page

9 in CASE's brief. The paragraph reads, "The Applicants"are |

10 entitled to try to prove the plant is safe regardless of the
1

11 magnitude of the breakdown. However, "we," the Interveners,
,

i

12 "are,pntitled to prove the breadth of the breakdown in order to |
i

13 demolptrate the inadequacy of the proposed solution."

() ,

!

14 We do not disagree with that. There is no dispute

15 that CASE is entitled, as Your Honor put it, to come in and try

16 to demonstrate that the adequacy and the sufficiency that one

17 should draw from the Applicants' proof is insufficient because

18 of breakdowns and because of uncertainties about the process,

19 as you put it in your question. No one is trying to restrict

20 them from that. ,

|
21 On the same page, a little further down in the middle

22 of the next paragraph, "The Applicants cannot rob us," again

23 Interveners, "of our opportunity to demonstrate that this plant

24 has been.the subject of a total breakdown, such that the only

25 way for the plant to escape license denial is to seek an

( l
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'( / 1 exemption."

|is

_ ell, the exemption, I think, is neither necessary2 W "

3, nor appropriate under the case law. But the funda' mental sense,

4 the fundamental thrust of this, no one: seeks to rob the |

5 Interveners of any opportunity which they. currently have to -

;
6 demonstrate that so many things have gone wrong with the |

!

7 QA/QC out there that one cannot rely upon the evidence with the j,

0 Applicants are prepared to produce, that their reinspection and |
I

9- reverification efforts to provide' reasonable assurance.that the
]

i' 10 safety of the plant within the meaning of the regulations has

11 been satisfied. I

12 At page 17 of the Intervenor's memorandum, in the ,

. . 13- last paragraph that concludes their Section 2, they summarize.
:

-- 14 "Thus, all of the cases cited and discussed herein have

15 -approached a difficult problem from a simple rather

16' straightforward proposition. That in order to determine if the

17 solution is adequate that it is necessary to understand the .i
!

18- . whole problem. CASE proposes nothing different."

19 Your Honors, the Applicants propose nothing

20 different. The ultimate question here has to do with

21 scheduling. And as I will address later today, as I understand

22 that you have split the argument, the cases suggest and all

23 considerations of economy and efficiency suggest that we go on

|; 24 about scheduling the hearings, put all of the evidence in,

25 present for the Board that entire picture, and then be prepared

O
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OV 1 to argue to the Board from our respective positions what that
i

2 evidence and what those facts actually say about this equation. )
l

3 The one place where there is a difference -- and when |

4 I came into the hearing room I did not think that it was of

5 great significance, but now it is apparent from tha Board's

6 questions that it may be -- is one page 3.

7 In the second full paragraph under the question

8 number two is a sentence more or less in the middle of that

9 paragraph. "That further, CASE understands that it is the

10 position of the Applicants that if they choose not to rely on
J

11 the historical implementation of the QA/QC program for the

12 purpose of obtaining an operating license, then the Board would

13 have no right to make any findings on its adequacy."g
V

14 That I think was in large part the sort of statement j

15 that animated the question from the Board before we took the
i
'

16 break, as I understood it. And if I understand this sentence,

17 it is not correct. That is not the Applicants' position. The i

18 Applicants' position is that they are prepared and will soon be

19 ready to walk into a courtroom or a hearing room like this and

20 begin to offer evidence on the complete comprehensive picture

21 of their program, both their reinspection efforts under CPRT,

22 their reverification efforts under CAP flowing from that, and
i

23 aspects of their historical program that those programs and

24 those results validate to be things that are valid and things |

|'
25 that should be relied upon to show reasonable assurance.
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1 CASE is. free, as they have always been.and'certainly

2- should be, to challenge any aspects of the historical program

3' relied upon and to try to introduce aspects of those historical

4 programs which they think that they can show, as they say in

5 .their brief, cast doubt upon the validity of the program and

6- the.results that the Applicants have been going through for.the
i

7 last few years and spending all of this time and money on.

8 There is no restriction on the ability to get at'

9 that. And the answer to the equation of whether.they are able

10 to marshall-evidence and it is that strong, or in fact our

11 rebuttal, or reverification, or reinspection evidence is

12 recognized in the cases from Callaway on down is adequate to !

13 require a finding of reasonable assurance is a bottom line

O
14. conclusion. It is not an element in how you go forward or how

-15 you go into scheduling.

16' JUDGE ~BLOCH: Let me just clarify.

17 Are Applicants intending to go forward to prove the -

18 adequacy of historical QA/QC for construction? I

'

19 MR. EGGELING: It is impossible to answer that as an

20 abstract question. To the extent that the Applicants'

21 programs, current reinspection, reverification, et cetera,

22 efforts provide good and solid evidence that some aspect of

23 historical quality construction and quality assurance was good,

24 overy bit of that paper is good, those people are doing a good
1

25 job, every bit of the hardware that was measured against it is

O I
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f)(_- 1 good, yes, we are going to put that in the mix. To the extent

2 that it is not good or someone wants to challenge it,_that is

3 fair game.

4 JUDGE BLOCH: So what you are going to do is within

5 the scope of proving that the current programs demonstrate

6 safety, that there are some portions of those that rely on

7 portions of the old QA/QC program, and that within those

8 portions that there may be. That there seem to be at the

9 present time and there may not be later, but there seem to be

10 some.

11 That you would be demonstrating the adequacy of those

12 portions that you are relying on?

13 MR. EGGELING: I do not know what Your Honor's basisg-
>.J

14 is for saying that there seem to be. Because the final results

15 of the reverification efforts and the decisions with regard to

16 what can and cannot be relied upon are not yet published, and

17 insofar as I know are not final. So I just quibble with that a

10 little bit, so you may have some wrong idea in mind about some

19 factual statement.

20 JUDGE BLCCH: It was the reading of the

21 staff / applicants conference about the CAP program.

22 MR. EGGELING: I do not have the phrase in mind or

23 the sentence. But if that is what was derived from it, I do

24 not think that I do not think that it would be an accurate

25 position to think that that answer is now known. I think that

(
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(_) 1 it will be soon. It is certainly possible that there will be

2 things drawn in. If I could get into the second part of your

3 question, of whether they will be permitted to challenge them,

4 as I understood it; and yes, they will. j

5 JUDGE JORDAN: May I intorject.

6 MR. EGGELING: Yes, sir.
!

7 JUDGE JORDAN: It was my understanding, and CASE of

8 course is going to make their statement here in a few minutes,

9 but it was my understanding that CASE felt that the start would

10 be a decision by the Board that there would be a better

11 breakdown in the historical QA/QC, that that was a necessary

12 start.

13 MR. EGGELING: They do suggest that, and that is a3
J

14 big difference, because there is no case law to support that, j

15 JUDGE JORDAN: So you do not agree with CASE?

16 MR. EGGELING: Absolutely not. And as I have said, I

17 have steered away from that a little bit. Because as I

18 understood, it is part of the second half. But the short
;

19 answer to that is that there is no case that supports that. In

20 every case that has been decided where the information was

21 ready and ripe, it was all considered at once.

22 And the previous appeals boards and previous

23 licensing boards to confront this question concluded that the

24 ultimato issue always had to be whether or not reasonable

25 assurance was satisfied and whether or not the statute had been

(G/ <

1
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L(_/ 1 met. That was a bottom line conclusion, and there was nothing

2 dictated about order. In fact, an order of that sort comes

3 from no existing case law and is quite contrary to the normal

4 standards for expedition and economy.

5 I am slipping into my scheduling argument a little

6 before I intended. Let me continue to try to respond to the

7 Board's questions, because I want to at least touch upon those

8 points, and as I said reserve my time.

9 The Board suggested that there was some distinction

10 or at least difference between phrasing of Appendix B as a

11 requirement or as guidance. Now I will, of course, defer to

12 the staff for such of that debate as may continue to be

13 material, but I will observe that I do not understand it to

O
14 have any relevance.

15 Whatever phrasing you put upon it, it is perfectly

16 clear from the cases that even though there were deficiencies

17 in Appendix B, even though there were breakdowns in areas of

18 Appendix B, even though if you will the requirements of

19 Appendix B were not met, or the guidance of Appendix B was not

20 followed, one is still entitled to a license if one's complete

21 evidence shows that you have adequate assurance and adequate

22 confidence, and that if this Board should reach a finding of

23 reasonable assurance that the health of safety of the public

24 will be protected, and nothing else matters.

25 There is no penalty aspect to any particular finding,

O
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) 1 of any particular breakdown, deficiency, violation of

2 requirements, or failure to follow guidance. However it is

3 semantically phrased, the equation remains if that the current
,

!

4 evidence is available to show that reasonable assurance can be

5- satisfied that the Board can and should see all of that

6 evidence, permit the parties to introduce all of that evidence,

7 permit the parties to produce whatever evidence that they wish

8 that suggests that evidence should not be given the same degree

9 of credibility, should be disregarded, should be overridden by

10 others, or whatever, and then reach its conclusion on that

11 total record.

12 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Eggeling, the Board agreed with you

13 when it made its statement. My concern is whether we also havecf3O
14 to make a finding under 50.57(a)(1) about whether or not within

15 the scope of the contention that there has been compliance with j

16 the rules of the commission consisting of Appendix B. In other

17 words, it may be that you can give us reasonable assurance of !

18 safety.
1

19 But if I read 50.57(a)(1), the first thing that we

20 are going to have to do in our decision on recommending a |

21 license is to decide whether construction of the facility has

22 been substantially completed in conformity with the rules and

23 regulations of the Commission.

24 MR. EGGELING: Your Honor, there are, I guess, two

25 answers to that. In the first place, none of the cases that we

|
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() 1 have relied upon, none of the cases that everyone agrees is the

2 universe of cases to be drawn upon for the calculus that solves

3 these problems, is that stated to be in the obligation. There

4 is nothing in there that says that you have to make that

5 finding.

6 Indeed, several of the cases clearly ignore evidence

7 that might be a basis for making some or some other part of

8 that finding and go specifically to the question of reasonable

9 assurance. That indeed is exactly what Callaway says.

10 I guess that my short answer, and I hope that it does

11 not seem too terse to you, but my short answer is you have to

12 make an ultimate finding. It is an ultimate conclusion about

13 reasonable assurance. There are a half of dozen or more cases

O
14 out there to make it absolutely clear that that is the Board's

15 duty and that is the parties' right to address with the

16 evidence that they have marshalled to do so.

17 Whether or not the Board makes or does not make some

10 subsidiary finding that some particular area was broken or not

19 or that a number was broken down or not is largely a question

20 like any proceeding of what makes sense, what is the best way

21 to preserve the record, what is the best way to present if )
I

22 there happened to be for appellate review various issues so {

23 that people know what your factual decisions are. I
1
1

24 You all are skilled judges and know far better than I |
)

25 what is an appropriate way to decide particular subsidiary
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() 1 findings. Obviously, the parties will help guide you by their

2 proposed findings, but you will know which ones that are

3 required to be made. There is no law that says that you have !

4 to make any subsidiary findings. The only finding that you |

5 have to make is the finding of reasonable assurance.

6

7 JUDGE BLOCH: I believe that 50.57(a) is what we have
8 to have findings on. That is our directive to us, and that is

9 law.

10 MR. EGGELING: Yes.

11 JUDGE BLOCH: You are suggesting that we only have to

12 make a finding on 50.57(a)(3) which is reasonable assurance.

13 But there is (a)(1) that we are supposed to make findings.,-

\.9
14 under, also.

15 MR. EGGELING: What I am suggesting to you is that

16 the findings under (a)(1) become immaterial if the findings
1

17 under (a)(3) are satisfied and you come out that way. And that !

|
18 is exactly how the cases handle it, and that is exactly how

19 they decided. And in other cases, there are not any, at least

20 so far as I can see the reported decisions. There certainly

21 are not any commands in the reported decisions that you have to

22 make subsidiary findings.

23 If you do so, if you conclude that it is necessary to

24 preserve the record, again that may not be any difference

25 between us and the Board or us or any other party, because they

O
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r~s
(m) 1 say nothing about scheduling. They simply are what the bottom-

2 picture looks like when all of the evidence has been presented,

3 and when one considers dll of the arguments based upon that

4 ovidence, and then one decides what line of findings you come

5 out with.

6 You make a finding that says that as a subsidiary

7 matter that QA/QC has not been adequately done historically at

8 Comanche Peak. Indeed, specifically in this area and this

9 area, it did not work, but based upon this, based upon that,-

10 and based upon this, there is reasonable assurance. That is a

11 perfectly adequate record, and I have no difference with that.

12 And I have no reason, as far as I can think now, to contest why

13 that finding should not be one of the proposed findings made to

O
14 you, and why if on all of the evidence presented to you and all

15 of the arguments based upon that evidence that you conclude

16 that it is an appropriate finding, you ,should not make it.
17 I would like to reserve the balance of my time.

;

18 JUDGE BLOCH: You have five minutes. I was going to

19 remind you of that.

20 MR. EGGELING: Thank you.

21 JUDGE BLOCH: Thank you. Ms. Moore.

22 MS. MOORE: Mr. Chairman, the staff would like to

23 reserve approximately two minutes of its time for rebuttal. j
i

24 The staff's position as expressed in its brief is

25 that the Board is not required to make factual determinations

0 -

1
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('
(_)\ as to the extent of the breakdown of the historical QA/QC1

2 program as a separate matter. And Mr. Eggeling has already

3 discussed this position.

4 And our position is in effect the same as the

5 Applicants, that this can be done and should be done under the

6 Commission precedent in the context of an evaluation of whether

7 the corrective action initiatives of the Applicant provide the

8 Board with the wherewithal to make the reasonable assurance

9 finding.

10 The Board has asked some questions that I would like

11 to address specifically. And the main thrust of the Board's

12 question, as I understood it, was that perhaps the Diablo

13 Canyon decision which focuses litigation on the corrective

14 action initiatives is not quite applicable, since it refers to

15 design. And you expressed some concerns about whether

16 construction could be treated in the same way.

17 The staff .o's taken the position in its brief that in

18 fact you can treat it the same way, and we maintain that

19 position here. And we believe the Commission precedent has

20 recognized the ability to look at the corrective actions with

21 regard to construction in determining whether reasonable
1

i22 assurance exists with regard to plant safety.
!

23 And I would refer the Board to two decisions in

24 particular, that being the Waterford decision and the Callaway

25 decision. In both of those decisions, deficiencies were

O
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1 alleged in construction areas, such as welding and inspector

2 certification which would clearly affect construction. And in

3 Callaway, a deficiency referred to the base mat portions of

4 which were inaccessible.

5 Now we agree with the Waterford holding that Appendix

6 B, and you have said so yourself, is an in process to some |

7 extent regulation as far as construction is concerned. And we
'

8 believe that it also is an in process regulation concerning

9 design. And I would refer the Board to Appendix B, Criterion

10 3.

11 Now Waterford makes it clear that once certain

12 portions of Appendix B are violated, and they were talking

13 about in terms of adequate QA/QC staffing, that you cannot turn

O
14 the clock back and correct that particular deficiency by

15 increasing your staff. The inadequacy in the staffing has

16 already taken place. If that is a violation of Appendix B,

17 they could be cited for that under our inspection efforts.

18 However, what Waterford went on to say is that what

19 you should look at is how that deficiency was corrected, what

20 was done to ensure that that deficiency did not result in

21 safety significant problems, and what would be done to prevent

22 that deficiency from recurring.

23 It is the staff's position that with respect to

24 construction that there are techniques to do just that. In

25 Waterford, there were concerns about welding, whether the
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) I welding had been done according to proper procedures. There

2 are methode with which one may go back and reinspect those

3 welds or a portion of those welds to determine whether if the

4 procedures were not followed, to determine the adequacy of the

5 welds as they exist.

'6 JUDGE BLOCH: Ms. Moore, one difference that concerns

7 me is that in some of these other cases that we have a problem,

8 sometimes a very serious problem, with a portion of

9 construction. And the commission has said that we do not

10- expect perfection in projects of this size. My problem is that

11 I wonder if we reach a point where you do not have a problem

12 with a portion of the work. So that you say, well, it looks

13 like there is a general problem with the way that they

14 implemented Appendix B. And it is not just that they slipped

15 up on something or that there was something that fell apart,.

16 but there is a general problem. And I do not think that we

17 have any precedent on that.
;

18 MS. MOORE: I would point you to Waterford to show

19 you that in the Intervenor's motion to reopen in Waterford that
i
'

20 the allegations concerned sixteen out of the eighteen criteria

21 of Appendix B.

22 JUDGE BLOCH: Was not the problem that they were j

23 asking to do that too late, that they had had their

24 opportunity?

25 MS. MOORE: That was a portion of the Board's

O
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'l decision. However, the Board did go through the deficiencies

2 alleged, because they were concerned about the seriousness of

3 the charges that were made in this motion. And they looked at

4. these' deficiencies in terms of how they had been corrected and

5 what was to_ prevent them from recurring. And that is what gave

6 the Board, I believe, its judgment that reasonable assurance-

7 existed that this plant could operate safely.

8 And in Callaway, the deficiency, while there were a

9 few of them, I would point you to Callaway for your concern

10 about inaccessible areas. In Callaway, one of the deficiencies

11 concerned the. base mat. And that deficiency was looked at in

12 terms of how it was corrected.

13 They looked at the Applicants' program to determine
;O

14 or to reinspect portions of the base mat. And they judged.

15 whether the criteria that the Applicant used were sufficient to

16 give the Board the wherewithal to make its reasonable assurance
;

1

17 finding. That is that they looked to determine what areas of j

18 the base mat that the Applicant did inspect. In fact, this is

19 a process that has gone on in other facilities where an

20 inaccessible piece of construction is at issue.

21 JUDGE BLOCH: Where there is an individual piece, I

22 can see that much more readily than if there is enough of a

23 problem with.the program so you lose general confidence in it.

24 I see that as a lot harder.

25 MS. MOORE: But the way that could be approached in

O
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) I the context of this case is Applicants will put on evidence to
a

2 show this Board and the other parties what they have done to !
l

3 identify, correct, and prevent from recurring deficiencies in j

4 design and construction. These deficiencies, if they found any

5 that was inaccessible material or with processes that they

6 believed were used on inaccessible material, they would have to

7 be demonstrated to have been corrected.

8 JUDGE BLOCH: Now we may be in agreement.

9 And could you tell me, has the staff approved the

10 approach being used for inaccessible problems yet, or is that

11 something that is still being considered, inaccessible areas

12 and hidden for defects; the staff has not reviewed that portion

13 of the Get Wel) Program yet, has it?-s
t

14 MS. MOORE: I do not believe so. But if you would

15 give me a moment, I will find out for sure. I would hate to

16 give an incorrect answer to that question. Just a moment.

17 JUDGE BLOCH: Off the record, please.

18 (Discussion off the record.)
19 JUDGE BLOCH: On the record, please.

20 MS. MOORE: I do have an answer for your question.

21 And that is that the staff has approved in concept the sampling

22 approach to be used for the quality of construction, but I am

23 informed has not yet approved the implementation or results.

24 We are still awaiting the finai results of that program.

25 JUDGE BLOCH: Are you talking about the CPRT or
'

c:)
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( 1 something later than that?.

'2 MS. MOORE: The CPRT quality of construction program.
'

3 ' JUDGE BLOCH: My understanding is that we have gone

4' beyond that now in terms of verifying the adequacy of hardware.

5 'MS, MOORE: Pardon me. There is another program'

6 which the Applicants discussed in the various letters to the'

7 staff called the Post-Construction Hardware < Validation Program.

8 The staff has not yet to my knowledge reviewed that program,

9 although we have received descriptions of it from Applicants.

10 -JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. Please continue.
'

'11 ' MS. MOORE: It is the staff's position that with-

12 respect to whether:QA deficiencies are considered in the

13 ' context of this case that Interveners are free to raise them,

'14 as Applicants have already pointed out, in challenging the

15 adequacy of the corrective action initiatives. They have a

16 perfect right to do that. And we believe that all of this can

17 be done at one hearing or in one proceeding, and that the Board

10 need not first find that the historical QA/QC program was

19 deficient, and then move on to see if the deficiencies were

20 corrected.

21 We believe that the Board can look at the corrective

22 action initiatives and look at challenges to those initiatives

-23 to determine whether on balance the evidence shows that there

24 is adequate confidence that safety systems, structures, and

25 components have been designed and constructed in order to

O
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1 perform their functions satisfactorily in service.:

!
2 And we believe that the way to do that and to most

3 effectively use the resources of all parties is to make that

4 determination in the context of the corrective action

5- Initiatives. . And we do not believe that that would deprive the
1

6 Interveners of their right to raise deficiencies of whatever

7 their' nature in the QA/QC program.

L 8 MS. MOORE: And I believe.that that is -- I will

9 leave my argument at that point. I believe'that it is amply

10 expressed in our brief, and that we can discuss the question of

L 11 hearings a little further in schedule, but it really seems to

'12 us that you need not make your -- the first finding -- you need

13 not find first what the deficiencies were in order to proceed

.(:1,

14 in this case.

15 JUDGE DLOCH: So we need not make findings in
f

16 50.57(A)(1)?

17 MS. MOORE: You have to -- I believe you have to make

18 findings of reasonable assurance, and we believe that.

19 JUDGE BLOCH: Well, that is 50.57(A)(3)?

20 MS. MOORE: Rig;

21 JUDGE BLOCH: And I have got another problem. As I

22 am looking at this I see that all those sections are put
t

23 together with " ands," as if you have to make all of those i

24 findings?

25 MS. MOORE: I believe that the Commission precedent
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( 1 has with regard to Appendix B specifically has focused -- has

2 not focused, as Mr. Eggeling said, on that 50.57(A) finding --

3 has not found it necessary to make that particular finding, but

4 rather has determined, in light of perhaps the nature of

5 Appendix B, and that you are not going to find error-free

6 construction. They have made the determination that what you

7 must look at, rather than that subsidiary finding, is the

8 reasonable assurance finding. They have treated Appendix B in

9 this instance differently perhaps than you treat other

10 regulations of the Commission.

11 JUDGE BLOCH: Now, Appendix A contains Criterion I,

12 which appears also to be a requirement in Appendix A, that

13 there be compliance with the quality assurance program that is

14 contemporaneous with construction. Are you able also to

15 violate Criterion I from Appendix A? Do we have any precedent

16 that any of the criteria 12om Appendix A are waivable?

17 MS. MOORE: In Appendix A there are two criteria --

18 GDC 55 and 56 which specifically allow you to meet them by

19 alternative means. In the past, if a criterion of Appendix A

20 has been waived, it is my understanding that the procedure has

21 been by exemption.

22 However, the Commission cases with regard to Appendix

23 8 have not required exemptions to --

24 JUDGE BLOCH: Has Criterion I of Appendix A ever been

25 mentioned in any of the other cases?

O
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( 1 MS. MOORE: Not to my knowledge, no it has not.

2 I would add that that criterion seems to say they
1

3 have to have a program, but it does not specify the particular

4 requirements, to my knowledge, of that program, and the
1

5 Commission cases seem to believe that if you can establish that

6 the deficiencies are corrected with the program that in and of j
l

I7 itself relies on the requirements of Appendix B, that you have

8 provided your adequate confidence to the Board.

9 JUDGE BLOCH: Well, Ms. Moore, you have five minutes

10 left, if you would like to reserve those? I

11 MR. MOORE: I will reserve those, yes.
;

12 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Roisman?

13 MR. ROISMAN: Mr. Chairman, the last set of questions~g
(_/ i

14 and answers from the staff really, I think, get to the heart of j

15 where the disagreements where Mr. Eggeling had thought do not

16 exist, really do exist here. We, along with the Board read
|

17 50.57 as a set of specific requirements. We are surprised, to

18 say the least, that the Regulatory staff, the Nuclear

I19 Regulatory Commission, would attempt to ignore specific
i

20 regulatory requirements, as the Board points out, connected by

21 " ands," and we think that the " reasonable assurance" finding is

22 not capable of carrying the licensing of a plant; but more |

23 importantly, that really the Commission contemplates that you

24 could not make a " reasonable assurance" finding if you had

25 first found the (A)(1), (A)(2), (A)(4), (A)(5) requirements

/~'\
\.) ,
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( 1 that are contained in 50.57.
l

2 JUDGE BLOCH: Let me ask, Mr. Roisman, in any of the

3 cases where the " reasonable assurance" requirement alone was 1

4 said to be enough, were there even arguments made to the Appeal

5 Board of the Commission that you had to make all of the |
1

6 findings in 50.55(A)? {

7 MR. ROISMAN: No, not at all. Not to our knowledge,
I
i

8 Mr. Chairman. I mean, we have not gone back and taken a look

9 at the briefs or oral arguments in those cases. j

10 JUDGE BLOCH: 50.57(A), excuse me.

11 MR. ROISMAN: We have not looked at the briefs and

12 oral arguments, but certainly in the body of the Opinions

13 themselves, there is no discussion of that point. Whether itg

14 was raised by one of the Parties and debated in open hearing,

15 is -- I cannot speak to.

16 JUDGE BLOCH: I did not notice a discussion of them
i

17 at all, so it is possible that we are just dealing with a point j
j

18 of law that has never been raised and considered. |

I

19 MR. ROISMAN: It is certainly possible. But I would )
I
'

20 point out that, at least under the Chenery Doctrine, the Agency

21 is not free to ignore its own regulations, and that 50.57(A)(1)

22 if properly raised -- and obviously we have raised it -- is 1

23 valid. I

24 But it is more than just a nicety of law, this sort

25 of " technicality," if you will: this plant that is out there

| /~T
V
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f1 is an enormously complex structure. The Commission realizes
,

2 the complexity of building a nuclear power plant and operating

3 one. And they knew that it'was not possible to simply pass a

4 hand over-the entire project and say, "it is good," or "it is

5 not good."

6 The staff argues at length in its brief that'

7 " qualitative judgments are essential here," and that there is
,

1

8 no way to make a " quantitative judgment." And on page 23 they

9 -quote properly from the original understanding of why we had.10

10' C.F.R. 50 Appendix B at all. )

11 It is a tool -- that the Commission has ruled, is an
|

12- essential tool that must be followed to provide some confidence

13 to go with what is -- would otherwise be nothing but an

14 instinctual judgment. The hearing would turn into nothing but

15 a group of nuclear experts that would get up on the witness

16 stands and say, "well, I have eyeballed this project and it

17 looks okay to me," and you would not have anything meaty:to

18 hang onto.

19 What does QA/QC do for the decisionmaking process?

20 It provides you with some measure designed to be independent

21 although under the control of the Applicants, that when they

22 say that a particular thing is to be built or designed a i

23 certain way,.it is in fact built or designed that way.

24 Now, if the utility did not have a QA/QC program,

25 they would have no arguably non-hearsay evidence to establish

\ O .
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) 1 that anything was built at the site properly. Nothing. Take

2 it down to an individual weld; an individual pump: that
'

3 particular weld needed a clean and fit-up. It needed a certain i

4 amount of weld material laid in and then covered by other weld

5 materials; it needed grinding to be done to it.

6 And when it is finally done, the only way to know

7 whether that weld was done properly, after the fact, as you as

8 a hearing board have to do it, is to look at the documentation,

9 that QA/QC provides you with, and the design requirements that

10 come from the design program.

11 If the documentation is not there; if it is flawed,

I12 there is no evidence about that weld that is admissible in this

x 13 proceeding as long as the Board follows the doctrine that ite

14 has followed, which is, " pure hearsay will not be allowed." !

15 The Applicants are not offering the welder to come in

16 and tell us, and even if they did, the Commission's regulations

17 suggest that the welder alone is too close to the situation to

18 give us reliable proof. !
I

19 JUDGE BLOCH: What they are going to offer us -- what

20 they are promising to offer us, is some kind of empirical

21 ovidence from looking at the weld at the end, that it is okay.

22 And I presurre that you are going to attempt to say that

23 whatever evidence that they give us is not okay.
1

24 Now, I understand your point also. (

25 MR. ROISMAN: Okay.
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(')(_- 1 JUDGE BLOCH: Now you are going to say that they

2 cannot even do that. But I believe that we are going to go

3 ahead on reasonable assurance anyway.

4 MR. ROISMAN: Correct. But I think there are some

5 preliminary questions: the question of whether or not a

6 particular weld that we are all focused on, was or was not

7 properly installed, could turn ultimately on such questions as

8 whether ultrasonic testing was adequate to find any of the

9 flaws that might be in the weld; or whether or not radiographic

10 mapping of the weld would take care of that problem; or whether

11 we have anything that we know about the weld such that we might

12 be able to readjust the design criteria for the weld to make

13 something less relevant.

14 You will remember that happened, or at least that the

15 Applicants have attempted on the question of the welding work

16 on the liner plates for the fuel pool -- spent fuel pool --

17 they have argued that integrity and strength is not a factor.

18 Therefore, fit-up and cleanliness is not relevant.

19 But beyond that, where the Applicants' program really

20 runs into serious trouble, is the attempt to use random
I.

21 sampling to answer the question for all the other welds that no j

22 one goes back to look at. And that is where the failure in the
l

23 QA/QC program and the breadth of that failure become absolutely

24 critical.

25 JUDGE BLOCH: I am not sure that they are still

O
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( 1 relying on random sampling for anything, especially after Mr.

2 Eggeling's question.

3 MR. ROISMAN: Well, no. I believe that there is

4 absolutely no question that what Mr. Eggeling was telling you

5 is that they do have random sampling; they come up with a 95.5

6 confidence level in their random sample program, and then say

7 to you because we did not find enough defects to ' break the 95.5

8 confidence level, you can trust that all the things we did not

9 look at within this particular program were done properly.

10 JUDGE BLOCH: And there are some areas in which they

11 are apparently doing that. But what I understood from Mr.

12 Eggeling was that they are not even sure they are going to

| 13 stick with that.()
14 MR. ROISMAN: Well, all I think Mr. Eggeling was

15 doing was saying that he was not prepared at this point to

16 commit that they were going to rely upon the past programs in

17 any specific area.

18 JUDGE BLOCH: All right, there are two separate

19 questions. One is whether you can do 100 percent inspection

20 that will demonstrate that the thing is safe, and the other one

21 is whether you can do a sample that will demonstrate that this

22 is not safe. And they are separate questions. You are arguing

23 that they cannot do either.

24 MR. ROISMAN: That is right, I am saying that on the

25 100 -- no, I am saying that there are some things that they

O
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1 could not do 100 percent reinspection on and determine whether

2 they are proper, that none of the attributea are h!'iden; they

3 are all capable of being reexamined and you can then say,

4 "okay, you could not have relied on Joe Schmoe who was the QA

5 inspector that it was okay, but we can now rely now upon this

6 new program that we put in that was done properly and did not

7 have the problems that we did in the first time.

8 So one class of problems they can go back -- they can

9 reinspect them, and they can arguably establish as to some

10 class of things that they are just fine for construction.

11 JUDGE BLOCH: Now, that is logical, and it is the

12 same thing the Board has said with respect to design documents.

13 But if I hear your full argument about Appendix B, they still

O
14 have not complied with Appendix B the way it was supposed to be

15 as they went along. And I thought you were saying that they

16 could not do anything about that? Regardless of how obvious it

17 is?

18 MR. ROISMAN: The only avenue that they could

19 arguably follow, and we would argue vigorously against them if

20 they chose to follow it, is to try to prove that they meet the

21 2.758 standards for an exception from Appendix B. You are

22 absolutely right. Our fundamental position is that QA/QC is an

23 integral, unavoidable building block that the Commission

24 intended to be exactly what you described in your earlier

25 statement of the preliminary views of the Board, an on-going

O
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n/(_ 1 program that took place contemporaneous 1y with the events that

2 it was designed to verify, and that if that program, when it

3 was first put together, was proper in its scope, and then as-

4 implemented, was properly implemented, a utility could come in

5 there and say with confidence, "you do not have to go to our

6 plant and re-look at anything. We have looked at it all and

7 there just is not any problem out there within the " reasonable

8 assurance" range, and that we have built the plant in

9 accordance with the requirements of our construction permit and

10 the Commission's rules and regulations.

11 And when it is gone, they do not have any. And they

12 have got -- all the verification program is nothing but an

13 inadequate substitute. Even if it were as brilliant as thegm,
V

14 Applicants would wish it to be, an inadequate substitute

15 because it does not deal with the unattainable attributes --

16 does not -- excuse me, with the unreinspectable attributes,

17 does not deal with the problems associated with the fact that

18 they are not actually going to do 100 pe: cent reinspection in

19 many parts of the plant, and it does not deal with the

20 fundamental question, can they rely on any of the past QA/QC?

21 We say, "no," they say "maybe," and the answer is,

22 "let us find out how pervasive the breakdown was?" I mean,

23 Callaway is like a beacon; everybody says, " hey, that is the

24 one to look at." Callaway created the pervasive standard:

)25 here is an intervenor that says, "we would like to meet it.

O
,
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(/ 1 Give us the chance; we think we can show that there has been a

2 pervasive breakdown, so that they cannot rely on any of the

3 work that was done there under the QA/QC program. They have to

4 find another way.

5 And the other way is a combination of 2.758 change,

6 exception, if they can get that, and an actual reinspection of

7 the things that are capable of being reinspected to try to

8 prove that it was all right -- that it was built the right way.

9 Now, in this context, the design question that the

10 Board started with at the beginning of the hearing, raises a
|

11 somewhat different question: the Board lays out the

12 possibility that the December 1983 decision of the Board is in

g-) effect the finding on design which we are seeking the Board to13

V
14 make on QA/QC on construction. If that premise is correct --

15 JUDGE BLOCH: No. Tell us. It is a written

16 decision.

17 MR. ROISMAN: Well, we believe that the decision is )
1

18 subject to that interpretation and that that is correct. But j

19 we do not have that -- I mean, we do not have a finding from j
i

20 the Board, if you will, in response to our plea, " treat it that
. I

21 way," to say, "yes you are right. We are now going to deny the

22 Applicant the opportunity to use any past QA/QC for design to

23 substantiate the adequacy of a design; thus they must go back."

24 JUDGE BLOCH: We just found that the QA for design

25 was inadequate. That is our finding. I mean, that is what we
,

1

() |
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1 sa'id in that case.
.

L

2 MR. ROISMAN: Okay, and the --

.3 JUDGE BLOCH: And there is no proof after that that |
1

4 we were wrong.

5 MR. ROISMAN: Well, that is certainly true. I mean,

6 no.new evidence has come forward to -- nor do I believe the
|

7 Applicants have the right, to come forward with new evidence.

8 JUDGE BLOCH: Well, we did if they filed a plan.
,

i

9 MR. ROISMAN: No. What you did is you said they

10 could come forward and attempt to reverify the design. You are

.11 faced with a situation which they did something out=there --'

12 they designed a plant. You say, " boy, we cannot tell from this

13 QA/QC' program whether that design was done right." What they

14 cannot go back and argue is the findings that you made. What.

15 they can go back and as to try to argue that they did design it

16 correctly by going through a new program, which is the !

17 opportunity that you offered them.

18 But even then, in the context of what you said today,

19 they cannot do a redesign program until they can determine with

20 great clarity what plant they built.
,

21 We submit that this utility does not know what the

22 as-built condition of Commanche Peak is. They do not know.

23 JUDGE BLOCH: But they are doing it in the opposite
,

!

24 order' they are correcting the design documents. Then they

25 are going back to the hardware.

O-
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( 1 MR. ROISMAN: They are correcting the design

2 documents with an assumption about what the plant is.

3 JUDGE BLOCH: I do not think so. I think, if the

4 program works, as I understand it, they are going to have to

5 take the design documents and verify that the plant matches the

6 documents. That is my understanding of what is being

7 attempted.

8 MR. ROISMAN: I believe that what they are attempting

9 and maybe we are saying the same thing in slightly different

10 words, but I believe that what they are attempting to do is to

11 go back and look at the design papers. Using Stone and

12 Webster, they say, "can we rationalize the design that we

,S believe is there with the requirements that we think we have to13,

C'
14 meet."

15 "If we can, then we do not change it. If we cannot, f
)

16 then we modify the design: pass that on to the reconstruction |

17 people, and they can implement some change that we have done.
I

18 But they still have to find out what is there, and if they do {
s

19 not know what is there, then they do not know whether or not !
!

20 whether they are verifying the design of that -- of the real {
|21 plant, or whether they verified the design of some hypothetical !

|

22 plant that they might have built.
)

23 JUDGE BLOCH: I think the substance of what we said

24 is the same and that the adjectives are different.

25 MR. ROISMAN: So, in the context of the design
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'U 1 question, it is not enough that the design documents -- because

2 they are pieces of paper and can be looked at a second time.--

3 that is not enough to say that if they do that and they look at

4 it just right, they will be able to establish the adequacy of

5 dc11gn. They still must' answer the important question whether

6 the design they found was okay, is in fact the design of this

7 plant. That.is a documentation problem.
.

'8 - JUDGE BLOCH: I consider that to be a construction

'

9 problem. The design problem is, "is the design document.

10 right?" And the construction problem is, "are the design

11- documents reflected in the plant?"

12 MR. ROISMAN: All right, but I think they realize
,

13 that they'cannot do that, because they may come up with a-

14 design that looks just fine, and then discover in the course of

15 either their inspections or in the hearings that it is not the

16 plant they. built --

17 JUDGE BLOCH: That is why they are doing a lot of

18 rework.

19 MR. ROISMAN: But they are doing this -- you will

20 remember that the foundation of the December 1983 decision, was

21 this Board's unwillingness to approve the concept of iterative

22 design. You are now seeing iterative redesign, iterative

23 reinspection and and iterative reconstruction.

24 Which is why Mr. Eggeling is always troubled by being

|25 able to answer at any given moment in time what the Applicants

()
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1 intend to do. And the short and honest answer is, they do not

2 know.

3 JUDGE BLOCH: That is the 50.57(A)(1) question as to

4 whether we can go beyond that?

5 MR. ROISMAN: That is correct.

6 Now, the second question that I think the Board put

7' forward was whether or not there needs to be a finding on

8 Appendix B in order to be able to make the ultimate conclusions

9 in this case? And if I understand what Mr. Eggeling and the

10 staff are now suggesting, they are saying, "look, let us go to

11 hearings on what we are doing. And if in the course of those

12 hearings you want to try to.show that there have been more

- 13 breakdowns than we found, or that it is broader than we seem to

14 think it is, you are free to do that. In the midst of the

. 15 hearing that we are holding on the post-verification

16 construction program, or the DBCP or whichever particular piece

17 of the program we happen to be arguing at a certain time."

18 "And we believe that that approach, first of all, is

19 inherently more time-consuming." There is a lot of talk in the

20 briefs about " conserving resources." Nothing could be more

21 complicated than to hold a hearing which we are trying first to

22 decide whether the Applicants have solved the problem; and

|
23 second, to find out what the problem is that they are supposed |

i

24 to be trying to solve. |
|

25 We need to know. If we knew now -- if this Board had 1

Ov
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U 1 completed its hearings and issued an Order and said, "we find'

!
2 under the Callaway Doctrine that there has been a pervasive

3 breakdown of the QA/0C program at this plant, such that nothing

4 that-has been done in the past-can be relied upon, and now we ]

5 will argue about what the implications of that'are for the f
j

6 future, our argument about whether do you have to go to the j

7 2.578 route;'their argument about what the alternatives are --

8 we would move much faster than the process of beginning by :

I

9 starting to argue about a particular CPRT design results i

10 report, or a finding that.is made in the post-construction-

11 verification program.

12 JUDGE.BLOCH: I do not think I can make findings.

- 13 under Callaway, because as I understand Callaway, the standard

14 for pervasive breakdown that I would apply is, either that

15 there are identified problems that have not been fixed; or

16 there are unidentified problems that cannot be found. At the

17 present time, I do not know if any of those things are true,

18 because I have not seen any of the applicants finishing work on

19 the program that they are doing. I have not even seen the

20 specific details on parts of the program to know if that is

21 possible.

22 MR. ROISMAN: Then what you are saying --

23 JUDGE BLOCH: Yes?

24 MR. ROISMAN: Then what you are suggesting is is that

25 when the Applicant begins to smell in the wind which way the ,

I

(:) |
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( 1 Board is going'in one of these cases, it can evade the

2 pervasiveness finding by starting some kind of program, no

3 matter how inadequate that' program might be and saying, " wait

4 until you see this one before you say that what we did was not

5 adequate."

6 And I submit that if the Board does that, then we

7 really are caught in the twin jaws of the dilemma we were faced

8 with after December 1983, in which we won the battle but we

9 were told that the war was going to go on forever.

10 JUDGE BLOCH: On 50.57(A)(3), which is~" reasonable

11 assurance," I cannot see any way other than waiting and looking ;

-12 at what is'being done.

13 Under (A)(1), if you are correct, you do not have to

14 wait.

15 MR. ROISMAN: Well, there is, I mean, there is an

16 alternative approach to this, which cases pressed to them at

17 another time -- in fact we pressed it in the evidentiary
<

18 standard -- I believe I have a minute and a half.

19 JUDGE BLOCH: Well, you can have a little extra, as

20 we said before, j

21 MR. ROISMAN: We pressed it in a Motion for an
l

22 Evidentiary Standard back in the early -- late winter, early
'

23 spring, 1985, in which the Board provides the guidance

24 necessary to the utility of where -- what is the way out of the

25 thicket?

O
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(~/ And I understand that the Board said at that time, I

h
\_ 1

!
.

|

2' "well, we would like to see if they can find it on th. air own,"

'

3 and I submit here, two and a half years later, that they are

4 still in the thicket, and if the Board wants any of us to see

5 the light at the end of the tunnel, then the alternative is not
!

6 to let them start presenting that information in contested j
|

7 evidentiary hearings, but to continue on the path that we |
|

| 8 proposed with this setting of the evidentiary standard: make I
i

|9 the legal conclusions that you have implied, at least, were
!

10 preliminary at this point. Let us go ahead and make the

11 finding; let us decide what is the importance of Appendix B?

12 And the failure to moet it? What is the significance of

13 50.57(A)(1) and how is that met in this kind of a case? And
7,.y-)

14 what do you do with the inaccessible attributes -- what is the

15 importance of 2.75d to this kind of a proceeding, when we have

16 both design and construction QA/QC in doubt -- and then we have

17 a standard against which to test what it is that the Applicants

18 are proposing to do.

19 What they want us to do is to get right into looking

20 at a particular pump and a particular part in the plant and

21 argue interminably about whether that particular pump is safe,

22 and that is not to say that that is irrelevant; it is to say

23 that that course of action will lead us into the next

24 millennium.

25 JUDGE BLOCH: Would it be helpful because of the )
.

)
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- ) 1L importance of this forum, how long these proceedings are going

-2 to be and whether they are terminated, to somehow seek

t 3 clarification from the Commission on the independent

4 application of 50.57(A)(1)?

5 MR. ROISMAN: I think that-the problem with doing
|

6 that is that-the precedent of pulling out of the hearing what I

7 think is a fairly straightforward legal issue und sending it up

8 to the Commission automatically, is really having this Board-
!
'

9 abdicate its responsibilities. I mean, the commission always

10 has the power, should the Board reach the conclusion on the

11 issue, to take the issue itself. But to send it up is to imply-

12 that every time that -- what we are really dealing with is an

l 13 issue --

.
'

14 JUDGE BLOCH: Would you advocate going forward |

15 separately on 50.57(A)(1) and waiting on (A)(3)?

16 MR. ROISMAN: You mean going forward on the question

17 of whether that standard has been met?

l.18 JUDGE BLOCH: Yes.

19 MR. ROISMAN: Well, that is basically what we have

20 argued when we said we wanted to get into the issue of

21 pervasive breakdown. I mean, that is precisely what we have

| 22 said.

23 But I wanted to suggest that there does seem to me at

24 least another --

25 JUDGE BLOCH: You are interpreting " pervasive

O
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breakdown" different than what I said about Callaway. You just1

2- think that it means " pervasive breakdown in applying with

3 Appendix B." It is just Appendix B has been_ systematically not
~

4 applied.

5 MR. ROISMAN: Whether or not there are safety

6 deficiencies that you actually know about in the plant, or

7 whether you could possibly be assured.that the plant is safe

8 through other means? That you have to comply with (A)(1)

9 regardless of whether you could still build a safe plant?

10 I think the problem with that is that you are
.

assuming a result which the Commission, by promulgating11

12 50.57(A)(1) and Appendix B, denies can exist. They are saying

13 that, unless you are able to find that a plant has been-s
.I

14 constructed according to the Commission's rules in its

15 construction permit in its applications --

16 JUDGE BLOCH: To the contrary: if there is (A)(1)
17 and (A)(3), they are. separate standards. That you could get a

18 reasonable assurance of safety under (A)(3) presumably under

19- some circumstances where (A)(1) is not met.
20 MR. ROISHAN: Well, it seems to me there is a lot of

21 confusion over (A)(3) and I tried to struggle with this myself:

22 when you read (A)(3) in context, and it is admittedly not in

23 the context of the cases which I think never have addressed the

24 issue, it is arguable that all (A)(3) is really saying is that

25 once you know the plant has been built properly, is there

O
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() 1 reasonable assurance that this utility is going to be able to

2 carry through on all the things that have to be done after the |

3 plant is built? And that that is the real thrust of that.

4 JUDGE BLOCH: Could you excuse me just one second?

5 MR. ROISMAN: Mr. Chairman, I want to clarify our

6 position on Callaway, and this difference of opinion that we

7 have on the concept of pervasiveness.

8 I believe that what the Appeal Board was saying in

9 Callaway was that you extrapolate pervasiveness from findings

10 of safety-significant defects, but not that once you have made :

11 that extrapolation, you have to then continue on to find many,

12 many more safety-significant defects.

13 Arguably, under the Callaway standard, if you could-

i ,

14 prove a significantly generic flaw, you could prove it from a

15 single safety-significant problem.

16 As an example, you go to the plant, you are ready for

17 the operating license hearing, you put on the witness stand the

18 applicant's witness on the QAQC program and you ask the witness

19 the question, did you have a QAQC program?

20 And he says, no. I think that is the end. That

21 plant is not licensable.

22 What we want here is the opportunity to prove to you

23 that when they said yes, in answer to that question in this I

I
24 case, they were wrong. They did not have a QAQC program. I

25 JUDGE BLOCH: I want the Applicants to comment,

O
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() I because my understanding is that they would say that if the

2 person on the stand said there is no QA program, that they

3 still would be able to show the plant was safe.

4 MR. ROISMAN: Okay. And I believe that the whole

5 theory of the Commission's regulations is that they -- I mean,

6 like any regulatory agency, regulations are safe harbors.

7 There are both benefits and burdens.

8 They say to someone, you get within the confines of

9 this regulation, and we won't let anybody argue with you about

10 it. !

11 JUDGE BLOCH: To be clearer, the testimony would be j

12 there has been no QA program, and we are starting now.
)

13 And the answer that you would give is, they can't dog3

N-) i
14 that. ;

15 MR. ROISMAN: They can't do that unless the QAQC

16 program that they start now could meet Appendix B.

17 JUDGE BLOCH: Surely they'll have to show that.

18 MR. ROISMAN: Well, they have not conceded that. I

o

19 mean, Diablo Canyon says that, but you'll remember, in briefing

20 two years ago, we and they argued vehemently over whether or |
|

21 not Diablo Canyon requires a finding that whatever they are

22 substituting for Appendix B has to itself meet Appendix B.

23 JUDGE BLOCH: My understanding is that if they are

24 now verifying things at this time, that their process of doing

| 25 that, if they have not historically met Appendix B, they'd
,

O
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(3\_/ 1 better be doing it now. That is what I understand Diablo

2 Canyon to have said, that at the time they start doing the

3 design verification, there has to be a QA program for design at

4 that point.

5 MR. ROISMAN: We believe the evidence will show to

6 the contrary,2 including the deposition that Ms. Garde just took

7 of several of the key utility executives, that do not confirm i

8 that is so, Mr. Chairman.

9 Although, when we ask those questions in hearings,

10 the ambiguity of the English language creates some problems.

11 Dut Ms. Garde avoided ambiguity in her cross examination at the

12 deposition, anu I don't think that there is any doubt about

13 that.fs
(

14 JUDGE BLOCH: I guess I see the problem. When you

15 are doing construction QC, retrospectively, the analogy is that

16 you need a QA program over it. You wouldn't have QC on QC.

17 You'd have some kind of quality assurance program on top of it.

18 MR. ROISMAN: That's right.

19 JUDGE BLOCH: Now, are you saying that they don't

20 have that, Mr. Roisman?

21 MR. ROISMAN: Yes. I am saying that they do not have
1

22 that.

23 JUDGE DLOCH: They do not have a quality assurance i

24 program on their current design verification, I mean

25 construction verification efforts?
!

| /~\

| 's-)
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p)(- 1 MR. ROISMAN: Do you mind if I let Ms. Garde answer,

2 since it was her deposition?

3 JUDGE BLOCH: Yes. I don't mind.

4 MS. GARDE: I think when you ask that question, you

5 have to realize that this is an iterative reinspection program

6 that started in October of 1984.

7 And so the question of whether or not the work that

8 they are doing to -- if the work, the reinspection work, is now

9 being done, to 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, it's going to have !

10 multiple answers.

11 I am quite confident, after taking depositions, that

12 as to the work done under the first several revisions, which

13 included, for example, 1(A)4, that reinspection work was notf-
V

14 done under 10 CFR 50 Appendix B.

15 I am also quite confident that the Applicants are

46 relying on the QAQC program of its prime contractors now minus

17 the type of audit program that 10 CFR 50 Appendix B requires.

18 Those are my conclusions, after my depositions.

19 JUDGE BLOCH: That may be more detail than we need

20 right now. I'm sorry.

21 MS. GARDE: All right.

22 JUDGE BLOCH: I did ask for it. But it may be more

23 than we need at this point.

24 MR. ROISMAN: Mr. Chairman, I just want to make one

25 last point here, in terms of the option that I think is

O
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| 1 available to going ahead with hearings on the pervasive i

2 breakdown.

:31 And that is to require the applicants to do what most i

4- applicants.do -- complete the building of this plant and'when
.

'1

5- it is completed, make.a proffer of what they intend to rely |

6 upon.

7 JUDGE BLOCH: That's not usually done. -You. don't
f8 want until the plant is completed before you start with

9 hearings.

10- MR. ROISMAN:- You don't wait until it is totally.
-\

11 completed. But you do wait until the programs are

12 substantially completed, the plant is completed, youknowwhap {
'\

13 it is that they'are planning to do. s

.O. -v

?g14 I mean, that is where we started in this hearing,- .

|

15- back six or seven years ago, was with a plant that they, !

16 believed was essentially. completed. )
y

17 They had programs in place that they thought that

i'
18 were reliable.

'

19 Here, four or five months, a new program comes, an

20 entirely different program. And what I'm suggesting is, you ;

i

21 asked the question number one, in the three questions that we ,

22 were to answer today, the first question was, what do you

23 intend to rely upon. 4

,

24 And what Mr. Eggeling has told you todaysis, when we L

25 are done, we'll know. And what I am saying is, whed he is j

'( l
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1 done and he knows, is when we will know whether or not we want

2 to, and.how do we want to challenge that.

3 But to tell us --

4 JUDGE BL0Cil: We are getting off the legal questions
, ,

?, 5 which we were arguing.

\\ 6 MR. ROISMAN: The relevance of the legal question is,

7 it seemed to me that we were getting into do we have to choose

8 now between going ahead with the hearing on the pervasiveness
~

9 or going ahead with the hearing on the partially implemented

10 repair program.

IAnd g am saying there is n' third option that ought to11

12 be there, thad' avoids at least for the moment answering the

()
.

13 legal question. It just applies sort of normal, good sense.s ~

14 The party can go ahead and put their case on as soon as they

15 are ready to put their case on, but not put on the little piece

16 of it'that they have and then expect the other party to argue

17 against it.
t

18 Finally, on the question of what do you do about the
'

19 Applicants' retained wish to rely on past QAQC activities. Mr.

'

20 Eggeling said if the post-verification program confirm the

21 validity of something that we did in the past, of the>QAQC

22 program, then we want to rely upon it.

23 This Board, in August. 29 of 1985, in its memorandum

24 for proposal for governance of this case, on Page 5 of the slip
\

25 opinion said, and I quote: " Applicants cannot be immune from j
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.1 litigating.the prior-QAQC program and at the same time rely on

2 that program to add confidence of the adequacy of'the plant."

3 And I think that is the Applicants' dilemma. If they
,

|
4 wish to' abandon the past, then at least-they.have an argument. j

5 I'm not sure'whether'we would agree with them, because I'd like

6 to see the form of the abandonment. But if they want to- j

i
7 abandon the past, it certainly is a markedly different position !

!

8 than saying we wish to use as much of the past as we feel we |

9. can prove up now, but we don't want to let you have a hearing
1

10 on the pervasiveness of the breakdown as a way of showing that 1

11 none of the past can be relied upon.

12 Thank you. I
'

i

13 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Eggeling, you have five minutes. !

(:) |
14 MR. EGGELING: Thank you, Your Honors. !

15 If you will accept my apologies if I skip around'a
i

!

16 bit. There were a number of things addressed that I want to be
I

!

17 sure at least you know that I have a position on them that |
|

18 might be different than what was said, and I may not make this |
|

19 as coherent as I would like to.
'

20 First, there was a statement occasionally regarding

21 the effects of this Board's 1983 decision or announced opinion i

22 regarding the design.

23 And it was characterized as a finding, it was

24 characterized as a ruling, it was characterized as something no |
\

25 one could go back and attack.

k
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1 Whatever it is,-is a matter of law. It's-not really
i

2 before the Board for argument today. I didn't come prepared to H

3 'do it.

4 I frankly don't think it is what it was characterized

5 as, and I don't think it had the preclusive effect that it was

6- characterized as having.
l

.7 But I am really not prepared to argue it. I simply j
!

8 want1to put a place holder in there. If that becomes an issue

9 at some point, we'll argue that as the other evidence compares

10 with whatever that is claimed to add up to.
,

11' Second, to'be sure that Your Honor is moderately

12 clear on what I was trying to say, if you understood me to say

13' that we now don't expect to rely upon statistically-based valid

14 sampling, that is incorrect. I do expect that sampling in some
i

15 fashion will continue to be part of our program.

16 The question of its validity and what it tells you

17 and what it tells you in the face of arguably contrary evidence

18 that someone else should offer and whether it permits the

19 reasonable assurance finding, all remain to be' decided, as well

20 as where sampling will be used and where it will not, because

21 it is concluded that something more and better was necessary,

22 the exact elements.

23 But sampling is going to be in the program somewhere.

24 It's a question of which things are shown to be verified by the

i 25 program results that come out, such that sampling is a good

|
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.l' methodology.

2- 'That is ultimately a matter-for our proof, which

3' we'11' persuade you of when that evidence comes on.

~4- Let me try to jump into the little equation that has

5 developed here.

6 You said to Ms. Moore during her discussion, a ;

7 phrasing of the so-called general problem, that there may be-

8 instances in which there is enough of a problem in the program

9 that you lost general confidence in it.

1 10' I.have no problem with that phrasing. That phrasing

11- is really no different than the so-called Callaway standard,

12 wnich, not to criticize Mr. Roisman's well-noted eloquence.

13 But its " beacon quality" with regard to this phrase is somewhat
,fs

14 lost on me.
i

15 The phrase in Callaway is that a demonstration of-

16 pervasive failure to carry out the quality assurance program

17 might well stand in the way of the requisite safety finding,

18 vis-a-vis reasonable assurance. We agree with that.

19 That's merely a little different way of restating

20 what Your Honor says. There may well be occasions in which the

21 evidence is such that you cannot rely upon the evidence that

22 has been introduced, created by reinspection and reverification

23 programs. It doesn't persuade you. There is still legitimate

24 doubt, to use the phrasing of other things.

25 None of those phrasings mean anything different than

O
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1 one another, and none of them are great legal pronouncements

2 that-you go down through this door instead of through that

3 door.
R

1
4 You still have to get eventually to the 50.57.

5 JUDGE BLOCH: To get a little more specific,.if you-

'6 sample a lot of things within the plant, and you find that in

7 many of the areas you exceeded your sample standard and there
!

8 seems to have been a breakdown to the point where you have to

|9 look at 100 percent of the hardware, does that affect the

10 decision about whether to go forward 100 percent or stick with -

1
11 the samples in areas that do meet the 5 porcent criterion? I

12 MR. EGGELING: It might be both. It depends exactly

' 13 on the facts and whether one could and would, prudently, as an

14 engineer, apply whatever standards of logic are applicable

15 ultimately for the decision on the facts, whether that evidence

16 caused you to call it into. question, caused you to want to go, j
!

17 and whether you had other evidence someplace that satisfied 1

18 you. !

|
19 Although I was curious, and although I was concerned, j

20 I now see other evidence that satisfies me, I don't have to r

21 there. Or I don't and I do have to go there.
l

22 Those become engineering / factual / evidentiary

23 questions to be decided after a hearing. They cannot really be

24 answered in the abstract, other than to say the possibility

25 exists and there are no curtains being drawn on anybody's

O
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( 1 ability to try out that logic, to try out facts or witnesses

2 who'can address that logic and its strengths or weaknesses and |
I

3 to try out legal or other arguments based upon that logic as to

4 whether or not they produce any particular result in this

5 hearing. i

6 JUDGE BLOCH: I guess the statistical analogy that

7 appeals to me is that you could have a multi-variant analysis |
l

8 where the whole R square for the entire equation is exceeded. 1

(

9 But individual terms, individual terms are okay.

10 MR. EGGELING: Your Honor, I don't want to be

11 evasive, but the fact is I am neither qualified nor prepared to

12 argue the statistics of this plant or statistics in the

13 abstract today.

14 The fact is, my premise is, and it seems to me

15 relatively simple, is that the evidenc'e will be what the

16 evidence is. The factual and legal judgments to be applied to

17 it, whether they come from the world of statistics, whether

18 they come from the world of this kind of engineering or that

19 kind of engineering or whether they come from the world of law,

20 are all things that will be applied just as in any other

21 litigation situation, when it is all there and one can dissect

22 it from all points of view. ;

1
'

23 We do not have a view that there are any preconceived

24 answers to those.

25 And I must submit that arguing about them and trying )

(1) l
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'- 1 to. persuade you that our' view is right and therefore our
1

2 program'or something else'like it is going to work or that j
j

3 their view is right, without that. evidence being there,-is d
d

4 improper. 1

5 It's'trying_to persuade the tribunal of the outcome q
|

6. of a factual process which has yet to be put forth. And I am !

7 steering away from it just as much because that.is not a proper

8 way to.go about litigating as I am that I don't know the

9 answers, because I am not a statistician.

10 JUDGE BLOCH: I. guess the thing that concerns me,-and
,

11 we'll get to that in the next phase --

12 MR. EGGELING: Yes, Your Honor. I

13 JUDGE.BLOCH: -- is at what point we have to know 1

14. more about the principal way you're going'to prove safety

15~ before we put the burden on another party to identify the .j

'16 problems that they have~with a theory that they don't know.
'

17. MR. EGGELING: You're not putting any burden on any

18 other party at all that isn't a normal burden. We have to

19 carry the burden, the whole notion about our getting in the

20 hearing room and getting this started is because the burden )
21 presumably remains on us and the regulations provide that the

1

22 party having the burden has the right to have his case and go l

23 forward and put it on. That's what we are seeking.

24 If someone is talking about shifting the burden, and

25 CASE is going to put on their own case --

O l
1-
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(- 1 JUDGE BLOCH: Just to put it a different way, I think

:

2 part of what you have been proposing is that pieces of your j

3 case be analyzed before the overall pattern of it is known.

4 MR. EGGELING: No. It is not. What we have proposed

|5 at maximum is that people complete the discovery process, so

6 that, as Your Honor said before, we get close enough to the (
;

7 completion of the construction process, which I think is very

8 imminent, we are ready to go into hearings and we are not

9 sitting there looking n a plant that has been constructed and

10 still waiting to get. into hearings because discovery hasn't yet f

11 been completed because people didn't want to look at the j

d

12 results and the information as it was produced.

13 But I'm slipping off into schedules. There are a

'J
14 couple of questions that Your Honor had, in thJs context. In

15 this context, let me try to address two things.
|

16 Your Honor is troubled by 50.57(A)(1). I don't J

17 profess to have any bible that tells me interlineated exactly

18 what this means. All I have is the case law and common sense.

19 It strikes me that a proper reading of 50.57(A)(1) is
.

|

20 that you must find whether it is a subsidiary or subsudent )
21 finding, and as I said before, I'm not sure if there is any

22 mandate one way or the other about that, but you must be able

23 to conclude somehow that construction of the facility has been

24 completed in conformity with the regulations.

25 Now, it is perfectly clear from all of the cases that

i
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) 1 we've cited that one who fails and has deficiencies in Appendix

2 B does not, it seems to me, violate the regulations within the I
i

3 meaning of that section. |

4 It seems to me the proper answer is this is no way

5 other than a sort of a transposition as to one of the ways in
i

6 which you read the reasonable assurance finding. !
!

7 The cases all say, Appeal Board, etc., say that the !

!
8 purpose of Appendix B is to achieve this. And if that purpose

'

9 is achieved, you have complied with the regulation.

10 It does not say you violated the regulation per se.

11 I think that becomes a game, a somewhat semantic l

f
12 argument. Are you checking this here, and no there, or

13 whatever.
,fs

(_) {'

14 What I suggest to you is that if you decide that this |

15 has some new import to it, and that i'n fact a finding of a
,

{

16 deficiency under Appondix B -- " Gee, this party, a program )
1
'17 broke down, Criterion 1 broke down, Criterion 5 broke down, you

18 didn't do the recordkeeping the way you should." |

19 Not only would each one of these cases be wrongly

20 decided. I cannot accept that to be part of the framework of

21 the law in which we ought to go forward today. But most plants

22 out there, since I'm given to understand that virtually all

23 plants have various deilciencies cited to Appendix B on a daily

24 basis, and have large numbers of things that are found not to

I
25 comply and to fix them, would all have to be denied their

. 13\/
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() 1 license. That can't make any sense. That cannot be the proper

2 reason for 50.57(A)(1).
3 JUDGE BLOCH: Unless t h'"'s the reason that they

4 appeal boards have been using this word " breakdown." To their

5 mind, most of what they've seen have been violations of

6 Appendix B, but not so much as to be a breakdown.

7 If there was something that they looked at and they

8 said, "Aha, breakdown," now, they might feel they can't do but

'

9 50.57(A)(1).
10 MR. EGG 7 LING: They don't suggest that, Your Honor.

11 They use the term " breakdown," I don't have the quotes in mind,

12 but there are a couple of cases that say that for instance, I'm

13 paraphrasing but I think I am pretty close to quoting, and if
,
\

14 you want to take a break, I'll try to find it.

15 But they say, there has clearly been a breakdown of
I

16 this criterion, there has clearly been a breakdown in this {
l

17 area. I

I
18 What they don't say is, finally, pervasive breakdown, )

i
19 because I believe that pervasive breakdown is nothing more than i

i

20 a shorthand for we are, or are not persuaded that reasonable

21 assurance has been demonstrat.ed on this record.

22 It is merely the doubt question that Your Honor

23 rephrased. And to conclude and go forward, and again I want to

24 emphasize this, to go forward on these premises, that

25 50.57()A(1) has some new or different meaning or that Criterion
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h 1 1 of Appendix A, which I haven't addressed very much because
|

2 I've run out of time, but you got the gist of what I would say !

l

3 about it. I have a little more. l
i

4 JUDGE BLOCH: To take Mr. Roisman's hypothesis, if j

5 the testimony was, we didn't even impleme,nt Appendix B, we

6 didn't try, but starting now we're going to, and we are going

7 to check back the plant and prove reasonable assurance, on that

8 hypothetical, would you still be able to be licensed?

9 MR. EGGELING: I don't know the answer to that
)

10 question. That question is certainly not this case. It's not

11 even close to this case. It's nothing before this Board.
|

12 The question of whether someone who simply |

13 intentionally, I assume, since otherwise I would have to
I i

14 conclude that thousands of people couldn't read, intentionally |
|

15 disregarded a Commission requirement, should nevertheless,
i

16 having validated the purpose of Appendix B, will nevertheless

17 be found to have a license, has not been presented in any of

18 these cases.

'
19 That sort of a penalty, which is exactly what it

20 would be -- I will penalize you for not even trying -- is not

21 addressed in any of these cases.

22 What these cases do make clear is that if you tried,

23 notwithstanding the fact that you failed, if you come back and

24 demonstrate you have still satisfied the purpose, you not only

25 may get a license, but you are absolutely entitled to a
i

O
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h 1 license. Even though it is stipulated, as in Diablo, that you

2 didn't do it in a complete area, you still are entitled to a

3 license.

4 And a licensing board that should jump ahead and try

5 to decide whether or not you have complied here or there or

6 whatever, and try to deny your license notwithstanding the

7 strength of your reverification, reinspection proof, errs and

8 should be reversed, as in Byron.

9 That is the context that we have here. That is why,

10 and I want to leave the rest for my scheduling argument, that

11 is why proper schedule dictates going ahead and getting it in

12 hearings and finding out what they are.

13 There were substantial debates and discussions to

O
14 which I hope I didn't contribute very much, with regard to what

15 the evidence might or might not be.

16 Ms. Garde started telling you about what she had
i

|
17 confidence in based on various depositions.

10 JUDGE BLOCH: We will not consider that.

19 MR. EGGELING: Well, I just want to say, but let me

20 point out, regardless of your consideration, I can stand hero

21 and I do have confidence that that's not the case. ,

1

22 The point is what we're trying to make, though. The

23 point is there is real evidence. It is out there. It is being ,

|

24 compiled. It is being made public on a daily basis es various

25 reports are made available. It is ready or soon will be |

|
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() ;?mpletely ready and ripe for hearing. Let's get into the4

l
2 hearings, debating lawyers' rhetod a about what might or might

]
1

3 not be the scope of the evidence and'what it might or might not-

4 show, and what is undetermined and what is.not, is not only ]
1

5 counterproductive,'it's exactly contrary to the existing case 1

6 law.

I
7 Thank you.

8 JUDGE BLOCH: Thank you. Ms. Moore?

9 JUDGE JORDAN: Please use your microphone.

10 MS.~ MOORE: I'm sorry.

11 Mr. Chairman, I have a very brief thing to say, and

12 that is that it is-the Staff's view that you will ultimately

13 make the finding, or would be required to make the finding

O
14. under 50.57(A)(1), once you have assumed, once you have q

i
4

.15- determined that you have reasonable assurance that this plant
|*

116 .is constructed and can be operated safely. You will ultimately |

|
'17 make the finding within the context of the limited contention

18 before you.

19 I thought you had limited the finding you would have

20 to make under 50.57(A)(1) to the contention. I wanted to make
21 sure that was clear.

22 JUDGE BLOCH: It is. I'm not sure it's so limited,

23 thoug'h.

24 MS. MOORE: But in any event, what we believe is that

25 you would make that finding based on the application as

O
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(b 1- amended, and you would make it based also on the Commission's

2 regulations as interpreted by the cases which have been.

3 discussed here today.

4 That is all we have to say.

I5 JUDGE JORDAN: When you say the application as

'6- amended, do you mean that these are amendments to the FSAR?

-7 MS. MOORE: That is correct. All along,.as a plant

8 goes through'the licensing proceeding, there are needs to amend
*

9 the FSARs, since things tend to change and there have to be

10 amendments to that FSAR, and those are the amendments we're

11' talking about.

12 JUDGE BLOCH: Ms. Moore, in terms of interpreting

13 regulations in accordance with the case law, are we talking

. O
14 about dictum or holding, when it comes to applying the facts of

15 the previous cases to this case?

16 MS. MOORE: In the case of Diablo Canyon,

17 specifically, you would be applying the Appeal Board's holding

18 in that case.

19 JUDGE BLOCH: With respect to design documents. Is i

20 that with respect to construction?
]

21 MS. MOORE: It's our position that you need not

22 distinguish between design and construction in order to use

i 23 Diablo Canyon.

24 We think it equally applies, for the reasons I

25 discussed in my argument before, that construction is in fact

O
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: 1 amenable.to the same type of reverification or validation that
1

2 design is.

3 JUDGE BLOCH: .And is that'a factual argument or a-

.4 legal argument?

5 MS. MOORE: A mixed question of law and fact,
j

6- perhaps, l
1
1

7 It is the Staff's position that, and based on the

8 factual discussions in the cases that are presented or that

9 have.been discussed here, that you can in fact have

10 reinspection programs which will revalidate construction if

11 there was uncertainty about its adequacy.

12 And we believe that the cases, such as Waterford and
~

13 .Callaway, demonstrate that you can in fact do that and that the-

'14 Appeal Board believes you can do it successfully, if your

15, program is adequate.- The corrective action program, that is.

16 JUDGE BLOCH: Thank you. )

17 Mr. Roisman, do you have a minute or two?

18 MR. ROISMAN: Just a few quick points, j
i

19 One, in the cases that you have been hearing about

20 today, Zimmer, Midland, Byron, Diablo Canyon, Callaway,

21 Waterford, in everyone of those cases, in one way or another,

22 there was a finding on the size of the breakdown, sometimes by 1
1
1

23 the Commission, sometimes by the Staff itself, often by the j

|
'

24 Board.

25 And in all of them certainly post-Callaway, there was

(
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) I this withheld judgment. What would we do if it were pervasive?

2 In each of them they found something less than pervasive. And.

3 when they used alternative means other than the QAQC program

4 that.hadn't been properly implemented to try to find the

I

5 reasonable assurance, they in each instance, the specific scope

6 of that breakdown,.which was, we submit, relatively narrow,

7 probably broadest in Diablo Canyon, we had 100 percent

8 reinspection.

9 Now, as the Board pointed out when it is design, as

10 .it was in Diablo Canyon, it is arguably at least possible to

11 see how that could happen.

12 When it is construction, it is impossible to see how
a

13 you can have a 100 percent reinspection when you know that
n)~%~

14 there are going to be some things that you simply cannot find,

15 cannot go back and test them out.

16 But even there, it is arguable that the Commission

17 has said well, let's wait and see how bad the breakdown is and

18 what it looks like before we cross that bridge.

19 But when the used the random sampling programs, as

20 they did in Diablo Canyon in the non-seismic design area, they
i

21 used the random sampling programs to allow the applicant to

22 establish that there had not been a pervasive breakdown outside

23 the scope of the proof from the intervenor.

24 This intervenor is making its proof plant-wide, and

25 is arguing that we can prove the pervasiveness of the !

|

([) |
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() 1 breakdown.

2 If we do, there is nothing in this case law that ]
i

3 would suggest that anything less than 100 percent reinspection, |

4 even if that, could possibly substitute for the pervasively j
s

f

5 broken down QAQC program. ]
'

|

6 And I think that is a very important aspect of the |

7 facts of those cases which is very key to the legal issue here.

8 We are looking at, we think, a unique case. Mr.
1

9 Eggeling says it's not the case where the utility came forward |

10 and said we don't have a QAQC program.

11 I agree that isn't what happened. What happened is, I
l

12 our Appendix to the evidentiary standard indicates that j

13 virtually everybody else came forward and said they didn't have {
I

14 a QAQC program that worked, from as early as 1976 through the ,

15 MAC report all the way up to the time that we started seeing j
1

16 the whistleblowers come out in 1982 and 1983, and of course |
|

17 this Board's decision in December of 1983. i

I'

18 So my analogy, we submit, is what we will be prepared

19 to prove at the appropriate time, and that is that it is as
,

1

20 though they had announced that they didn't have a OAQC program. |

21 And as to whether they did it intentionally or not,

22 that is in the CPA proceeding.
1

23 So we even have that issue to be litigated, although

24 not directly in the OL proceeding. I don't think intentionality

25 is relevant to this 50.57 standard that we have been
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) 1 ' discussing, in any event.

2 But even that, we've argued that it was intentional.

'3 JUDGE.BLOCH: Thank you, Mr. Roisman.

4 Before we take our break, I would like to announce

l
5 that I requested from the parties that sometime before we !

6 conclude here, we will get a status report on the CPA case.

7- I don't know if the parties are all going to be able

8 to do that. But I am announcing it because there may be

9 _ representatives of minority owners in the audience that may

10 want to have something to say about that, too.

:11 Off the record. |

12 (Discussion off the record)
.13 JUDGE BLOCH: I'd like to retain the order of the

0
14 parties that_we had last time. Mr. Eggeling.

15 MR. EGGELINGs, Thank you, Your Honors. As the Board

16 -knows, we are here today in connection with the applicant's i

17 motion for establishment of a schedule to complete the

18 litigation of this docket.

19 I would suppose that no one would disagree that

20 litigation of this docket must sometime come to an end. And

21 that, according to the Commission rules and practice, a

22 litigation schedule permitting the parties a framework for

23 completing their efforts and an appropriate way to get there

- 24 from where, which is in limbo to there, which is completing the

25 record and going forward with whatever rulings of law,
e

O
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r-
(_)s 1 conclusions of fact, et cetera, this Board makes, iF what we

1

2 must do.

3 I would hope, as well, that no one would seriously

4 disagree with the essential elements of a proper schedule.

5 Whether one draws upon Commission regulations, general

6 principles of equitable law and fairness or even the rarified
,

7 atmosphere of constitutional guarantees of due process, the

8 elements of a proper schedule remain the same. A tribunal

9 should endeavor to achieve expedition, economy, efficiency, and 1

,

10 appropriate protection of each party's logitimate substantive

11 rights. These are the fundamental standards which must inform

12 this Board's decision today and animate whatever schedule it

13 issues.s

(~)
14 Notwithstanding the extensive discussions that we had

15 during the first session of this argument, there is still, I

16 submit, really very little legitimate dispute about the

17 applicable law to these proceedings. I

18 There are some interesting questions with regard to

19 how one might read (a)(1), I agree. Things of that sort. But

20 the essential message remains the same. And that is all of

21 these cases decide that if a reverification, reinspection, et

22 cetera effort, all the evidence in the record, produces

23 reasonable assurance, a license must issue or at the very least

24 a license must issue under 50.57(a)(3) And if there is some
l

25 component to this separate idea which I don't want to carve out

C:) i
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13(_/ 1 right now, I do not believe exists, for the reasons I gave ,

2 before. I don't want to carve it out because I don't want to

3 backtrack.

L 4 But that is something, again, that can be dealt with
,

5 after the entire evidence is there and you find out what you

'

6 have or what you don't have.

7 I have no doubts that there remains very substantial

8 dispute between the applicants and the interveners, at least,

9 with regard to what tho facts are and how the facts actually

10 apply to that law.

11 That, I submit to this Board is the essence of what

12 trials are all about. And that is where we are. It is time to ;

13 schedule that trial and go about finding out what the factss

b
14 really are and how it applies to the law as will be dictated by

15 this Board. .And to the extent someone disagrees with it, it !

!

16 will have to be considered elsewhere later.
J

17 We have been out of hearings now for what will soon ;

!

18 be almost over three years. The applicants have made efforts |

19 from time to time, generally supported by the staff, to get

20 back into hearings or at least that some schedule be j

21 reestablished that will produce a litigation schedule. It is

22 our view -- was our view then and is our view now that some of j

23 those scheduling proposals could have been accepted and that !

!

24 they would have produced substantial movement towards a result j

25 without any interference with the goals and standards I gave

(
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1 before and without any derogation of-any parties' legit'imate

2. substantive rights.

3 The Board has declined to-see it that way. And I am

4 not here to reargue any of that. And.I hope I wasn't 1

5 understood to be suggesting that.

6 The message that I want to get across is that we are, _

7 at the very least, on any scale, a year and a half closer to |

8 the end point. We can debate whether that end point is

9 tomorrow or six weeks from now or whatever Mr. Roisman's view

10 is. But we are a year and a half closer to it. The time has

11 come to set a schedule that allows us to get that in point into

12 hearings and into results so we can find out.

' g-( 13 The one that that it seems to me must'be accepted and

U
14 I don't suspect for a moment that it isn't, by the members of

'

15 this Board, is that given all the attention that has been given

16 to this case by the applicants, by the staff, by the

17 interveners and by this Board and its individual members and

10 collectively, it would be simply unconscionable to reach a

19 position at some point in the near future in which construction

20 is completed and in which I think we are ready for a license

21 and yet because proper elements of a schedule have not been put

22 in place and people have not completed whatever is necessary to
!

23 discovery, exchange of information, focusing issues, whatever |
l

24 it may be, we are still looking at hearings before we can l
I

25 answer the ultimate equation of whether or not Comanche Peak is I

O
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\ /; 1 entitled to a license. That is really the element of why we
|

2 believe we are here today and why we put forth our motion. ]
i
'

3 The essence of this case, as we said before, involves

4 essentially a QA/QC issue and whether or not in light of that

5 ~ issue'one can or cannot derive the types of findings, the

6 reasonable assurance that we say that the statute and I
1

t

L 7 regulations require.

8 It is, as we said before, essentially the
1

9 collectively significance of everything that happened at )

10 Comanche Peak: past events, recent past events, current events

11 and even projections of future events that all go into that

12 equation and that will ultimately allow this Board to reach its

13 conclusions under.the regulations.

O
i|

l'4 We have, as everyone knows, embarked on a massive'

15 reinspection / reverification program pursuant to what we believe |

| 16 to be the case law and pursuant, which makes perfectly good |

| |
l 17 engineering sense, and we are rapidly coming upon the time when |

1

18 all those-fruits will be available for litigation and for l
t

i
19 consideration by this Board in whatever context someone wants

|

20 to put it in. ]

' 21 ' The schedule that we proposed we believe meets

22 exactly those standards that I otherwise put forth. I think it

23 recognizes that expedition as a standard can't be achieved

24 unless the parties know that they must begin now. Indeed, they

25 should have begun sometime ago. There has been no closing of j

()
| \
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I) 1 discovery as the Board has often reminded everyone. There have

2 been no limitations. But they certainly must, if they have
,

3 not been assiduously applying themselves pull up their boot

4 straps and get goiry with regard to completing any discovery

5 procedures tbst they must have in order to formulate their

6 positions, exchange those positions where appropriate with

7 their adversaries to the extent the discovery process calls for

8 such things and to get that behind us. And that must be

9 started now. And it must be completed at sometime in the near

10 future or we will have that fearful gap that I pose of not

11 being completed on that even though everything else is

12 completed. And that would, I suggest, be a serious violation

13 of the applicant's rights.

14 Our schedule, again, I believe -- and I am not

15 addressing the specifics of our schedule right now because I

16 hope it is relatively clear. I certainly will try to answer

17 any specifics, but I am simply trying to touch upon what we

18 think it encapsulates. )

19 It preserves, I think, economy in that it has in it

20 several provisions that provide that if someone can make a. )
;121 showing, a good decent argument that they should not be

22 required to channel their efforts into looking at this
!

23 particular piece of information or this particular report

24 because it is dependent upon something later and because for |

25 some reason it is interrelated, because it is simply a wasteful

lieritage Reporting Corporation
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(_/ 1 use of their resources right now, those provisions are in

2 there. We didn't overlook them. They are there. We think they

3 are fair to everyone. If there are questions, if there are

4 tinkering, they can be cons'.dered.

5 It seems to me that it seeks to achieve essential

6 efficiency. And this to some degree is an element of both the

7 second session's argument and the argument today. That is, if

8 in fact the cases stand at the very least for the proposition

9 that we suggest they stand for and that is not only that the

10 Board must make a 50.57(a)(3) finding and that that finding

11 must be reasonable assurance and that that finding must be

12 based upon.the fruits of all the efforts out there,
,

13 reinspection, reverification and past history to the extent, -)
L~ J

14 that it is properly validated, verified and the Board can have
I

15 confidence in it. Then it is time to put all that evidence in. I
1

16 It makes no sense to have an inefficient proceeding j

17 in which you do some little parts of this and do other parts of

18 this and string this out to where it all comes out where you

19 don't know what you have.

20 If someone puts forth some argument that something |

|
21 broke down in someplace, the answer is going to be: It didn't

22 break down because our reinspection efforts shows it didn't or |
|

23 it did break down because our reinspection efforts confirmed it

24 did, but we fixed it. Or, it did break down, but not |

25 sufficiently that wo don't have doubts about -- that you should

O
\~/
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(mj 1 have any continuing doubts about any elements outside the small

2 place where you found because our reverification efforts showed

3 that.

4 All of the claimed things to argue about, regardless

5 of how you slice the cases, are all proved by the same ultimate

6 evidence. And they all become the same mix. And, therefore,

7 the sooner one gets into hearings and the sooner one gets in a

8 straight forward hearing, the more efficient, the more fair,

9 the more just it is. Simply do not accept the arguments made

10 by my brother that somehow parcelling this produces efficiency

11 and economy. It produces exactly the contrary.

12 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Eggeling, just two detail

13 questions. One is when do you think the collective

0-
14 significance report will be available?

15 MR. EGGELING: Early next year, but I really --

16 JUDGE BLOCH: Because the last I heard was the

17 beginning of October. )

18 MR. EGGELING: No, that is collective evaluation,

19 Your Honor.

20 JUDGE BLOCH: Collective evaluation?

21 MR. EGGELING: That is a different report.

22 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. How about the collective

23 evaluation report?

24 MR. EGGELING: We filed a progress report on Friday,

25 Your Honor, which reflects that it is now expected in November. J
J

'

)
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)() 1? I have.no current information to indicate that isn't correct. |

|

2' I know people are working on it. vigorously. I know people.are _j

3 ,considering its implications because it clearly is a central

4 and important piece, very carefully and very thoroughly. ;

5 And I know.as we have told the Board and I'm sure the j

6 Board wouldn''t wish anything.otherwise, that it won't be

~7 published until people are darned confident that it accurately

' 8 reflects the facts and that it answers the question that

9 someone will legitimately have in that part of the equation.. ,

)
10. JUDGE BLOCH: Could you tell us the status of that

11- .other report that CASE told us about which is the retroactive

12 evaluation of hardware. I don't remember the exact title.

13 MR. EGGELING: Well, the thing you addressed while
i'

) ;

14- you were talking to CASE was so-called the PCHVP. That reallyL
'

15 isn't a-separate report thing. There are 11 project status

! 16 . reports that, having divided the plant up into disciplines or

17 areas, will study the plant in its entirety in all those-

18 capacities. The post-construction hardware validation program

19 is an element of the things that will be done and will be

20 reflected, the results of which will be reflected in PSRs, !

21 project status reports. I believe at least some project status ;

22 reports are ready for issue or may have been issued.
i

i'

23 JUDGE BLOCH: But what I want to know is whether
!

24 there is a comprehensive methodology for the PCHVP and whether .|
'

|

25 we can have that? You are doing the PSRs. There must be some I

,

( ;
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l' methodology '--

2' MR. EGGELING: Yes,.there are. There are letters'to

3' the staff and there are generic issues reports which reflect

4 generally what the issues are and the types of approach, and
.

5 then a project status report, of.which some will be issued, go

6 'into detailed analysis of how one would go about.it. The

7 frameworks are all there and well known.

8 JUDGE BLOCH: Well,.we would like to see the PCHVP

9 framework, whatever goes into tha,t framework. And I would like
.

10 to know also is that complete now or is the framework actually

11. still evolving?

12 MR. EGGELING: I don't believe the framework is
13 evolving, as I would phreae it. I do not'know and if you want

O ,

14' .me to try to consult, I can try'to find out. I do not know

15 whether in fact if someone confronts in some discipline some

.16 problem. There is going to be some tinkering with~the way in

'
17 which you approach the problem. That is true of whether it is

18 whether you look'at it upside down or use a light or use a

19 mirror.

20 Other than that, it la hard for me to address your

21 question. Itirequires an engineer. And, in fact, it requires |

22 a meeting of minds about engineers. And one. thing i have

23 discovered is they each'have their own slight uementic thing |

24 and it takes a while sometimes to got that meeting of the minds

25 and be sure they aren't talking past'one another. I certainly |

(v~) .
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1 wouldn't want'to contribute to that by trying to'ans er your

2' question. f,

(

3 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. Would you continue? ,,o !

'4 MR. EGGELING: Thank you. Well, Your Hohor asked and

5 I will stop and reserve the balance of my time after observing
.

6' my reaction to.the other schedules. Yes, sir? .i

7 JUDGE-MC COLLOM: What did you say about the project

8 status reports? Did.you'say they were either out?1 .sp

9 MR. EGGELING: Some. Some, s

10 JUDGE MC COLLOM: Some of them are out. What about.

11 the schedule for all of those? When would-they be expected to-

12 be in?

13 MR. EGGELING:' The schedule is anticipated they will

14 all be published by the end of this year. I do not know ho.w 3

15 .hard that schedule is, but is certainly continues to be the

16 schedule and Mr. Wooldridge advises me that two were issued
=

17 today. Friday. Three more within the next week or two. TS7,
18 the first five which are in fact the five mentioned in our ;;,,

schedulingmotionasbeingelementsthatwouldbeinthegroup\.f19

20' 1 focus. And the reason why they are both coming out first and O

21 why they were our focus back when we did the scheduling motion

22 .is they probably capture 80, 90, 95 percent of the issues that '/

23 have previously been identified as being potential problems at

24 Comanche Peak. They go back to lost dowel issues, pipe

25 supports, all sorts of things. That ,ts where a tremendous

.O -
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1 : amount of-heaving thinking and| analysis has been going on for'a -

- \y yy
.long U,lmel That is why they are coming out a bituearlier than

.,1 g'
R 2

> ,

the others. And, in fact, we think they will resolve 'in-

q. .

4 t hstantial fashion almost everything everyone has ever thought
,

5 of as being a potential problem at Cemanche Peak. That's why
'

6 -we'vo'been at the offort.

i'

7 JUDGE MC COLLOM: This is with respect to-the

'8 hardware matching design?

9 MR. EGGELING - Well, it actually has several elements

10 to it, Your Honor. 'And I guess -- I don't want to get~
'

11 sidetracked into the elements of this with regard.to schedule,.' '

n. 12 but let me try to give you a brief answer and if_you like at

O,m!I 13
some break I will try to get more comprehensive answers if need

14 be, although I think it is out there in public records, hearing' '
,

,

, 45 transcripts, et cetota,
it

~
''

16 In essence, it'has-a couple' pieces,-boiled down very

17: simply. The first idfto study'.dll the design, to revalidate,

r t \
/ G8 reverify the design against original design commitments,

'

19 whatever it may be. The second is to then go down and study
;;. 1

,

'

1 20 all the construction and conclude either that construction
s

-

i

, ' 21 since it relates to a change design, it must be reinspected, it

22 must be changed necessarily because the design changed. Or

.23 because the design did not change and therefore you know
.

.t

24 exactly wiat the plant is supposed to be because the design

25 didn't change. That is you had validated that the original

:(
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1 design was proper and correct, that you then have adequate

2 engineering evaluations, that that construction out there in

3 the field is consistent with the design. The elements of that

4 proof will vary depending upon whether we are talking about

5 walls or pipe hooks or basements. Those are the variations of

~6 any-engineering application. But, ultimately, the two pieceo

7 will' fit together and you will know, both that the design has
.

:8 been completely verified and that you have reasonable assurance

:9- that there are no deficiencies, safety significant deficiencies

.10 that is variations from that design such.as to preclude the

11 finding of reasonable assurance required by the regulations.

12' JUDGE JORDAN:. The staff mentioned not only the

13 . project status reports as being trigger points, but also the

14 collective significant reports.

15 MR. EGGELING: The collective significance report is

16 something that was originally conceived of back in the first

17 days of the program plan or close to first. I don't want to

18 misstate it because I wasn't around then.
~

19 It was intended to be the utilization of the senior

20 review team, the CPRT senior gurus, if you will, to take a look

21 at everything that has been learned, to take a look at the

22 inter-reaction and intertwining of all those things and give

23 their own collective views, not unlike the collective views or

24 the collective views that we called upon for this Board to give

25 with regard to reasonable assurance findings.

O
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h 1 Yes, we have seen it all. We have seen both how the

2 design was verified. We have seen how the samplings or actual

3 inspections or whatever they may be validated or invalidated

4 TRT issues. We have seen where there are generic implications

5 and trends and root causes go. We have seen what has been done

6 to do the construction in the field. We have seen what has

|7 been done to insure that current QA is working properly and

8 that it is overseen and making all this work together. That

9 everything is together, and, therefore, we conclude -- that is

10 assumed that we are working towards, that reasonable assurance

11 exists.

12 That is the significance of collective significance

13 report. It is very important and, yet, it is not important in

0
14 the sense that it is simply going to be a small tag end after

15 everything else is done. And, obviously, they are watching

16 this all as it goes along. And one would expect that if they

17 perceive that for some reason we are getting off the trolley,

10 somebody would try to make some mid-course corrections and you

19 wouldn't end up with some huge report that said not -- you have

20 done this for years, it didn't come out right. I don't expect

21 either of those things to occur.

22 So, I don't want to make it seem as though it is

23 going to be some great bible that is going to explain

24 everything. Every element, in fact, explains everything and

25 for the most part stands partially on its own.

O
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()"
1 JUDGE JORDAN: But you do plan to. publish-these

2 reports.

3 MR. EGGELING: Yes. And it would be as'soon as

4 possible after the final'PSR was issued.;

5 JUDGE JORDAN: -After the final what?

6 MR. EGGELING: Project status report, PSR. The 11

7- cut-off disciplines.
,

8 JUDGE' JORDAN: I see.
1

9 MR.'EGGELING: Because that is the last element'that
~

.10' really informs the collective significance.
a

11 JUDGE MC COLLOM: Will we know when the project.
,

|
112- status reports are issued what reliance will be made on'any QA

-13 program of the past, the so-called historical QA/QC program?
.

14 MR. EGGELING: Yes, I would think so. I won't tell

15 you here because I am simply not familiar enough whether there

16 will be a chart or a list, you know, whether you will derive

17 that. But the work done under the project status report will *

.18 be doing exactly that. Whether you have to ask the question

19 based upon what you see, whether someone has to put the raw ,

20 work together, et cetera, I simply don't know. The reports are

21 obviously going to be voluminous and, yet, they are not going |

l

22 to attempt to write a history of the entire plan' in the report

23 format. !

24 JUDGE MC COLLOM: Considering the discussion today,

25- it seems to me it should be very clear in those reports,

O
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I 1 wherever'you reported, when there is such reliance. I would

2 not like to get into hearing and suddenly find out that-that in

3 what was relied upon. It should be very clear at that time

L 4 that the project reports are issued.
|-

| '5 .MR. EGGELING: It certainly should be. And I am

6 sura, again, as I say, it will be. No one is going to have

7 this hidden until you get into hearing. There is certainly no

8 intention of doing that. I just don't know the format of the

9 wording.

10 A substantial part of that information and, indeed,
|
| 11 will be in many ways passed through, relied upon and then

12 further evaluated for its strength will come from the quality

: 13 of construction 7C report and the collective evaluation report
*

.

14 Judge Bloch actually asked about. That tells you a great dealf

15 about,.if not virtually everything about, historical QA/QC and

16 that which we believe can be= relied upon and that whi.ch cannot

17 andfthat will show you your boundaries and that will show you

18 what,.if anything, there is to litigate about.

19 I don't have much tima left to reserve so I am going

20 to talk very fast so I will have some.

21 JUDGE BLOCH: I have a feeling that the time is too

22 short because I do want you also to comment on the staff's

23 proposal.

24 MR. EGGELING: I'm going to do that right now. That

25 was why -- I was preceding that by saying how quickly I was

O
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1 going to address-it.

2 CASE's proposal, I can address very quickly. Any

3- proposal that takes well over 600 days to get to an ,

:

4' indeterminant result, that's when I quit counting, can't be

5 expeditious, economical, efficient or protective of anybody''s

~ 6; ' rights. It simply does not take into account the standards

7 -that ought to be there'for efficiently litigating these

8 matters.

9 The staff's proposal, I have I think, although you

10 can see we're differ. We differ in time periods and we differ

11 perhaps with regard to certain scope of things. There is

12 really only two things about it that I would call out to you as

13 being significant concerns.
' O, ;

14 The first is there is provision made directly in the

15. staff's proposal. I suppose I should refer to where. At the

16 last two elements in their Phase 1, requiring parties to file

17 appositions to the litiga, tion of issues that may be designated 4

1

18 by CASE, and then requiring the License Board to decide and

'19 issue orders deciding what issues are litigable. I
l

20 JUDGE JORDAN: I'm lost. What page are you on?

21 MR. EGGELING: This is in the -- it is Attachment 1

22 to the staff's response to applicant's motion for establishment

23 of schedule, page 1.

24 JUDGE BLOCH: Hold on a second.

25 (Pause.)
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1 JUDGE BLOCH: .Okay, continue.

2 MR. EGGELING: The last two events in Phase 1 of the.

3 staff's_ proposal essentially require a built in -- a joint

4 issue with regard to what issues are to be litigated and this

5 Board will be required to consider. What issues are required

6' .to be litigated.

7 I' think that again violates my principles of

8- efficiency and economy. If CASE or someone else -- there isn't

9 anybody else that I know of -- but someone designates an issae

10 to be'-litigated, that people believe in good faith and in

11 consonant with the law and all the other obligations is

'

.12 something that can't and should not be litigated before this

I13 Board, completely out of Contention 5, outside of the

'O '

jurisdiction of the NRC, who knows what? I would certainly i14

15 expect that-this Board would be available to receive a motion

16 to strike or modify that contention and to get it narrowed.

)17 I don't think we should build in that kind of'a
i

18 procedure where we necessarily wrangle about and have the Board |

19 necessarily consider about, again, in the abstract, what the
I
'

20' issues ought to be. That really isn't the way to litigate this

21 case. It isn't the way to litigate any case. Put on your |

22 ovidenco, you know.

23 I don't want to oversimplify things, but we have

24 heard a lot of debate today about learning things and

25 establishing evidentiary standards and whatsoever. There are

.O !
|
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hh I hundreds of thousands of lawsuits that go to trial everyday in

2 this country and are going to trial right now that involve huge

3 sums of money or personal freedoms or everything else, and the

4 judge tells the parties what the law is he is going to apply to

5 the evidence they just opent three weeks or six weeks or two
;

6 years introducing at the end then just before he charges the

7 jury. You don't get these sorts of things and all they become

8 are backwaters for waste and inefficiency. We shouldn't let

9 ourselves slip into them. The toys don't work.
I
'

10 JUDGE BLOCil: Do you have a period of time within

11 which you would have to decide --

12 MR. EGGELING: Then I would be fine, sure. Something

13 that precludes people from laying behind a log and jumping in

h I

14 later and saying, "You can't litigate that." That's fine. I j

15 think that, again, that is efficient. That is economical.

16 That avoids waste. That avoids surprise. That is consistent

17 with all the standards for a schedule. I don't have a period

18 in mind, but putting one in makes some sense.

19 The only other concern I have is about the staff's

20 proposal in the abstract and I understand from talking to them

21 that we have perhaps misread it. I don't want to either i

22 overlook this point or put words in their mouth, but when we

23 read it, we were concerned that if not dictated at least put

24 one on a schedule for 11 separate hearings as each of these

25 PSR, project status reports were issued. By definition, that

k
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:. - 1 kind of piecemeal litigation is to be avoided if at all
.

2 possible. And I don't think it should be understood that each
''

3 time one of these comes down you only litigate within the

4 . confines of that. Indeed, that is exactly what I understand my

5 brother to com' plain about and say we should not be able to i

6 mousetrap him into.a situation where he can't introduce other .

7 evidence that shows that this evidence here that we might rely
~

8 upon is in fact infected by some other place. We don't intend-

9 to do that.

!- 10 I perhaps am overreacting. That the staff really did

11 not intend that. I am not understanding that from discussions I

12 . with them, but if.that message came through to the Board, we

13 would suggest that that would be an inappropriate way to go.

' O
<

14 JUDGE _BLOCH: I guess my concern'is not being sure
.I

15 that it is fair to start until the picture is seen, to start '

16 litigating pieces before you know what the overall picture is.

)17 MR. EGGELING: The picture is seen, Your Honor. I

i

18 mean I can't emphasize anymore than to hammer the table and

19 make the microphone fall off. We told people in. response to

20 Question 1 what the elements'of proof were that we were relying

21 upon. The staff predicted what they were going to be almost

22 exactly, which of course is true. Anyone who has carefully

23 followed what we have been doing knows that. The documents are |

24 all out there. You may not know exactly what the 10th PSR is ;

.I
25 going to say with regard to some particular area of widgets

O
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() 1 .within its' discipline because the solution to that may not be

2' out-for yet a'few more weeks. But, if you wait until you know

3: the answer to every.one of those, you fall directly afoul of
|

4 the point that I made nd the one I thought Your Honor

5 recognized before and tr,at is you don't get to litigate when

6- you have everything completed. .

7- JUDGE MC COLLOM: Let me ask a. question on that. Do

8 all the project status reports have to come out before the SRT
i

'
9- can present the-collective significance report?

10 MR. EGGELING: That is the contemplation, yes, sir.

11. JUDGE MC COLLOM: That implies then that you are

12 thinking that we might go into hearing before the collective

~13 significance report is issued.

O
14 MR. EGGELING: We certainly haven't thought that. By

15 all schedules that we have, everything will be out well before

16 you would enter hearing.
,

|
17 JUDGE MC COLLOM: But that implies then that all 1

18 project status reports will be out before we go into hearing.

19 MR. EGGELING: I believe they will. But what we have

20 provided because there is this necessity for trying to get at

21 the discovery = process, if one waits until everything is out,

.22 not only does one become terribly inefficient, but one becomes

23 trapped by the argument that my brother has frequently

24 eloquently raised with regard to the so-called data dump.

25 There is no data dump out there. There is tons of information

O
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~ ( 1 coming out almost daily which they are not bothering to look

2 at. They have got to be encouraged to look at it and told if

3 they don't look at it, their time is passed so that when

4 everything is' ready we can go into the hearing room and

5 litigate.

6 Thank you. I hope I have a little time to reserve.

7 for rebuttal.

8 JUDGE'BLOCH: We will work that out.

9 Ms. Moore.

10 MS. MOORE: Your Honor, the staff's schedule possibly

11 needs a little clarification and so I would like to address

'
12 Mr. Eggeling's point concerning the 11 possible paths to

13 hearing. 10
14 The schedule, itself, says that these would be

15 parallel paths. What we were trying to establish was a means

16 for early issue identification, for discovery to start and

17 early issue identification. But what we had contemplated and 1

18 perhaps it has not come across clearly in this schedule was !

i
19 that the actual hearings would not start on any one of the PSRs ]

|
'

'20' until the collective significance report had been issued and

'
21 reviewed. That is a clarification. If it did not come across,

22 I apologize. But what we look to the project status reports

23 and the collective significance reports to do is to provide a

24 framework under which parties could begin identification of

25 specific issues which they wished to litigate.

O
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(f *
.1' And to that end, we weren't intending to preclude-

2 _ people from raising issues based on cross-disciplinary ;

3? problems. We had envisioned that these project status reports

4' would have'information in them which could allow interveners to

5 raise?whatever specific issues with regard to the discipline
!

6 covered by the project status report they wished to do. We did

7 not intend to preclude them from'at the time say of the

8 collective significance report raising cross-disciplinary

9 issues which showed up in more,than one project status report

10 or which showed up in the collective significance report.
|

11- What-we tried to achieve was to get identification of
I

.12 the specifics as'early in the process as we possibly could.- To
. q

i
13 that end, we chose the project status reports because, in our '

(:)
14 minds, they represented the end point in the investigation of a

'

15 particular discipline. We chose the collective significance

16 report because it was our understanding that it would be the

17 end point of the third party CPRT activities.

18 And we believe that also these would provide the

19 framework for the staff's review as well. We would be 1

20 reviewing the project status reports and the collective

21 significance reports.

22 The one difference that you will note -- one of the

23 differences you will notico between our schedule and the

24- applicant's schedule is that we do not provide a specific time
1
i25 for the staff to complete its review.

O
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m() 1 And we think that this is a very necessary bit of

2 flexibility that we need in our schedule. We will do our

3 review as expeditiously as possible, but as thoroughly as we

4 need to do it and, therefore, we were reluctant to commit

5 ourselves to the length of time proposed in the applicant's

6 schedule. And we used our review -- we used issuance of our

7 review as another trigger date.

8 JUDGE BLOCH: Ms. Moore?

9 MS. MOORE: Yes.

10 JUDGE BLOCH: Two things concern me here. One is why

11 you think it is fair to require CASE to specify issues before

12 the staff has evaluated and possibly taken care of the issues

13 for it. Why would you want the interveners to specify the73

()'
14 issues before they get a chance to see whether the staff has

15 resolved them for them already?

.16 MS. MOORE: It's a traditional Commission practice

17 that often happens and we were trying to propose a schedule

18 along the lines of traditional Commission practice. That is

19 that the staff's review is not what governs the case, but

20 rather the application on the applicant's documents. The

21 applicants bear the burden of proof and it's the applicant's

22 documents that normally sustain the challenge and the staff's

23 review comes out many times after contentions have already been ,

!

24 admitted. i

1

25 I believe and I may be istaken, but I believe our

(1)
'
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() 1- schedule allows the interveners to have discovery against the

'

2 staff so that they could make some determinations at least to

3 clarify the staff's review if they felt it necessary.

4 JUDGE BLOCH: The concern is that we not do what
.

)l5 happened last time on the summary disposition motions where

6 CASE came in and they had to file summary disposition motions.

-7 Staff took a lot longer than CASE and then, ultimately, the
i

8 applicants withdrew their summary disposition motions. And I

9 am just worried about burdening them to respond when the

10 resources that you have are obviously so much larger and when

11 you say you can't respond as quickly as you want them to.

12 MS. MOORE: We believe that the response that is

13 required of CASE is somewhat different than our response. And

O
14- I apologize for the summary disposition, for not knowing as

15 much as perhaps I should about the summary disposition motions.

16 I have heard of them, but I wasn't around at the time, so I

17 can't address the details of that.

18 However, the staff does have an independent

19 responsibility to insure that they are satisfied with the

20 program and its implementation. And this will take some time.

21 We do not anticipate taking an unduly long period of time.

22 That isn't our object here. But we thought, too, that if CASE |
!,

'

23 specified its issues early perhaps there was room for

24 negotiation among the parties concerning those issues. And,
l

25 so, we believed that the earlier the issues could be identified

O
'
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(f 1- perhaps the better it would be for all parties concerned.

2- JUDGE BLOCH: Well, there is a different question as

I
3 to whether. CASE might send things to you to persuade'the staff

4- of certain things. They might:want_to do that. My guess is
1

5 they would because they have done that in the past.- But to l

i

6! require them to specify issues for hearing is a different'
'

7 question and requires a different kind of effort.

8 My problem with sticking to the standard' procedure is

9 'that they prevailed twice in this case already. And it seems
:
|.10 - to me thatfit is possible to show a little consideration for

11 them and let them see the staff's work before requiring.them to

12 do everything all by themselves.

.13 JMS. MOORE: I don't think we would object to that in

t]
14 the abstract. I would have to see how that plays out in terms

15 of if-we issue a review on a particular PSR, for example, or a

16 number of PSRs, then the time should begin to run as soon as

17 that review was issued and, therefore, the issues would have to

18 be specified with regard to those particular PSRs.

I 19 What I think the staff is trying to avoid here is
L I

20 that the specification of issues await the very last document,

21 If there are issues which can be specified earlier, they should )
22 be. That was the main thrust of our schedule.

23 JUDGE BLOCH: Thank you. Do you have more?

24 MS. MOORE: I believe that the rest of the schedule

25 is pretty clear. If anyone has any questions, I'll be glad to

|
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O
() 1 try to clarify anything that isn't clear.

2 JUDGE MC COLLOM: Let me ask a question.

3 MS. MOORE: Certainly.

4 JUDGE MC COLLOM: I see that you say staff -- on

5 Phase 2, you say staff files evaluation report on the subject

6 report. Does that mean you are going to have a separate SER

7 for every project status report?

8 MS. MOORE: I believe originally that was

9 contemplated. However, it is my understanding that we issue

10 reports that cover several SER -- pardon me. Several project

11 status reports.

12 JUDGE MC COLLOM: And one, if they are on the same

13 schedule, I presume. That means that if they fall due about,
,

'

14 the same time you will put them in the same report.

15 My concern is how long would you expect -- how long

16 would you expect it to be between the project status report |

17 coming out and a safety evaluation report on it?

18 MS. MOORE: I would like to be able to give you a

19 specific answer to that in terms of weeks, but I am afraid I

20 can't.

21 JUDGE MC COLLOM: Well, it is the same problem the

22 applicants had in telling us how long it would take to do their
4

23 reports. It depends on what has to be done.

24 MS. MOORE: It depends on how far along the staff's

25 inspection activities concerning the discipline are, if there
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(k 1 will be inspection activities surrounding the review. There

2. are great.many factors. And part of that will be controlled by

3 what-we see11n the project status reports.

4 JUDGE BLOCHt Thank you, Ms. Moore.

5 Off the record. .

i

6 (Discussion was held off the record.)
7 JUDGE BLOCH: Back on the record.,

8 CASE.

9 -JUDGE JORDAN: Before we go to CASE, I would like a I

10 little clarification from the staff and the applicant. The

11 staff seems to build their schedule around the collective

12 significance reports. Well, mainly the project status reports

13 of which I gather there are about 11.

14 Now, the applicant says_that they will be relying,.of

15 course, for their burden of proof on a great number of other - ;

16 documents. But now are these other documents all included

- ' 17 under.the project status reports as backups for their project j

18 status reports? Or are they separate documents which are open q

19 for-litigation? f
i

20 MR. EGGELING: I guess.there is multiple answers to )

21 that if I understand the question. Let me try to split it up.

22 Some of the documents that were listed in our response to

23 Question 1 were results reports. Those results reports in some

24 fashion-have or will dispose of and respond to TRT issues as
L

25 well as other external or self-initiated issues and will be

! 'O
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() 1 produced. Those, and it again it is part of my essential j

2 scheduling message, is that many of those are issued, none have

3 been retracted, they have been ripe for litigation for some

4 time and we think the process of deciding whether to be

5 litigated or on what basis or at least knowing about them so

6 that that can't be a claim for why I can't litigate them soon, J
1
'

7 is all put behind us.
|

8 I do not know, as I sit here, the extent to which any

9 particular results reports dealing with and disposing of in

!10 some fashion, whether it validates it or invalidates, that a

l11 particular TRT issue will necessarily be found in any PSR. It )

12 will depend upon whether the PSR and the discipline it |

13 considers and the area it considers has implications regarding

(
14 those findings and that somehow it is informed by it.

15 Certainly, the process that leads to the PSRs is !

16 informed constantly and completely by the results of what is

17 called the CPRT. In fact, there really isn't a distinction.

18 It is just one is an outgrowth of the other and an always

19 intended outgrowth of the other. The use of acronyms is almost

20 confused thought here by letting one believe there is more of a

21 division and a newness to it than in fact is the case.
I

22 Certainly, in some particular instances, project !

i

23 status reports which will verify existing hardware which will
1

I24 conclude that construction is good because it can be

25 demonstrated as a matter of engineering evaluation, it complies

o
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1- with original' design. May be informed by and to some degree

2 rely upon the conclusions issued under 7(c) and the quality of-

3 construction results reports coming through the classic CPRT

4 because that's where a lot of information is contained. That's

5 where the analysis is done. That's where the work is done.

6 The other engineers doing the project status reports

7 will rely upon, study, examine, evaluate and reach conclusions

8 based upon them. So, in essence, there is a building process.

9 I~can't toll you in part because I am not familiar with.the

10- actual form of the documents and in part because I think in

11 each instance it will have to depend upon the circumstances,

12 exactly how one will rely upon another, but one will certainly

13 inform the other in all instances.

O
14 The other question -- I want to be sure I answered

15 your question, is we said in our answer to Question 1 that

16 other documents would be relied upon, basically what we had in

17 mind-is not the creation of any new documents. There is

18 nothing new or planned and not going to be anything,

19 notwithstanding the hyperbole we hear about constant changes or

20 the next change around the corner. We haven't retracted-

21 anything we have published. But what we are talking about is

22 historical documents. And there is a ton of information out

23 there regarding where the walls are and how much total concrete

24 is in there, whatever, to the extent they inform an engineering

25 judgment or an adequacy of construction issue or a design

!
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U 1 issue, they are relied upon in a sense. Nobody is starting )
i

2 without the past history. Indeed, to do so, would not only be 1

3 futile, it seems to me, it would completely contradict

4 Commission regulations. You would be trying to ignore the past

)i5 historical record, exactly one of the things that we were

6 accused of.

7 But I can't -- nor is there any necessary formula

8 which tells you which documents might be called out or

9 whatever. They will be there. People will be prepared to

10 testify about them if they become an issue. But the summary

11 will tell you the validation of the plant. Did I answer the <

12 question?

13 JUDGE BLOCH: You may have, but what concerned me

14 about Dr. Jordan's question is the possibility that if we
,

15 adopted the staff's schedule, we wouldn't have finished having

16 trigger dates on'all of your information.

17 So, there is a possibility that if we adopted the

18 staff's schedule, we would have to specify the PSR and all

19 prior reports within that scope, let's say.

20 MR. EGGELING: To the extent that collective

21 evaluation, a report which is being written, is a principal

22 element in a PSR, I guess my own internal thinking was the

23 staff probably isn't going to write its report until all those

24 pieces are there, so the trigger date isn't going to occur

25 under their schedule. But I am anticipating the defense of
.I

O l
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( '

1 their schedule. Under our schedule, they would be out. The
i

2 collective evaluation was in our first grouping and insofar as 1
-

3 I am aware, as I answered your question, everything that is j!
1

4 relied upon in that principal knowing intended sense will have

5 been out before there was anything that we would trigger

6 anybody's obligation to focus on narrow issues.

7- JUDGE BLOCH: The other thing I noticed, Ms. Moore,

8 is the implication that once the evaluation -- once the SER is

9 out that CASE would not have further discovery against the i

10 . applicants. Is that? That is that there might not be fresh |
|

11 issues from the SER that they might want to explore'with the

12 applicants. Is that intentional? j

13 MS MOOREt We had contemplated that discovery.s7 1

14 against the applicants would close and I believe the schedule

15 did contemplate that it would close before the staff evaluation

16 issue.

17 JUDGE BLOCH: How do you feel about that? I mean is

18 it possible that you would actually discover sonothing that

19 CASE would want to follow up on?

20 MS. MOORE: There is always that possibility. That
,

!

21 could happen. But I would again say that we are reviewing an

22 applicant's document and hopefully the information that we come

23 up with will have already been available in the applicant's

24 documents,

l-
| 25 JUDGE BLOCH: That is true, but if you consider CASE
l

()
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) 1 to be a.potentially valuable contributor here then they might

2 want to build on something that you started that they didn't

3 see. You may not see the way of following up on what you've

4 started. I mean that could happen.

5 MS.. MOORE: I assume for purposes of this schedule
!

6 that for cause, CASE'could at that time move to reopen

7 discovery for a limited purpose,

i
8 JUDGE BLOCH: Thank you. Now, CASE. ;

!

9 MS. GARDE: Thank you. Mr. Egge11ng started out by

10 saying to the Board that everyone agrees that we are going

11 somewhere and that where -- where we are going. I think the

12 question is where are we starting. And that is what we

13 disagree on.O
14 I believe that we are here today and that the key

15 motivation for this hearing is that the applicants aro

16 concerned that CASE isn't busy enough. That there are things

17 in their files that we haven't looked at, since they keep

18 fairly accurate records of when we are there and what we see, i
|

19 that there is a concern that we haven't been looking at enough

20 as well as the issues of when this hearing is actually going to

21 start.

22 The Board has already addressed this question in a ,

I
23 scheduling memorandum in June of '86 and it said in that |

|

24 memorandum that the competing considerations are speed and

25 fairness. I don't think those competing considerations have
t

O
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1 changed.

2 Now, to the extent that we are dilly-dallying around,

3 we want to make it very clear that we are prepared to go to

4 hearing, that we are prepared to start where we left off with

5 Mr. Lipinsky, if you would give us enough time to get

6 Mr. Lipinsky and get started. We are prepared now to prove

7 that there was a persuasive breakdown of design and

8 construction at the plant such that there is no reasonable
'

9 assurance. The applicants don't want us to have that hearing.

10 And because they don't want us to have that hearing, they-want

11 us to have another hearing we are arguing about when we are

12 going to start that.

- 13 Mr. Eggeling has said that in a very short time

14 period 80 to 90 percent of the concerns that CASE raised will

15 be addressed in project status reports. But what Mr. Eggeling

16 is referring to is 80 to 90 percent of the specific issues that

17 CASE raised through, if you will, windows into the plant

18 through a. random whistle blower here, a deficiency report.here,

19 a staff inspection report here. It is not the extent of the

20 persuasive breakdown that is the subject of contention A.

21 JUDGE BLOCH: Ms. Garde, if you were to prove j

i
'

22 persuasive breakdown, what is the outline of what you would be

23 proving at this point? What do you mean by persuasive
1

!24 breakdown?

25 MS. GARDE: Well, where we left off in Docket 2 was !

(
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I () 1 that'we woro on the path to proving that harassment and

2 intimidation of quality control inspectors had so infected the

|

| 3 facility that you couldn't rely on the QA/QC program. We would
!

4 plan to continue with that hearing and conclude the harassment

5 and intimidation docket and start up with the other root causes |
'

|

6 that were obvious and that were persuasive, such as inadequate
,

i
7 procedures, emphasis on construction, management attitudes and

L
8 other detailed items that each individually -- and I'm think of

9 another one because' Byron used it, the inspector qualifications

10 issue. If we had -- if we were to proceed to prove persuasive-

11 breakdown, CASE would identify the root causes, the generic
]

12 issues, finish harassment and intimidation and move on to the'

it

| 13 rest of those issues and prove them, such that the construction ,

( I

14 and the design of the plant could not be relied on.

15 At that point we would presumably have a ruling that

16 we were correct and that you could not rely on the historical
|

17 program. 'And at that point, we would move on to the scope of

18 the reinspection program. Now, that is a fairly simple !
.

19 proposition, although a nightmarish hearing I think it occurs

20 in all of our minds if we are actually going to do that,
)

l
'

21 because it is a massive hearing.

22 JUDGE BLOCil: Let's stop for a second.
4

23 Mr. Egge11ng, what would be lost if we were to follow
|

- 24 CASE's plan of going ahead on that first and, therefore, 1

25 getting it out of the way since as I understood what you said
I
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() 1 earlier today,.one way or another we are going to get to_lt-

2 anyway.

3 MR. EGGELING: What is accomplished by it, I guess,

4 -is the way I would phrase the question.

5 JUDGE DLOCH: Getting it done. |

6 MR. EGGELING: Excuse me?

7 JUDGE BLOCH: Getting it done.

8 MR. EGGELING: Well, again, I regret that I do not

9 really understand what Ms. Garde is saying. If what she is

10 saying is she is going to come in and put on another witness or
~

11 so and. continue to ask the witness a couple of questions and

12 say, "Okay, I'm done now." There should be some doubt about

13 that, should be some doubt about QA/QC.

O
14 The next question is: All the cases say applicants ;

!

15 are certainly entitled to put on all their proof, all their

16 reverification issues, all of their program, everything they

17 have learned that says, "We've dispelled that doubt. We have

18 answers to whatever that doubt was. There is reason to find

19 reasonable assurance and it is all there."

20 JUDGE BLOCH: But that is what Ms. Garde was saying

21 that you would be able to do that. She would start with her
1

22 proof that there has been persuasive breakdown, there has been

23 intimidation, there's been other root causes. And then when

-24 she is done, you would start on your part of the case, which

25 is: "We've done all these things to make up for that and it's )
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OtV 1 fine."

2 MR. EGGELING: And then what does she do? Come back

3 and rebut my specific cases with a whole bunch of other

4 specific elements? It changes the burden of proof, apparently,
(

5 unless she is going to assume the burden of proof. It j
i

6 certainly changes the burden of going forward which is normally j
|

7 done in these cases. And it puts us -- |

JUDGE BLOCH: What does? I mean how does it change8 s

9 the burden of going forward?

10 MR. EGGELING: It presents CASE coming first and us
,

11 putting in a rebuttal case to abstract matters. !

12 JUDGE BLOCH: But you don't want to come first on the

- 13 issue of whether there is a breakdown on QA/QC anyway. You
7 )3 i

,

\_
14 want to save that to have them use that as rebuttal for the j

!

15 adequacy of your -- {

16 MR. EGGELING: No. That's a logical argument, not a

17 factual argument. If we put witnesses up who say, as part of

18 our affirmative case, "There is reasonable assurance. You can

19 conclude based upon all this work that this widget is all
|

20 right, that all widgets are all right." Whatever the syllogism {
I
i21 may be, people are going to cross-examine, people are going to

22 ask whether they don't know about this. People are going to

23 offer all sorts of things at various times with regard to why 1
)
I24 that ought to be doubted.

25 JUDGE BLOCH: Part of what they would argue is that

| M
| (_/
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(> 1 no matter how many widgets you said were safe, there are some <

1>

2 you haven't found because phe problems are persuasive.
3' '/ MR. EGGELING: You can't consider that until you

~

(
4 consider how manp,we have found, until you consider what we'

'
| /

5 .have looked at. Until you consider our reverification program.'

6 How do you know what we've found? That's our evidence. We are

7 entitled to put that evidence on. In every case that ,

considered allegations that there were ' breakdowns 7 aterford,W8 . . -

.'
-

9I Braywood, whatever. That evidence was what had t'o,bo
! /

10)~ considered.
What is the results of the reverification,

11 ' reinspection program. It produces the same evidence.

12 JUDGE BLOCH: No. Those cases didn't all start with

13 1tiie reverification. In fact, they all started thF other way;

O . t;r

14 didd't they? With the finding of a problem. ['/!

15 .MR. EGGELING: I'm not sure that's correct. I mean

d16 in the , essence that somebody went out and did reinspection only ,,
17 when there was some spotting of a problem, yes,,that's true.

/

18 That is exactly like our case. One doesn't reinspect, as a i

19 generalproposition,unlessyouhavesomereasontodoubtihp ,

1

20 first inspection. But in tenh5 rof the cases and their j
)'

21 analysis, ,they didn't start with some specific, "We'll do thisf

22 first. We'll find this first'.z Wh'.iiIl conclude this first.
'

'

23 And now,ve/will go study the extent of the reverification

24 program'." ' '

25 JUDGE BLOCH: The thing that puzzles me is that if we

'
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-1 adopt _your schedulo, .it is possible.that we areEgoing to
q

2 actually.go slower because after you put'in your proof about J
)

3 your reveri.fication program, they then get a chance to put.in .I
1

4 their proof about the extent of the breakdown. And I don't see I

;)

f5 any. reason why that is going to'be taking less time then.than- )

|]h
I

6 if they did-it now, which is what'they.are offering to do. 3 7

7 MR. EGGELING: Well,.I think there:are various '

8 elements in that, certainly one of which is tho' applicants have

9- every' incentive to get their proof on and get cospleted., They
?

.
r j

10 have a multi-billion dollar power plant out there they would j

11 like to get licensed. If the order of proof has changed so.that

12 someone who is not the party with the burden of proof has th ,

13 righttogofirstandholdthishearingopenfor,alongtimojj.

14 while they. keep going into things -- .

1.q,s
15 JUDGE BLOCH: Of course, they could start muchLi'

<t ,.

16 sooner. They might be able to start, say, in 'a month ]frori now?

17 MS. GARDE: I think that'that is not unreasonable. I

18 mean we are talking about something significantly different

19 than we have contemplated. .I have to talk with'Ms. Ellis and

20 Mr. Roisman. But theoretically, we are prepared to go forward ;

;
,

21 and we have been all along. We didn't delay these, hearings.

22 And the last time I heard the argument that Mr. Eggeling is now

23 making was. when Mr. Nick Reynolds said ir. June of / 84 that they

24 are ready to turn that plan on and CASE is delaying it.

'25 We came back and offered to do 14 sessions a day,
'

O '
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I

(_)_ 1 everyday, to get those harassment / intimidation hearings. We

2 havaxjust refused to bear the burden that we are the party

3 delaying this proceeding because it is not true. We will go

.4 f orward .,

5 JUDGE BLOCH: The only question is not who -- I just i

|
6 want to know what is an efficient way to go. And, actually,

'

-s

7 the point, your point about wanting to start with your burden
i

.

8 df proof would'be interesting if we hadn't already started the

'
9 hearings.

What Ms. Garde is suggesting is that we go back to'
10 g

11 allow them to continue where they were. And my problem is that

12 I guess I am puzzled as to whether that would be faster or

~ 13 slower. That sounds to me like there is a pretty good argument
;

14 it might be faster. She is going to get to put in that same

15 proof later.

16 MR. EGGELING: Let me give you three answers and

17 suggest that if you want to explore this, I'd probably ought to

18 take a break and try to discuss with people who can better

19 perceive'the applicant's interest in that. I want to be sure

20 that I don't get myself out ahead of what people have

21 anticipated.

22 But, first, Your Honor says going back to where they

23 were beforo. I wasn't there and I could easily be wrong. I
t

24 have often been wrong, but my understanding was that where they |
,

I
l 25 were before was they had essentially concluded their case.
!

O
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1 They called their witnesses and it was time for the staff and

2 the applicants to put on their rebuttal. And that is where

!

3 they were in the proceedings and my -- if that is what you look
'

4 at for your framework, then I get to go first. |

5 I don't necessarily say that going back to historical

6 framework is the way to decide an efficient, economical,

7 expeditious and fair hearing schedule; but, if you do, I'm not .

!

8 sure it produces the results you assumed.

9 JUDGE BLOCH: I don't think they had rested, but I

10 may be wrong about that.

11 MR. EGGELING: Well, I don't know whether they did, I

12 don't know whether they are required to in the practice, either

- s, 13 generally or in this case, in the previous things. I have been

b
14 told various things. As I say, I am not the source of first-

;

15 hand.information about that. And, if I am wrong, I am wrong.

16 There is some doubt about it.

17 JUDGE BLOCH: I interrupted Ms. Garde. Do you have

18 something for Mr. Eggeling?

19 JUDGE JORDAN: Yes. I would like the parties to
_

!

20 address -- there is a fundamental disagreement as to the need

21 for what CASE plans to put on. I believe it is Mr. Eggeling's

22 position and I would like to hear him say so if that's the

23 case, that there is no need for that. And it doesn't matter
,

24 what the extent of the breakdown was, that the evidence that

|

25 you will put on will discuss the extent of the breakdown and

! Heritage Reporting Corporation
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(_) 1 show that the reverification program takes it into account and

2 fixes the plant and you don't need to go into the historical

3 breakdown. Isn't that your position?

4 MR. EGGELING: I guess my position is, Your Honor,

5 that it is a slightly mixed bag. I think you are right to pick

6 up the fact that at least some and I happen to think

| 7 significant, but that's my own judgment, portions of what CASE

| 8 proposes to put on would probably be rendered irrelevant

9 because our ultimate proof would completely supercede it.

10 Studying certain elements with regard to whether there is

11 confidence that the design is valid. If that is the element

12 you are putting it on for, it is pretty irrelevant where you

13 have a completely new design verification program and youf3

U
14 revalidate it and you've got hard answers to any of those

15 questions.

16 I do not, as I said earlier, have the ability nor the

17 intention to draw some specific curtains around that evidence

18 which CASE can make a showing of relevance, materiality and
i

19 probity to the ultimate question -- reasonable assurance -- in

20 light of the proof we put on and the things we do rely upon,

21 that they should be allowed to go into other areas because they i

22 necessarily interrelate, interact, to use phrases that have

23 been used in the past and I must say they confused me perhaps

24 as often as they did the Board in terms of the level of debate,

25 root cause, generic implications become things that until you

O
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I fi- -have. specific-results, until you have specific contentions
,

2 that,."I want'to go over and look at this because it.really

i-
'

3 does have generic implications on that.." Those phrases and the

4 debate about them,:or the colloquy about them become somewhat

5 doomed to not really illuminating the problem.
,

|

6 I am just using that as an-example to say I partly i

7 agree with -- I strongly believe there will be elements in what

8' CASE would start to prove that will become "no, never minds,"
.

!

9- when you see what exactly the applicants do rely upon, the full

10 scope of it, the full scope of the reverification, et cetera.

11 I do not maintain that that can be done on any

| -12 blanket thing and that nothing that CASE suggests they want to !
~

1

.

look at with regard to the causes or the extent of breakdowns13

14 are irrelevant'to that which the applicants will rely upon-for-

.15 reasonable assurance.
|

16 JUDGE JORDAN: But it is CASE's position'that if they i
!

17 can show persuasive breakdown, then your program is of no l

>)
18 value.

19 MR. EGGELING: Well, that is their position; there is

20 no law to support that. That is the argument we had before. On

21 that point, yes, we disagree vigorously.

22 JUDGE BLOCH: On the weaker point, you think it I

l

23 becomes a "no, never mind" and the question is whether we have

24 to hear their proof before we decide it was a "no, never mind."

i 25 MR. EGGELING: Well, certainly it becomes much like

O
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/~g 1

(_/ 1 any other evidentiary question. Doesn't it, Your Honor? {

2 Someone proposes to call Witness A or ask him Question B. i

!
3 Someone says, " Objection, irrelevant, immaterial, and who cares

4 what his answer is." Someone makes an offer of proof as to

5 what he would say and you make that decision. And you say,

6 "It's close enough for us to go ahead and call him. Let's hear

7 his answer."

8 Or, "You're right. It doesn't have anything to do

9 with it." Those questions come up everyday.

10 JUDGE DLOCH: What I am envisioning is that

11 applicants' view of a certain area is: "We took a sample and

12 we show that the rate of error is low."

13 And CASE says, "Well, from out standpoint, they have

O-
14 this sample and we have specific evidence about their bad

15 practices," whatever those are, "and we want to have a chance

16 to prove that their bad practices have more inference than the

17 sample."

18 MR. EGGELING: And they will have it under our

19 scheme.

20 I think, actually, you have helped me a little

21 because you begin to focus part of the answer to your question,

22 which is which would be the most efficient. One has difficulty

23 conducting the debate and one has difficulty if you are a Board

24 or an individual judge trying to decide how to vote on the

25 debate regarding whether or not a particular question is in

e''s
(-)
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| LOi 1 fect irre1eveet er i-eterie1 er whether in fect it comee

2 arguably ~within a scope that you let them go ahead and put it

-3 on, until you have seen what the' direct case is.

4 JUDGE BLOCH: Well, what I'm trying to do now is even

5: harder. It is to anticipate.before we<have seen the context
| |

6 whether:it is going to be tried anyway and to figure out H

7 whether it is slower to wait.

| 8 MR. EGGELING: And my submission to you is that it

j9 seems to me that it has to be slower because by definition, a
i

10 case is unlikely to have a complete congruity between those

11- things they want to offer with regard to breakdown and those

12 things which our plan will in fact rely upon. And if we win
|

|

13 even one objection irrelevance arguments, it is slower by

O- !

14 definition. I succeed on that proposition. I suggest to you !

,

15 you have to conclude I would win at least-one because the

16 -likelihood of them picking exactly the things'that we may now

17 have completely discarded, completely bounded, completely
i

18 rejected as having nothing to do with anything has got to be |

19 much higher if they go first. That is why lawsuits are
i

20 structured the way they are structured. ;
;

21 JUDGE BLOCH: I am inclined to take the applicants'

22 recommendation on what is faster because you have the larger

23 stake on what is going to happen. I am concerned that it won't

24 turn out that way. But I am willing to listen with special
l

25 deference because you have the financial stake. |
l

'( )
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:LO.- 1: Ma. EceEL1sa. Thet.1 why 1 mede thet ergument
i

2. before as to one reason - at least I have some reliance upon.
'

3 JUDGE BLOCH ' Ms. Garde, start over. . You have got at f
. . 1

4 least a full 20 minutes. |

5 MS. GARDEs. All.right. Where we left off'was my

6 point.1. And what I was trying to point out to.the Board and I

7 think made the point was that CASE wants to prove the QA/QC

8 breakdown as to design and construction because that bounds,

9 that provides the framework for evaluating the reinspection

10 program should.the Board decide ~that the reinspection program f-

11 is actually going to be tried.

12- 'And for the purposes of the rest of my discussion, I

.

13. am assuming that we move to the next point. However, I want to-

-14 make it very clear that we are prepared to go forward and to

15 discuss. alternative ways of trying this case and talk'about

16 trying the persuasive breakdown of the plant. {
i

17 Setting that aside for the rest of my argument, I

18 would point out that the plan, itself, that is the adequacy of u

19 the reinspection program to resolve the problems, has been put

20 on the table a number of times before. Their CPRT program plan

21 is in its fourth revision and it now has a very detailed and I

22 complex corrective action program umbrella which has a number

23 of elements and different pieces to it.

24 You have heard about some of the pieces. The Board |

25 has recently been referenced to some plans that have been

A
V
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(s./ 1 provided. There have been some discussion at public meetings,

2 but there has never yet been the type of detailed programmatic

3 submittal on corrective action program that we ever had on the

4 CPRT. We do not have either check lists or procedures for any
|

5 of those program plans. Presumably, the check list or

6 procedures that go with the corrective action program would

7 tell us to what extent there is actually going to be reliance

8 either on the assumptions of the CPRT or the assumptions of the

9 original QA/QC program.

10 We fought for over a year to get the CPRT check

11 lists. When we did get the check lists, they were very

12 illuminating and they did tell us exactly what we needed to

- 13 know about the CPRT program.

%/ .

14 JUDGE BLOCH: Stop for a second. I would like the -

15 staff to comment later on whether they are satisfied that the

16 way the CAP is going forward is adequate, whether the staff is

17 satisfied with the CAP methodology.

18 Please continue.

19 JUDGE JORDAN: If I could ask a question of the

20 Applicants. The project status reports do address the CAP

21 program.
1

22 MR. EGGELING: They are the same reports, I think;

23 yes, Your Honor. )

24 JUDGE JORDAN: They are the same?

25 MR. EGGELING: Yes. 4

1

(~N
\s/ j
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1 ' JUDGE JORDAN: All right.

2f JUDGE BLOCH: Those are the results of the CAP
,

~ |*

3' program, are they not, they are the end documents? H
t

"
4 MR. EGGELING: That is correct. But the other

5' . documents, I'am sorry, I do not understand what Ms. Garde.is

6 talking about. Those checklists and procedures have been-

7- offered to her for many months, and che has not come to look at
'

8- 'them.

9L JUDGE BLOCH: For the CAP?

10 MR. EGGELING: Yes, sir.

-11 MS GARDE: As I understand it, there are fifteen

12- three-inch volumes which Mr. Wooldridge made available to me av
,

;

'

13 number of weeks ago. I.came down to Dallas to look-at them.at-

O
14- the site. My schedule for the last four weeks has not

15: permitted me to do that. Those are the documents that I am

16 referring to that we have to have. I did not say that he has-

17 refused to give them to us, but they certainly have not been

18 made' easily available to either Mrs. Ellis or myself.

19 MR. EGGELING: They have been offered since

20 midsummer. I have offered to explain them to them, and I have

21 offered to give them a tour to talk to people to find out what

22 they mean, and they have declined to take it. I do not want to

23 interfere with Ms. Garde's argument. But this is what we are

24 talking about in terms of data dumps created by the

25 Intervenor's failure to come to look at the information that is

O
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'l available.
1

2. JUDGE BLOCH: Midsummer or one month, Ms. Garde?

3 MS. GARDE: One month.

4, Mr. Wooldridge, I think that you -- I am sure that I

5 have notes. And I am sure, Mr. Wooldridge, that you have notes
i

6 of the discussion that we had after you filed a scheduling. |

7 order regarding your offer to me to come down to the site and
,

8 look at that. That is the first and the last time that you-
i

9 made that offer- I raised that issue at the public meeting at

10 the end of July, and I was specifically told on the record of

11 that meeting that Mr. Counsel would not make those documents

12 available.to me. j

13 What Mr. Counsel said at the end of July was that he

0
14 would make'a site tour available.to me to show me.certain

15 things at the plant, but that does not answer the question. I

16 'need to see the documents and study them, and that takes time.

17 And I apologize that the NRC has kept me a little busy for the j

18 'last month.

19 But I did not initiate that action, and I have been

20 unable to get down here to look at them. Had I been able, I

21 would have been down here and taken him up on that. CASE has

22 not been the delaying factor here. I would have come had it

23 not been just impossible for me to be here.

24 Does that answer that question?

25 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Eggeling, I do not understand why

O
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( l those basic documents on the CAP could not have been made

2 availablo more easily to the Interveners to get rid of this !
l

3 delay argument, or Mr. Wooldridge. |

4 MR. WOOLDRIDGE: Your Honor, if I might answer that.

5 After the last public meeting sometime back in July, I believe

6 it was, Ms. Garde asked for those documents. I told her that I j

!
7 would take it up with TU Electric and get back to her. I J

l
8 called her the next Monday, and we did not get in touch with

9 each other. And I think that as Ms. Garde will tell you that

10 she went on vacation, and then was tied up in connection with

11 the South Texas Project proceedings.

12 The next time that we communicated with each other, I

| 13 made the offer to her that not only would we make those
7 s.

A.;
14 available to her, but we would have someone there to walk her

|
15 through them and explain them to her. At no time did she say, j

16 well, I want the documents at my place. The only conversation

17 that we had with Ms. Garde was that I do not have time right

18 now to go down and do that.

19 As we stand here today, those documents have been

20 available for months, and we will do whatever it takes to

21 explain those documents to her; or if she wants them, to give,

22 them to her. She has never asked to have them under those

23 circumstances.
,

24 JUDGE BLOCH: Are those also in the public document

25 room, does the staff also have those available for the public?

rs .

(_) '
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g
.(_) 1 MS. MOORE: I need to consult for a moment beforo I

2 answer.that question.

3 (Pause.)

4 JUDGE BLOCH: I do not know if we are going a long

5 distance in pursuing this detail.

6 MS. MOORE: I have an answer, if the Board would like

7 it.

8 JUDGE BLOCH: Yes.

9 MS. MOORE: The answer is that the methodology for

10 the corrective action programs was submitted in several

11 letters, I believe dated between June 25th, August 20th, August

12 28th, September 8th, and September 23rd. There may be some

13 that I have left out. And they would, of course, be on thegx

14 docket in the public document room. Those letters do refer to |

15 procedures. And those procedures are, as I understand it, at

16 the plant site. And we have not made it our practice to put |

|

17 that kind of document in the public document room. They are at

18 the plant for inspection, as far as I know.

19 JUDGE BLOCH: Ms. Garde, just on the narrow issue

20 that Mr. Wooldridge asked. You got irritated when you were

21 told that you had to go to the plant.

22 Did you ever just say could you please send them to

23 me?

24 MS. GARDE: No, I did not get irritated. I like to

25 go to the plant, and I wanted to go to the plant. I just did

p
(
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(h/'/ 1 not have the time given the constraints. And I thought that j

2 going to the plant, reading the documents, and having someone

3 available to answer my questions was a very viable and

4 healthful way to approach it. It is just that it is difficult

5 for me in the last month to find three or four days to go down

6 and do that.

7 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. But the point is not that they

8 really held you up. They were doing what you wanted them to

9 do, but you could not accommodate that at that time. I thought

10 that you were complaining that you were being held up.

11 MS. GARDE: No. The point that I was making, Your

12 Honor, is that there are documents on the corrective action

13 program, which is part of the CPRT, that we must have in order-s

b
14 to evaluate the entire program. It was never made available in

15 the same way as the CPRT. We never got a binder with the

16 program plan all laid out very nicely and how it all interacts

17 together.

18 The procedures that support it, when I read enough of

19 the program plan to figure out the various aspects of it, that

20 there must be procedures to explain it, and they were not

21 easily available. I have discussed that with Mr. Wooldridge.

22 First, I brought it up at the public meeting. Then I

23 asked Mr. Wooldridge about it after the public meeting. Then I

24 went on vacation. Then I came back to Mr. Wooldridge, and I

25 discussed it. And he made the offer, and I still intend to
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(b 1 take him up on that. I am not saying that they are sitting on

2. those documents to keep us from getting them. But we have to
i

| 3 have them in order to evaluate it.
L

4 Now in preparing for this hearing, the point that I

5 am trying to make, and maybe the tangential nature of my
|

6 comment has taken us away from that, is that it takes time to

7 sit-down and evaluate the entire reinspection program in order
;

8 to determine what portions of either the CPRT or the initial

9 QA/QC implementation that they are going to rely on.'

10 If that detail is in the procedures and the

11 checklists, it is not going to be a question mark that we now

12 are sitting at this table with. I do not feel that CASE had a

13 duty given its constraints in the last month to drop everything-

0'.
14 and go down and read those documents in preparation for this q

15 hearing. !

16 We want to narrow the issues, also. We do not want

i
17 to try every aspect of the reinspection program either. And if- q

l

18 we have no dispute on certain areas of the either the CPRT or

19, the reinspection program, we are not going to argue about those

20 issues. But we cannot make those decisions until we know how

21 big the breakdown is and whether or not the program plan that

22 the Applicants have in place is going to be adequate to resolve

23 those issues. Have I made that clear?

24 JUDGE BLOCH: How about the staff's suggestion which

25 relies on the issuance of'the final documents from the CAP
'
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() 1 program, the PSRs?

2 MS. GARDE: You are jumping a little ahead of my

3 presentation, can I go forward? :

4 JUDGE BLOCH: Skip through your way.

5 MS. GARDE: All right. So far, we have discussed

6 just the plan. The other issues that is of concern to CASE is

7 the implementation of the plan. If the Board is familiar with

8 the Zimmer example which we referenced in our brief, it was the

9 implementation or the failure to implement the reinspection

10 program at Zimmer that led to the Commission issuing a stop

11 work order.

12 We are extremely concerned about the implementation

13 of both the CPRT and the corrective action program. So that
(,.s-)

14 even if we come up with a way to approach whether or not the

15 plan is adequate, CASE has not abandoned its intent to prove

16 that the plan as written was or was not properly implemented by

17 this Applicant under the conditions and the pressures that it

18 is currently working under.

19 This may be more familiar to the Board under our !

!

20 argument on independence. We have consistently talked about

1
21 since February of 1985 the question of whether or not certain

'

22 individuals in the Applicants' management should be involved in

23 the reinspection, or the rework, or the redesign of the efforts
|

| 24 that were previously done, and whether their skills and '

|

25 credibility, and ability to judge their own errors would

U
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(_) 1 prevent reliance on any part of the plan that they worked on.

1

2 I could give you examples, and I will if you are i

1

3 interested in that. But I want to make it very clear to the

4 Board that there is nowhere in the schedule that is delineated
1
'

5 in the Applicants' schedule or either in the staff's schedule

6 that talks about our ability to probe implementation. It may ,

7 be implicit in what they have written down here, but it was not

8 explicit to me.

9 JUDGE BLOCH: I assume that any time there is topic

10 that you litigate, that you can do anything that you want that i

11 is relevant to it.

12 MS. GARDE: Well, I would assume that, also. But in )

13 the past, those assumptions have not always been shared by allf~,

U
14 of the parties. And I want to make sure that on the record of

15 this pre-hearing conference that I put on the table that we are

16 still interested in not just litigating the adequacy of the

17 plan, but also the implementation of that plan, and the

18 Applicants' ability to comply with the plan as written.

19 The remaining tasks that CASE sees that need to be

20 completed besides the issue of how pervasive is the breakdown

21 is the determination of what issues we actually are going to
1

22 put in front of the Board in order to prove our case. And that !
l

23 is essentially what the Applicants wants to do for us. They
1

24 want to put us on a trigger date. And what is so offensive |

25 about the trigger date is not the fact that discovery begins at

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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(_) 1 the issuance of some document, but it is that it has an ending |
i

2 'date, and that the ending date is the issue in dispute here.

3 It has been a practice that when CASE gets a document
,

,

4 that it reviews it and it makes a determination whether or not

5 to begin discovery on that document at the time that it is

6 issued and available to us, or whether it does not make sense

7 to start discovery until the issuance of some later document or

8 some later date.

9 The Applicants have used repeatedly the fact that

10 CASE has looked at ten results reports. And by that they mean

11 that CASE has had someone, either an attorney, or a law

12 student, or Ms. Ellis come down to Dallas and sit in their room

13 and read it.

O
14 JUDGE BLOCH: I wish that you would spend less time

15 on that, because I do not care about how much time you spent.

16 What I care about is the schedule to finish the case.

17 MS. GARDE: Okay. The only point about the results

18 reports that I wanted to make is that the results reports of

19 the past really are the PSRs of the future. And we have very
#

20 limited resources to spend. We want to know what they are

21 going to rely on before we decide how we are going to spend the

22 resources that we have, both the time, energy, and money in

23 order to limit the issues to put in front of this Board.

24 But we do not intend to ignore any information. And

!
25 frankly, the information that the Applicants are sending in the

()
,
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(_}/ 1 results reports and in the answers to the Board's questions

2 regarding each of the ISAPs is fairly comprehensive. And it

3 eliminates the need to do some discovery that we would have

4 done had the Board not asked for those questions.

5 JUDGE BLOCH: Ms. Garde, you say that you want to

6 know what they are going to rely on, what is your problem with

7 what they stated on pages 1 and 2 of their filing?

8 MS. GARDE: Well, first of all, that is the first

9 time that I have seen it laid out that definitively. And

10 second, and they may have answered this in the beginning when I

11 was not here, I need to understand what are the subsidiary |

12 documents. Based on the discovery that I have taken, and I do

. 13 not want to use too many examples from that, I am convinced

(~ !
14 that Dr. McCollom's concern is a very real one. '

15 And I do not want to get to a hearing and have an

16 expert on the stand on a particular issue. And after having

i
17 him on the stand for days, only then determine that the real j

|
18 basis of his conclusion is that the original QA/QC program ;

!

19 found everything.

20 I do not think that the PSRs that are out on the )
21 street are detailed at all as to what portions of the original

22 QA/QC program, original construction and original design, has

23 been or is being relied upon.

24 JUDGE BLOCH: You have seen the PSRs that are out? );

I
'

25 MS. GARDE: Yes. |
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1

() 1 JUDGE BLOCH: You have a problem that those documents

2 are not sufficiently as well explained to be the basis for

3 litigation?

4 MS. GARDE: Right. And I think that Mr. Eggeling in
.

5 answering your question said that he did not know whether it

6 was explicit or whether you could derive it from the report. I

7 think that Dr. McCollom's comment or yours was that it should

8 be very clear. At least in the PSRs that I have seen, it is

9 not very clear.

10 Now that may mean that they are not relying on

11 anything from the past. But you would have to or I would have

12 to do discovery on PSRs to determine that. And in order to

13 decide what discovery to do, it is going to be necessary for
7-
V

14 CASE to know what it is that the Applicants are going to put on i

15 in front of the Board to rely on to license the plant. '

16 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Eggeling, what I would like to know

17 sometime before we finish is the extent to which the PSRs are

18 self-contained documents or whether there needs to be reliance

19 on other things, but I do not want it right now. Unless Ms.

20 Garde would like to have him explain that right now.

21 MS. GARDE: Well, I think as Ms. Ellis said, that

22 what I need to clarify is that in the generic issue reports

23 that are out, that I am assuming that the generic issue reports

24 that I have studied in pretty great detail are the types of f
i

25 documents that the PSRs are going to be.
'

1
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- ()F 1 ' JUDGE BLOCH: Well, there-are two PSRs actually out,

2 .right?

3- EMR. EGGELING: They are coming out today,.Your Honor.

4 JUDGE BLOCH: They are coming.out today.

5 MS. GARDE: Those I have not seen. So my comments go j

.6 .to the GIRs.

7- MR. EGGELING: To clarify, she has not seen the PSRs. !

8 So she cannot really criticize it, although she is doing it

9 anyway.

10 JUDGE BLOCH: You did not have to say that. I- !

11 understood the point before you said it.

12 JUDGE JORDAN: Has the staff seen the PSRs? ;,

13 MS. MOORE: No, Your Honor, we have not.-,

14 JUDGE JORDAN: Then I guess the question that I need !

15' to ask. And I do not want to get a whole great big box of ,

t

16 stuff in my mail tomorrow. But on the other hand, .I sympathize

17 .very much with what she has boen saying. That they have not
i

18 seen the reports, and they do not know what the Applicants' |

19 case is. And the Board is suffering under the same problem

-20 exactly, that we do not know what this case is.

21 And the question is do we need to see the PSRs?

22 MR. EGGELING: Can I respond to that now, Your Honor?
|

23 JUDGE JORDAN: Yes. i

24 MR. EGGELING: The answer is no.
1

25 JUDGE JORDAN: We do not. !
|

[$) l
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/~N 1

(_) 1 MR. EGGELING: The answer is for this simple reason, '

2 this.is litigation. You never see what the documents are going

3 to be unless you go through the discovery process bounded by

4 some framework of time -- and I will address at some point I

5 assume on rebuttal one of Ms. Garde's comments about the-

6 unfairness of having closing dates in discovery periods -- what i

|
7 it is you want to know about things.

8 There is no obligation that I know of commencing

9 litigation that you must write a volume which incorporates

10 overything that you intend to offer in the hearing room, all of

11 your pre-filed testimony, and every document relied upon,

12 referred to, or fallen back upon by an expert who is caught in

13 the cross-examination pickle that Ms. Garde hypothesized.

14 There is no such requirement.

15 JUDGE BLOCH: How long are the first two PSRs?

16 MR. EGGELING: I do not know, Your Honor, thick.

17 JUDGE BLOCH: An inch and a half thick?

18 MR. EGGELING: At least.

|19 JUDGE BLOCH: I would like to see the first two, so

20 that I can get some feel for whether there is an adequate

21 basis. "

22 MR. EGGELING: Certainly, you can. But let me
1

23 summarize real quickly in response to your specific question. |
|

24 You do not have to see them, because they are the elements; (a)
i i

25 they are going to contain the conclusions, and they are going

(3s_/
I

-

|
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- .1 - to encapsulate and set fortli the engineer's views as to why

,

2' adequate confidence and reasonab'le assurance in a given area- |
,

il can be derived and lead to'all of the trails that would take

14- 'you whether it is to a subsidiary document', whether it.is to a

5 mental impression or whatever it is. 'It will all be.there, and

6 it'will'be the foundation. ;

i

7 The degree of comprehensiveness in a given document,.
'

8 I will agree with you as a matter of logic, may or may not

9 inform the question of how long a discovery period ought to be.

10 If it was skimpy and therefore one has to do a whole lot more
f

11 work, then you get to put'out a separate slightly longer H

12 period. In fact, it is not a much longer period. Because if <

l

13 you had a skimpy document, the first thing that goes'out is an !

()_ 4

14 interrogatory-that says tell me all.this, tell me all that, !

15 tell me all that. ,

!

16 And,when the answer comes back, it now becomes a |
i

17 thick document, and it comes back under the Rules of Practice j

j
18 in fourteen days. So you hardly change the framework of. j

l

19 discovery and the framework of when you start litigation in

20 some monumental way.
I

21 JUDGE BLOCH: Except that it does not always come j

22 back in fourteen days.

23 MR. EGGELING: That is a question that can be dealt

24 with with motions to extend the time or for an enlargement of
1

!

25 time because the answers were not adequate, et cetera. There
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1 .are plenty of vehicles to deal with it. To answer his specific
!

2- question, you do not need to know the answer to any of these

3 questions before you create a fair, efficient, economical, and

4 just hearing schedule.

! 5 JUDGE JORDAN: But would you have said the same thing

6 about the CPRT program plan? We were able to make decisions on

7 previous schedule matters, because we were familiar.with the

8 'CPRT program plan and the results reports. We have no feeling

9 at all for what is involved in the CAP.
..

,

10 JUDGE BLOCH: We are going to get tha first two.

L 11 MR. EGGELING: Your Honor, in essence from a

12 historical' point of view, and obviously it does not serve me

i 13 very well to debate with the Board regarding past history, but

14 we sought a decision with regard to results reports as issued
!

15 ~ and as done. So that people can at least tell us why they

16 contested them and what issues there were, and maybe even a !

|

17 relitigation about them a year-and-a-half ago. There are some

| 18 forty of them out yet, and we have not narrowed or winnowed

19 issue one.

20 I do not want to be critical. But I think that the;

!

21 notion that you knowing what was in the CPRT materially

22 advanced this litigation and caused it to be somehow in better

23 focus and saved economy and efficiency is not borne out by the
|
l 24 record. I do not think that you have to have that degree of

25 knowledge to produce a fair hearing schedule.

O
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() 1 JUDGE JORDAN: I hear what you are saying and I

2 appreciate it. And I would preface my remarks by saying that I
\

3 do not want to get flooded with paperwork.

4 MR. EGGELING: That is part of the problem.

5 JUDGE JORDAN: On the other hand, a lot of our

6 groping here today is because we are so unfamiliar with what

7 the Applicants plan to put into evidence and what it means.

8 JUDGE BLOCH: To help us, I would like to see not

9 only the first two PSRs, but I would like to see the letters .

,

10 that are the basis for the programs, so that we can understand

11 that, too. There are five, six, or seven letters..

12 JUDGE JORDAN: Yes. Those letters I think would be

13 useful.,7~)
'

14 JUDGE BLOCH: Ms. Garde.

15 MS. GARDE: Well, to comment on Mr. Eggeling's

16 comment. The CPRT issue and CIGNA before that taught CASE a

17 very important lesson, and I assume that it taught the Board !

(
18 and the parties a very important lesson. That is that the

19 Applicant is not going to be finished, as Mr. Gad always said,

20 until it is finished. And we do not want to be in a position

21 of going forward and deciding how to try our case until it is

22 finished.

23 That does not remove from CASE the responsibility of

24 proceeding with narrowing the issues, with preparing to discuss
!

| 25 with the Applicants what those issues are, with preparing to
!

f ()
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.1 -sit.down and talk with them and reach conclusions about what
2- issues actually need'to be litigated, which' issues are

3 dispositive,.which ones can we not win on even if we win |

4 everything that we can prove. And which ones, for exa'mple,

5 which results reports or which parts of the-PSRs after
;

6 listening to CASE's side of the argument do they want~to change

7 again.

8 And I think that the Board is best. serving both

9 Applicant, staff, and CASE to put us on a schedule, if you

10 will, that does not start until they declare what it is that-

11 they are going to do. And then let the parties do what they

12 have done in.the past, which is to probe the issues, look at !

'13 what-the documents-are, do discovery, and file documents. For

.O
'

14- example, we have done summary judgment motions before, and we
i

15 did the 184 analysis, and I would anticipate that we will do a

16 similar such document with the PSRs', and-see what happens.

17 But to put us on a track that says you start today on

18 everything, and in fourteen days this happens, and in sixty
:

19 days this happens, it puts CASE in a position where it is

20 impossible to marshall its resources to do that. We think that
'

21 we have been a very helpful party in this proceeding. And that

22 the offorts that we have done when we have been able to do them

23 and not spend all of our time writing motions for an extension

24 of time, motions for compelling, and discovery disputes have
!

25 been very, very helpful. !

O-
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'

l' :The Applicants wanted in process relief to do their-

2 work. They'said that they were going to do the CPRT-and the

3 record is replete from a year and a half ago that they were-

4 going to stand on the CPRT, that they were going to stand on

5 the corrective action programs, which we do not even understand

6 yet.

7 And it is just too premature at this time to make a I
l

8 decision on how to schedule hearings on issues that.are not
i

9 defined. And because of that, CASE's proposal was that day:one

10 is when Applicants decide what it is that they cre going to try. |

|

11 to license, and then to sit down -- 1
|

12 JUDGE BLOCH: What is that standard, what it is that

13 the Applicants are going to try to license? )()' I

14 MS. GARDE: "The Applicants identify the final design |
|
|

15 of the plant, the FSAR, the construction of the plant, and 1
i

16 QA/QC of the plant that it intends to rely upon to get a i

|

17 license. Applicants must disclose specifically what portions

18 of the CPRT, CAP, et al. that they intend to rely on.

19 Applicants provide all factual information relevant to the

20 extent and causes of the QA/QC breakdown on discovery." |
|

21 Only when we know that information can we decide how |
|

22 to proceed. They may concede that there was harassment and

23 intimidation of inspectors. They may concede that there was |

24 inadequate procedures, such that original procedures could not

25 be relied upon, and that this plan answers those questions, but

('
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&
J l '. we do not knowsthat.e

,
,.

L 2 .JU,Dd,4. i3 LOCH:Is there a discovery request-

,

,
,

3' (outstanding on the-extent of the QA/QC breakdown?
q.

'
-

~

j ._ ),

MS.. GARDE: In terms of what? We did, as you know, Y4 -

,

5 T iif t' ben sets 'ok discovery on the CPRT. h-:,1

. . , .
1rja- .. /

6 '1 ' JUDGE BLOCll: _ You just said that one of the things ]s
.

/, y y .

,

,

7 that you wanted to have as a deadline was~ a trigger', and it hads

l'
8 something'to d6 with them. answering quen~c.isas about the extent

!.,

9 of the QA/QC breakdown. 4', , ,

/'

10 (Pause.) ,
,

+

11 MS. GARDE: We do not have a specific. set of, ,' /'

,

A2 essentially, requests for admissions on these issues, and we'do

13. not have a. specific question that I know of that says what is
O~

14 t'he extent of the breakdown. But we started in May of 1985

-

or
15 with aMseries of questions which become formal interrogatories.

16 Fir $b, e tried informal discovery. Most of those questions'- ,

17 have been answered. I do not thinfthat we,have a question- !
il

18 that says whether or not the question is pervasive. That to me
, J

19 .is' a requer,t,for an admission.
/

20 TWO also have, as Ms. Ellis points out, all of the CPA ;
.

e |-

21 ' discovery, which I did not participate in writing, so I cannot

22 answer what t; hose questions are. You look confused, did I

23 answer your question? , a

24 JUDGE BLOCH: I am going to figure out what it is
'

25 that you want, more than what'they have said on pages 1 and 2.

L O: --.

<<
'
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;| . ]! 1 And'you want the collective significance report, too.

U ''2- (Pause.) ,

L.

3: JUDGE BLOCH: Well, just continue. ,

4 MR. ROISMAN: .Mr. Chairman, let me just try to answer >

5 since the CPA is'also part of'this. Since that early time in

6 1985,' CASE has had one sort of basic pervasive question that

4
7 has remained on the table essentially unanswered. At some '

8 point, we have gone into discovery disputes over it, and it is A

'

9. still the same question. The question is.what mistakes have

10. been'found at your plant and tell.them to us..

'11 In'the CPA, we have asked the Applicants and the

12 minority owners who we thought.were also answering our

13 questions in the OL, but I am not so certain about that
t ' O-

#

14 anymore, to answer that question for us.

'15 In the state proceeding between the utility and the ;

16' minority owners, there is now a massive document that has beend "I
i .!

17 produced by a master in response to a discovery request of the/ )
i

18 minority owners which discloses that, as we suspected sometime y/j<i

19 ago but never did have the evidence and kept being told that it j|
\<
'

20 did not exist, that there were a whole bunch of prospective

21 contractors, and subcontractors, and consultants <who came to

22 the plant site, did an initial look, maybe something along the-
t

23 line of what Mr. Lipinsky and O.B. Cannon did, and came bdck to
'y .

24 the company with some suggestions and some probiens that they
' 1' |,

25 identified who were not hied. i' j,

'

O ^ ?
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1 And you will remember that we had a pre-hearing

[M y 2;s Leonference ,inIthis city over that issue, and we were told that ,

+
4

3 those things do not exist. Now we discover in looking at this |
1

4 document that the caster has produced that documents of that !

5 category-exist.,;pg
u

5: 6 I mean we are frustrated and readily admit to the
1

7 ' frustration at getting our' hands on all of the information that
4. <s
\h; 8 is in'the utility's possession that does relate to what they
eV 's-, . .

s

9' know about their mistakes in the past.

10 JUDGE BLOCH: Is there a discovery request that they,

!( 11 are not answering?*

g i, f

y f: t - '12 MR. ROISHAN: Well, there is a discovery-requsstf
-

Y \' '13- which they answered, which it now appears apparently-they did

T[On
14 not fully answer. But we have not yet taken the docuinsnt, we- 4

.rt

15 have access to it but we just have not processed it yet, to(q
e !.

16 match'it up to the discovery request and indicate in that{ g

b.?, .
t 17 document what it is that we think should have been answered

-

y i. 18 that was not answered. The master's report identifies
7

19 documents in a way that gives us more specificity to our

20 ' question. You' know, this is it. The master was very thorough.

MR. ROISHAN: I didn't want to interrupt Mr. Garde's21 . '-
i

22 argument. I just wanted to indicate that we think that we've

askedi he questions that if they had.been fully answered would2 3, , t

24 glire us theIinformation we want.

25' Shraetimes we've been denied that on motions to

k/ .

,
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IO 1 comge1. Other times, we ve eccegted et fece ve1ee whet we were

2 .given. And we continuously' learn of surprises. |
1

-3 We still have outstanding discovery in the CPA case |

4 which we have not resolved with the minority owners, that

5 relates.to evidence in their possession. They are one of the

6 applicants, so when we ask these q'testions in the OL, we should

7 have gotten it. That may. indicate further evidence of known

8 problems at the. plant that we hadn't yet known about.

9 'MS. GARDE: Let me conclude, Your Honor, by going

10 -through this NRC staff' proposal for litigation schedule, which

11 you asked me to do.

12 In the staff's proposal, there is the trigger date,

13 when the project status reports and the collective significancer
.

O
14- reports are issued, with the staff's clarification of what that '

15 means. We need to know, at that date, if you will, the trigger

16- date. And to us, the trigger date is what specifically they

17 intend to rely on to prove their case.

18 To rely on generally all the work that they have done

19 'on the site, all the results reports, all of the historical
,

l

20 adequacy of the plant is.not an answer that tends to lend

21 itcolf to narrowing issues.

..
22- JUDGE BLOCH: To me it seems that's the only thing

| I
'23 they could do. It's like you put out an FSAR, which is an '

-24 extensive document that attempts to show that everything in the

25 plant is going to be okay, and then the interveners have to

.O ;
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() 1 pick.

2 I mean, how could they do anything but rely on

3 everything that they've done?

4 MS. GARDE: Well, we are saying that they can't rely

5 on everything that they've done.

6 JUDGE BLOCH: Why? Why can't they?

7 MS. GARDE: Oh, well, they can rely on it. They

8 can't win on relying on that. And they must know that.
i

9 JUDGE BLOCH: What they are saying to you is, we have

10 this whole library that we are relying on. Now, you pick your

11 issues out of it, because that is the only way we could ever

12 try a case. We have this library of proof. Now, you pick up

13 some volumes and tell us which parts of it fall apart for you.

O
14 I don't see how they could do anything else but that.

15 MS. GARDE: I think your analo y is very good,

16 because they do have a library of volumes of material and

17 evidence and information, and they are sending us into this

18 library to say pick those issues that you want to litigate.

19 What we want to know is, if we pick out the book and

l20 we spend all the time reading, researching, preparing for that,

21 and we then get to hearing or even decide we were going to get
1

22 to hearing, we don't want them to say oh, that book, we're not

23 using that book any more. We're not going to rely on that

24 volume. That volume is outdated by this other document. And

25 we want to know what parts of the library we can trust that

Heritage Reporting Corporation i
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1 we're going to look into, go into, and start work on that'is
1

2 actually going to be used in front of this Board to license the
i

3 plant.

4 Frankly, we don't think they are going to rely on the

5 QAQC program as it was originally implemented, or great parts )
6 of the CPRT. And we want to know what those are before we make

7 determinations on the trial preparation.
'

|
8 Discovery is not going to be limited necessarily.by )
9 what they're going to use. But we understand that if a results

10 report has been available for a year, we are responsible for
i

11 having reviewed that, and that we would have very little

12 argument to come in here unless we could show later on that we
:

13 had to have the collective significance report to evaluate that-

14. results report that has been available for a year and a half,

15 to come in and say we need a delay because we haven't finished

16 'the work on that results report,
i

17 We have not been an irresponsible party, and there

18 has been nothing in our history that would make you believo

19 that we would do that. |

20 JUDGE BLOCH: I guess I don't see that in terms of
l

21 the way they followed up on their CPRT that they have been

22 irresponsible, either.

23 What has happened is they uncovered things, they

24 designed new programs that go deeper, because they had j

25 discovered problems, and they designed new programs that would

O
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r~s
(/ 1 address how that is going to be corrected. i

j

2 That seems to me all to have flowed out of the CPRT,

3 and not to give the kind of picture that you are talking about,

4 of this sea of constantly changing stuff.

5 It seems to me that logically the documents that they {
I

6 are talking about now seem like they are closing kinds of j

7 documents. I don't see that after the -- and I would like the

8 applicants to correct me if I am wrong -- is there a reason to

9 believe that there are new waves of documents coming after the |
10 documents that the staff is focusing on now?

i

11 MR. EGGELING: None whatsoever, Your Honor. And the

12 fact is that every document that we have issued, every document

13 that we predicted we were going to issue, is out there. And we |gg
V

14 believe it answers the question that it was issued for, whether ;

|
15 it be a results report dealing with a specific ISEP or TRT I

l
16 issue or whatever. They are still there. Nobody has retracted j

17 any. Nobody has said oh, gosh, here is something'else that

18 says those wero invalid. They were all there for looking at,

19 for winnowing, for litigation or at least discovery, narrowing

20 whatever issues there were about them.

21 That will continue to be the case with the PSRs that

22 are issued today and with the others that will be issued.

23 What must be started is a process that will complete,
1

|24 Ms. Garde is quite right, the key is completion, not beginning,

|25 but that will permit completion of that data evaluation, so

r
5
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() 1 that when it is all done, we go into a hearing room and not say

2 oh, it's all done, and the plant is ready and we could be

3 licensed, but for we haven't studied enough to start

4 litigation. That cannot be allowed to happen. -

5 JUDGE BLOCH: I guess what I see is, if I had just a

6 few people to look through all this stuff, I'd feel like
.

7 there's a whole bunch of things that might be coming on. But |

8 it seems to me that they are nearing a logical point where we

9 can say these documents now are important enough that they
'

10 ought to become a basis for the hearing.

11 The PSRs and the collective significance report seem

12 to me to be documents that would be that.

13 MS. GARDE: I am not confident, based on my workingf-
i
'

14 on this case, that your assumption is correct. But if you so

15 rule, I understand that that is your ruling.

16 JUDGE BLOCH: I would say this. We are going to look

17 at them. But my impression is that we have documents that

18 could become the basis for the hearing. And we are going to

19 look at them, plus the letters that set out that program.

20 MS. GARDE: I also want to correct a misimpression

21 that you have, based on my statements.

22 I do not mean to imply that the applicant has been

23 negligent in performing reinspection effort. I concede and

24 agree, because I have followed it quite carefully, that they

25 have been doing a massive amount of work and that the work that
|
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.1 'they 'have been doing in their reinspection has found major. . .

2 problems, and that they have confronted those problems and have

3' 'gone forward into the. corrective action programs that their-

4 judgment has indicated to'them is an adequate solution to'the |
'

\
5 ' problem.

6 'I think that the issue is very simple. We don't'know ;

7 what they are' going to rely on, on the basis of our belief that
i

8 there'has'been a pervasive breakdown at this plant, and from

9 what we have seen from the documents that they have done -- and

10 I am not saying done irresponsibly -- that that work is going

11 to be adequate to earn them a license.

12 We want to prepare for the last hearing. And we want

13 to use our resources to do discovery and to prepare for the

14 hearing that is going to be the last hearing. That is the same. I

15 thing that they want.

16 The question is, how are we going to do that? And

L 17 what'I hear from Applicants is that our negligence in ,

;

-18 proceeding has somehow or another put us in a status where we

19 need to be controlled by the Board in terms of told, you have

20 to this by this date, this by this date and this by this date,

21 which complicates things tremendously. )

22 JUDGE BLOCH: It's not really that. But we do have a

23 responsibility for scheduling, and it's always subject to

24 motions for extension. The Board just has that responsibility
,

i

25 of seeing how the case is progressing and helping to manage it.

O
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- 1 MS. GARDE: I understand that, Your-Honor. And I

'on't_ object to the way that you have managed the case in thed2

3 past..

. I would'like to finish my comments on the staff's4

'S ' proposal. Although my 20 minutes has been cut into quite a

6 bit, I.think I am nearing my completion.

' 7 -: There is comments on the staff proposal that the

8 discovery.that we.would'be allowed should be limited to

9 clarifying ambiguities or discovering the process underlying, '|

10 utilized in the preparation of the report.

11 I don't understand what that-means. You could

12 ' certainly read it to mean all the types of discovery we are.

13 allowed'to do anyway. But you could, since the word " limited"

14 is --

15 JUDGE BLOCH: We heard you.

1 61 MS. GARDE: Okay. The second thing is that

17 discovery, the trigger date of 30 days discovery response

18 regarding that report completed. The word " completed" in terms

19 of discovery in this proceeding is a very elusive date. And

20 since we have had such trouble with discovery, I am not sure

21 how you are going to judge or what we are going to use as a

22 determining date for completed -- when they give an answer, or

23 when CASE concludes that the answer that is given is actually

24 complete?
|

25 Finally, the staff schedule from Phase 1 to Phase 2

. O
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(-),(_ 1 in which the staff says it goes after we have identified the
i

2 issues, and then we have to move to reopen, should they j

3 identify new issues, is extremely unacceptable to us, because

4 the right to reopen based on new evidence adds a whole extra

5 element of work and effort that CASE should not be subjected

6 to at this stage.

7 Finally, there is nothing in the staff's procedure

8 for summary judgment motions or anything similar to summary

9. judgment motions that would allow us to narrow issues in

10 writing to those issues that we actually need to hold hearings

11 on.

12 I would think that much of this work, and I know that j

g- 13 Ms. Ellis anticipates that much of this work can be done in
(

14 writing, and hopefully that will be so. l

|
15 This schedule appears to assume that we are going to {

I
16 just have hearings which will go on at length. j

17 JUDGE BLOCH: Does CASE favor having technical issues
i

18 decided in written documents? I
!

19 MS. GARDE: It will depend on what issues -- |

20 JUDGE BLOCH: Ms. Ellis waved no. I don't think you

21 saw her.

22 MS. GARDE: She would say not to design. I am

23 confident there are some issues that can be addressed, at least |

24 preliminarily, in writing and that to the extent that we are

25 able to do that, that we intend to do that.
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() 1 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. Because there are two ways that

2 could go. One is a standard summary disposition and the other

3 is by agreement to the parties that we would resolve certain

4 matters in writing and not have hearings unless the Board

5 requires them.
|
'

6 We've done it the other way also.

7 MS. GARDE: Let me just share with you what one of my

8 views is in terms of how I see some of this going, and it

9 obviously is subject to change. But I would anticipate that

10 when the PSRs are out, and we have all the documents, that CASE

11 would be able to do documents similar to the analysis we did of

12 1A4, although that was very small in comparison to what we are

13 talking about doing.

14 And at the end of that, the Board would be able to

15 identify those issues of concern to the Board, CASE would

16 identify those issues of concern to CASE and then we would

17 discuss what issues or witnesses need to actually be tried on

18 that particular document.

19 That is very preliminary thinking in terms of looking

20 at the day that we actually get to trying the PSRs.

21 I have nothing further. Ms. Ellis needs to say a few

22 things about design.

23 JUDGE BLOCH: Thank you.

24 MS. ELLIS: I will make this very brief. First of

25 all, I would like to just mention that insofar as design goes,

O
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1 in' response to.the Board's question sometime back, it is CASE's

2 view 1that you must make a finding under 50.55(A)(1) and also
3| 'must assure that Appendix B Criteria 1 is complied with.

4 I don't think there is any support for not doing

5 that. !

6 Another thing I would like to-point out is that --

7 JUDGE BLOCH: Can we do that under the Diablo Canyon y

8 standard?

9' MS. ELLIS: The Diablo Canyon standard.somewhat

10 applies. However, I think there are so many differences with-

11. CASE, CASE and the interveners there, insofar as the issues-
L -

4

L 12 that are raised, the way they have been raised. We are in a

|

1(- 13 different procedure, different setting. j
.

'

14 There is no case really, and no case law really, to

15- apply to a plant exactly like Comanche Peak.

16 At Diablo Canyon there have been findings made
L
'

17 already. There have been preliminary findings only made in

18 these proceedings. We are in a different situation entirely.

19 I think that the challenge-here is far more extensive

20 than it was at Diablo Canyon. I am speaking a little bit out j

21 of my element here, because-I haven't really' researched Diablo

22 Canyon. But.I do know that much about the case.

23 I know also that I don't know of any other

| '

~

24 proceedings where things have progressed in the manner that

25 they have in our proceedings, where you have had an intervonor

OL
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( )- who has won twice on the issues in the manner that we have won.I

2 We have won, for instance by the applicants withdrawing motions

3 for summary disposition.

4 I don't want to ever get in the position again'of
1

5 having to go to. hearings and go t'hrough proceedings where our !
1

6 limited resources are sapped,.where we are put in a position
!

7 which I feel is untenable and unfair. )

8 I don't want to'ever go through anything like that

,

9 again.
I

| 10 I think that one of the things that'Ms. Moore said,.
l ,

l
'

and I'll try to quote it,'if I get it a little bit wrong, I11

12 apologize. She said they would look at the filings and do

13 things as expeditiously as possible, but as thoroughly as they

14 need to.

15 I think that CASE also has earned the right to be

16 able to do that. I think in these proceedings that we are

17 certainly trying to do things as expeditiously as possible..

18 And I take strong exception to the insinuation and the

19 statements that we have not been looking at documents.

20 Especially in the design area, as the Board may be

21 aware, we are getting documents in the design area, under

22 somewhat different procedures than we have in the past, and

-23 that may be done under normal discovery. We are constantly

24 looking at documents.

25 For every document the Board sees, I assure you we

pL

a
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s q( ) 1 get' tons more that we are looking at. These are not the kind_

2 of things that one sits down and roads like a good book. You

-3' have to sit down and thoroughly analyze them in detail.

4 .There are very complex, difficult issues. Many of

5 them have complex calculations which have to be analyzed by our
|

6 two engineers who are still hanging in there after all this j
7 time.

i|
*

8 I think it is important to realize that,

9 Another thing that concerns me is when you get into

10 scheduling, you are getting into a situation in some of these

11 where the Applicants can control things like document !

12 production. They can control the amount of information CASE 1

. 13 gets at a certain time, so that they in effect can control

14 whether (nr no CASE is flooded with information where we may not
;

15 be able to adequately evaluate all of.it in the time frame that

16 'we are allowed.

'

17 JUDGE BLOCH: Ms. Ellis, any time that were to happen

18 on the schedule that we promulgate, you'll please tell us

19 quickly and we'll adjust it.

20 MS. ELLIS: Thank you.

21 I'd like also to note that the PSRs are very
,

i

22 important, I think, and sound as though, though we haven't seen
'

23 them yet, they sound as though they will be addressing one of

24 the things which Mr. Doyle has been especially concerned about

25 through the years, cumulative effects of all of the problems.

..O
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(q
_/ 1 It is one of the things that he has continuously |

2 been concerned about. And it is something that we are very

3 much concerned about. We do not want to be in any way

4 precluded from adequately addressing the cumulative effects of

5 everything.

6 Another thing that I want to point out is that

7 regarding what has been going on, on design issues, we have j
|

8 been going along at what we thought was a relatively swift
i

9 pace.
,

10 When Mr. Doyle came down in March of 1987 and talked

11 with Strong & Webster, and some of the Applicants' people, I

12 think that was very helpful. ,

13 At that time, we felt relatively comfortable that we

14 would not want to do what we were contemplating doing in the
.

15 construction part of the proceedings, construction and

16 construction QA part, because we felt that we knew pretty well i

17 what was going on as far as the design issues were concerned o

3
18 and so far as the plan itself.

..

19 That has changed recently, and Mr. Doyle is now

20 trying to work out with t'he Applicants a mutually agreeable

21 time so he can come back down and try to clarify some of the

22 things that we are seeing recently, because we no longer feel
4

23 as comfortable about the plan for design as we did before,

! 24 because we don't understand a lot of it.
l
| 25 He has some specific things that he would like to j

(
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(_/ 1 discuss and try to clarify.
i

2 That meeting, unfortunately, the first choice which

3 he had was, one of the main people we wanted to be sure was

4 there was not available, of the Applicants' people. And so we

5 weren't able to set that one up.

6 We are still trying to work something out, and it

7 looks like perhaps by middle December or so we will be able to

8 do that.

9 JUDGE BLOCM: Will the staff be attending that?

10 MS. ELLIS: Certainly, if they like.

11 JUDGE BLOCH: Did they attend the last time Mr. Doyle

12 met with the Applicants?

- 13 MS. ELLIS: Yes. I don't think Ms. Moore was on the
'

'

14 Board then.

15 MS. MOORE: I wasn't, so I cannot answer that

16 question. I assume Ms. Ellis would be better able to answer

17 that than I would.

18 MS. ELLIS: But I think it was very helpful for

19 everyone involved. And I hope that we can continue with this

20 sort of thing and I think that one of the things that Mr.

21 Eggeling said was that we haven't narrowed issue one. I also

22 take exception to that, because I think that the process that

23 we are following on design is doing exact)y that.

24 It may not be as obvious. But I think it certainly is

25 progressing well. And I hope that the Applicants, at least

,

1
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f-))L 1 some of the Applicants, agree with us on that. And I think it

2 is something that we would like to continue.

3 In this regard, this is another way where our case

4 differs, I think, considerably, from most of the other cases, !

5 that probably have been litigated.

6 One of the reasons for that is that we are still very

7 much concerned about any possibility of summary disposition

8 motions where we do all the work and everybody else walks away,

9 if you'll pardon my slight digression there.

10 JUDGE BLOCH: Actually, that is not exactly fair.

11 There was a lot of work done by other people.

12 MS. ELLIS: Yes. That is true,

eq 13 I think that with design issues, right at the moment,

LJ
14 we are frankly somewhat concerned and a little confused, as to

15 some of the things that are going on.

16 It is very difficult for us to know how to schedule

17 anything on design until we get answers to some of the

18 questions, some of the specific questions that Mr. Doyle will

19 want to ask, and also, through him, Mr. Walsh as well.

20 And perhaps Mr. Walsh may want to try to come down as

21 well.

22 I think that is all.

23 MS. GARDE: I have one more concluding point, Your

24 Honor.

25 I would like to ask that CASE have a week to review
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(_) 1 the PSR and get back with you in writing on whether or not the i

2 PSR is the type of document which we are comfortable really is !

3 a trigger document, that is, the type of comprehensive document

4 that the Applicants h' ave been promising, and that we frankly

5 wouldn't have any objection to, or that we may have a very

6 specific objection to.

7 Since we haven't seen it either, and could not review

8 that thick a document in a couple minutes, I would like to ask

9 that we have an opportunity to do that.

10 JUDGE BLOCH: Thank you, Ms. Garde.

11 Mr. Eggeling, do you have brief remarks?

12 MR. EGGELING: Very brief, Your Honor.

13 First, it seems to me appropriate to observe that^)
..J

14 some of the and I certainly know they were unintentional, but

15 somo of the misinterpretations of our position ought to be

16 corrected.

17 No one accuses the CASE representatives of negligence

18 or failing to do their best or trying to do'their best within

19 such resources and such other demands on their time as they

20 have.

21 No on accuses them of any intentional or

22 unintentional misfeasance.

23 The fact is, however, that there are limited

24 resources in the world. There are limited resources at their

25 table, and there are limited resources at our table even if

O| t_-
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- .1 that'is not as easily perceived. That, faced with that
;

2 question, every tribunal,.every legal representative,-anyone

3. who has ever thought about how one goes about trying to
;

; 4 expeditiously and efficiently litigate something, comes up with

| 5 .the notion of a discovery schedule. That is exactly what every
|

6 court that I know of issues on a regular basis, and that is.

7 exactly what the proceedings before this Board and the

8 Commission in general and all of its boards, are regular

9. practices and procedures.

| 10 They have elements in them that require people to

11 focus those resources they have, to make choices, to get

.12 places, and avoid, to some degree, the sort of -- I mean, one

13 of the things that they do on a salutary basis, is they avoid
.O

14 what appeared to be a little bit of recriminations, and I know

15 they weren't intentional on either side, but if Mr. Wooldridge

16 and Ms. Garde are trying to decide whether or not she used her

17 August or some parts of her September best, the fact is you put

18 a discovery schedule out and it says something shall be done by

19 a date and that protects all parties rights. And if someone

20 does in fact have some very good basis for enlarging that time,

21 there is a motion available and you do it and you consider

22 that, and people get to be heard on the question.

23 The fact that there are choices to be made is not
|

I
24 basis for not imposing a schedule. It is ia demand that a i

!

25 schedule be imposed.
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1 The same answer applies with regard to Mr. Roisman's

2 observation of concern that they won't get all the discovery

3 they want within any closing dates. Every discovery schedule 1

4 know about has a closing date. One can never avoid that

5 particular claimed fear. I'm sure there are plenty of

6 litigants who believe gosh, I won't get it in, in the time I've

7 been given.
|

8 If they can actually show that, and if they can I

9 actually show there are reasons why they didn't, if they can

'10 actually show the equity in enlarging that date, they have the )
11 availability to do it.

12 You set the schedule, and I submit to you that our

13 schedule is, by Commission standards, by the practice in front(-)
L> {

14 of the boards of the Commission, by the regular, everyday
,

15 thing, indeed a generous schedule, and one that ought to be 1
(

16 followed.

17 But I certainly want to cure any suggestion that we |
!

18 are accusing them. We are not. |

|
19 Second, I think I ought to advise the Board that I am

20 at least advised sort of over the back bench here during some

21 of the colloquy, that there may be an answer to a question that

22 came up earlier. And that is with regard to whether any board
|

23 or body of the Commission has specifically confronted the

24 question or something very close to it, that Your Honor posed

25 about 50.57(A)(1) and whether its requirement somehow |

|

('h i
s_/ l

|
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%_/ 1 necessitates the denial of a license.

2 I am informed -- I have no firsthand knowledge, but I

3 am informed -- by colleagues more knowledgeable than I, that

4 that specific argument was pressed in the Braidwood case.

5 I believe it to be referred to in the Braidwood

6 decision at Pages 6 and 7, although the predicate is not in the ,

7 decision.

!
8 But the paragraph, which I'll just scan real quickly

9 so you get the gist of it, and you can read it obviously for

10 yourselves, begins, that the task of this Board is to determine

11 with respect to the issues placed in controversy in this

12 proceeding, whether the Braidwood station has been constructed

13 and will be operated in conformity with rules and regulations

14 of the Commission and whether there is reasonable assurance

15 that the activities authorized by an operating license can be

16 conducted without endangering the health and safety of the

17 public. Cite to 10 CFR 50.57(A). No subcite. Just (A).

18 This is not an enforcement action. We are not charged

19 with meting out punishment for alleged past violations of

20 Commission regulations. We are concerned with specific

21 instances of improper conduct only insofar as they may

22 influence the primary determination we must make -- the present

-23 existence or not of a reasonable assurance of safety. j

24 I believe that reference is a response to the

| 25 argument made that was identical to the argument Your Honor

|
| \
| Heritage Reporting Corporation j
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1 made.

2 Whether it was or was not, because I don't even know

3 what was in the drafter's mind, I am told that argument was

4 made in that case and rejected. Obviously, we'll be looking at

5 that a little closer to see if we can come up with any more

6 specific response to it.
1

7 Finally, to address Ms. Garde's last point, for the

8 reasons I gave earlier to Judge Jordan's questions, I think

9 further delay while people study the PSRs and then try to frame

10 some sort of debates as to whether or not they are or are not

11 comprehensive, and what that says about a schedule, will

12 continue to lead us around the circularity of never getting a

13 schedule that we have faced before.v

14 There is enough information before this Board to set

15 a fair, efficient and expedition schedule that will be

16 economical and protect the rights of all the parties. I

17 suggest it should be done now.

18 Thank you.

19 JUDGE BLOCH: Does staff have 6 comment?

20 MS. MOORE: Your Honor, you asked us to address a j
!

21 question earlier, and that is the only comment I would have

22 now. The question was whether the staff has a evaluated the

23 totality of the Applicants' corrective action program.

| 24 And the answer that I have been provided is that we

25 are in the process of evaluating the program as a whole and
G/

(-) I
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k-.) 1 have not completed that evaluation.

2 However, we have not at this time found any problems

3 warranting our intervention in the carrying out of that

4 program.

5 And that would be the only comment. That was a

6 response to, I believe, Your Honor's earlier question to us

7 about what we were doing with respect to the corrective action

0 programs.

9 The only other comment I would make is that I think a

10 schedule, as constraining as schedules can be, can also be

11 beneficial. And I think in this case a schedule might at this

12 point be a beneficial thing to impose for all parties. It will

13 present difficulties for everyone, however, we think that the

14 time has come for a schedule. We think the documents, at least

15 as we understand them, are the types of documents which would

16 lend themselves to our review.

17 If this proves not to be the case, then we would be

18 the first to let the Board and parties know of that. And we

19 think based on what we have understood thus far about the

20 nature of the documents that a schedule can at this time be

21 imposed. |
1

!

22 Thank you.
|
|

23 JUDGE BLOCH: Ms. Moore, do you think it would be

24 helpful for you to see the PSR and what it is before you are
1

25 confident that the schedule you propose for reviewing the

lieritage Reporting Corporation
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1. PSRs is:a good one?
,

2 MS. MOORE: From.the standpoint of the staff, we did

'3 - not propose a specific date for review.

4 JUDGE BLOCH: No, but you did for CASE..

5 MS. MOORE: Yes.

6- JUDGE'BLOCH: That.was very perspicacious of you'.

:7' 'MS, MOORE: We would have no' objection.to.the Board_

1

8 .and parties having a brief time to review the PSRs to determine

9 If they are the type-of cecument which would in fact be a' final
.

10 document.

11' The staff'would not commit to put outfany sort of

12 review, but we'have no objection to CASE's having that time.

13 JUDGE BLOCH: We had set a response time-for the

14 parties.to file responses on schedule. And I.would justtlike

'15 to hear from the parties whether that would be useful or

'16 useless. I hear from CASE that they want to comment on the

17' 'PSR. So they would'like to have a response, because they'll

18 Eget'the PSR. I think it was November 9th or November 10th.

19 This was a response to the comments of the parties.

20 MR. EGGELING: I honestly must have missed that, Your

21- Honor. It has gone right past me in the schedule.

22- JUDGE BLOCH: Before we knew that there was going to

23 .be a conference, today.

24- MR. EGGELING: Oh, I see.

25 JUDGE DLOCll: November 10th.

O
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) 1 MR. EGGELING: My reaction is essentially what I just

2 suggested,.that there is more than enough information, and I

3 hope more than enough argument. And if not, we are here. I

4 mean, Your Honor said more time -- my throat is going -- but

5 nevertheless, Your Honor set the time, and there is tomorrow,

6 and we can answer questions that are legitimately addressed to

7 schedule.

8 I think imposing further papers addressing schedule

9 is just to threaten circularity. I will agree that the detail

10 of a PSR may or may not inform how long one should have for

11 discovery, because it tells you, to some degree, as I said

12 bofore, how much your first wavo of discovery has to bo to get
,

r~3 13 to the same level.
'kJ

14 But the magnitude of its impact is minimal. It does

15 not permit setting a schedule, and to the extent that the
i

16 information is not forthcoming in response to whatever j

17 questions are produced with regard to a PSR, it is a perfectly

18 good basis to enlarge the schedule at the other end.
,

19 None of it is a basis for not setting a schedule. )

20 And to put another week in here, whatever it is, to write

21 another set of papers, that address the same questions, I

22 suggest to you is not useful or productive.

23 JUDGE BLOCH: The Board is going to confer tonight,

24 so we are not sure whether we will ask more questions in the |
|

25 morning at 9:00 when we plan to resume. Ms. Ellis? I
'c

(~'|

I d
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) 1 MS. ELLIS: I would like to, just very briefly,

2 clarify something that I failed to say. I just wanted to be

3 very clear that, when I was discussing the plan itself, that I j

4 did not mean to exclude that we are not still interested in

5 implementation of design also.

| 6 JUDGE BLOCH: Thank you. There must have been
1

7 something about the way we started talking.

|
8 MR. EGGELING: No, it just has to do with the )

!

9 scheduling of the hearing. One, you have a session scheduled ]
l

10 from 8:30 until 11:00 tonight, I believe. j

11 JUDGE BLOCH: We are not going to do that.

12 MR. EGGELING: Well, I would like to urge you,to

13 reconsider. I am already missing several appointments that I

U''.i
14 should make. If there is more to be done that we could do

15 tonight so that I could go out on the first morning, like

16 tomorrow, all morning, that would be advantageous. And I had
1

17 assumed that we were going to use the scheduled time, and the

18 Applicants are always anxious to use time as efficiently as

19 possible. That is one day more we can spend reviewing the

20 voluminous discovery issue.

21 JUDGE BLOCH: The only purpose of resuming on this I

(
22 part of the case would be if the Board in conferring tonight |

23 has other questions. I think it is important that we have the

24 opportunity to do that. We also want to get a status report on

25 the CPA.

O
V
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q_/ 1 MR. EGGELING: Can we do the status report on the CPA'

2 now?
i

3 JUDGE BLOCH: Maybe we can handle that now. Then |,

|
|

4 tomorrow we might also be able to say something on the f
'

|

| 5 Reconsideration Motion that you filed about our Order. That
!

6 depends on the Board deliberation tonight. And that is it. We

7 could handle -- maybe we could handle quickly now the CPA

| 8 question, if there is a status report available?

9 MR. ROISMAN: I want to be just clear on that, on the

10 Reconsideration Motion, you are not suggesting that you are

11 going to have oral argument? You are suggesting that you may

12 have a decision?

(~) 13 JUDGE BLOCH: We may have a decision on that.
%,/

14 MR. ROISMAN: Well, I would be glad to report on what

15 little piece of the CPA I am still familiar with, and Ms. Ellis

16 can do the rest. I am still involved because the discovery

17 started when I was still representing Meddie Gregory in

18 discussions with the Minority owners regarding the production

19 of documents. As you know, they have asked, and we have

20 succeeded to some extension of time for them to respond to the

21 Motions to Compel. With regard to that discovery request,

22 which basically asks both the applicant and the Utility and the

23 lead applicant and the other applicants, to disclose all the

24 information in their possession that indicated what they knew

25 about problems and when they knew about them. And that

O
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.

U; -1 those conversations between myself and the Minority.0wners and j

L .2. Ms. Garde,'have not transpired, but are due to happen shortly.
'

'p
3 '. Immediately, or almost immediately thereafter, we

,
,

4- will either know that we have resolved our di f ferences aNd will
p'

N 5 be able to advise thtl BoaSd t,hatj the Motion (to Compel as to one5

'

b
' -' 'Y' - (,

ji

more of them is no longer live,;o,r that"we #, 0nsider it still
* W 6' ol

w, 7 ,

P,O
, ' f' / ;

7 live and they will'." hen, I assume, 3,o ;y'but with us 'a schedulet
'

, .' s,,

8 for responding to the Motion to Compel on their own behalf to

9 whatever extent the Applicants'. counsel, the lead Applicant's,
oa

counsel' will allow iliem to; respond tto it on their own behalf./10

11 JUbGER H: I guess I have got two questions and
<e

12 one is, technical do you need to file a new Notice of

/h
- 13 Appeurance so you can continue working on this docket? \,

ROI Well, I do not know. I see that ye'!.ad14: 1 CHR.
,ete! 9, ,S3AN:t

somepleadingsalrehdyonthiscaseontheCPAwithout[d(r
v s

- .

c'' 15. new
n

16 Notice of Appearance filed by counsel who withdrew. I am not
.n >

appearing b fore the Board excepb to give you that piece of17
3

18- informat' ion on beh'alf of a Party at this point. I am, dealing
i'

19 with the Minority Applicants because, (a),they ab in
i .

.

,

20 Washington and I am in Washington <$nd it'has been easier fr>r me
.

#

21 to-have those conversations. I have not made a determination,

22 !nor;has-CASE [ s to whether I will enter en appearance on
i

23 behalf of CASE in the CPA. p

24 JUDGE,BLOCH: And to your mind, /che dif ference is
t

25- .that you only need to enter another Notice of Appearance if you

fA ,f
'
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( 1 are going -- is if, you are going to be presenting things to jis

2 the Board?

3 MR. ROISMAN: That is correct. I believe that

4 Notices of Appearances were withdrawn by the Bishop Liebec' man

5 firm at the time it was determined that their work in this case
,l

6 on behalf of the Applicants was not going to be in front of the
'

7 Board but in a consulting role. <

8 JUDGE BLOCH: But do you feel that, in order to note
!

9 things, things that are not before the Board, that you should |

|

10 enter a Notice? I do not have any objection to it. ;

11 MR. ROISMAN: I had not thought about it.
i

12 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. I guess I am interested, /

(73 13 however, in having that come to some reasonable conclusion as
(/ |

14 to how much time the Minority Owners are going to have because j

15 it slows the case up and it is just important that that get )
!

16 resolved in some reasonable time frame. |

l
17 MR. ROISMAN: All right, Mr. Jablon and I have been

18 talking, and my experience with Mr. Jablon is that at least so

19 far he has never imposed a delay that did not seem to be

20 reasonable. And I am as anxious to get the information as

21 possible. But he is here and you might ask him that question.

22 I am available in Washington to talk. When they are available, |

23 although Ms. Garde was there, we simply -- we tried to meet <

f'
24 when she was there so that the three of us could talk. That

1

25 did not happen.

O
LJ
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_

f.Ih r 1 ~ JUDGE BLOCH: Actually in this case, if CASE does not
., tw ~

. find it; urgant, the Board has no.particular' reason to find'that ]
'I

2

.- .\. i
'

3 :caseIurgent, unless -- you know, we are anxious to move'on it
ik - /"'

. ,e

4 and there,is still the question of the Request for Brpension of . ],,

|,a ' ,
.

.

.j,
,

.5 .the Co'nstruction. Permit for Unit II. It is in frout4of the-
'

y
\\ .

, j

6;Q. staff.' The'Applicantshavefile{infrontjofthestaff;the .

1< - ,1

..
0'r; staff is seeking addit!pnel information.

9 .
; ;

,

jt

l' ., 7 >l .1;,

| j8 MR. RbISMAN:|3 I thought I had inthsed something.
,

'9 JUDGE BLOCH:.j Not yet.
'

10 MR. ROISMAN:g.Ms. Ellis.-- or Billie Garde? ~

11 Is the only' discovery request out right now against
. ) /

~12 the Minority Owners??t
3, e

.rt,. .

P'' : h '13 . JUDGE BLOCH:r No, no. We have a Motion to Compel is.
M.

.

14' out, aijainst both of the Minority Owners and the Lead-Applicant.

,
> a

r
~

<>

-,

15 l' MR. ROISMAN: No, the time for the rules for the Lead
.s

Jij )! i '. . i

16 Applicant'wouldhaveexp1 red, is that not right? Is there not
:

17' an agreement on when that is coming?

a 18 i MR. EGGELING: No, we responded. We responded within
i,,

y 3- 19 the time frame without any extension. |
ft \

.N
' 20 ES. ELLIS:s Yes, they --

1

21 JUDGE BLOCH: How long ago was that? I have not

22 received it.

*23 MR. EGGELING: Probably a month to a month and a i

e

24 half.

K 't -' 25 MR. EGGELING: At least. -- I think that is right.

6 '
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'l .There was no --

'2 JUDGE BLOCH: It was on a single question?

3 MR. EGGELING: It was a very simple Motion to Compel

4 'on a -- single question,'and we responded, simply citing the

5~ Board's previous-authorities on virtually the same question.
'

6 JUDGE BLOCH: Do you.have the exact date on that? It

7 would help.

8 MR. EGGELING: I'do not. I am sorry, I do not.

9 JUDGE BLOCH.: Then could you call me at the office

10 with it.

11 MR. EGGELING: Oh, sure. . I would be glad to.

12- MS. ELLI'S And we do still have a Motion to.Compol

13 out against all of.the Minority Owners in one forum --

14 JUDGE BLOCH: Is that Response due yet? 'I

f15 MS. ELLIS: I believe the 28th was the official date.
!

16 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Jablon, would you like to approach
,

17 '- .is there any objection to Mr. Jablon addressing us? Hold on

18 a second: I want to hear if there is an objection first.

19 MR. EGGELING: I assume he is seeking to make a

20 special appearance to address a question unique to his client,

21 and that is up to him. I do not object to it.

22 JUDGE BLOCH: Mr. Jablon, for the Record, would you

23 first say who you are representing?

24 MR. JABLON: My name is Robert A. Jablon and I )
25 represent specially Brazos Electric Power Cooperative, Inc.

O l
!
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( l' |Just so that_my silence did not appear to be' deafening and that

2- nothing were read into it, the status is this: as the Board >

t

3 may'be aware, there have been some controversy or disagreement '

!4 as to the representation, and as to the roles between Ropes &.

5 Gray 1and Brazos ~- we had asked CASE for some additional time,
'

6 which they have granted, to deal with discovery against the

.7 Minority Owners. The problem we have is that we are trying to

8 be very, very careful: first we want to and we will, fairly

9 comply with Board Orders and with reaconable discovery needs in

10 the proceeding. We did not -- I believe that we will be able

11 to work out reasonable discovery with CASE. As we' interpret' |

12 the contract which we have with Texas Utilities Electric
'

-.

. 13 Company, we do not have responsibility for licensing. That is

14 the responsibility of TUGCO.

-15 Because we have been limited in communications and
i

16 our ability to get information, or we feel we have -- and |

17 because we have been threatened with suit, or feel we have -- |

18 if we play any independent role, we wanted to be very, very

19 cautious before entering into any negotiations with CASE as to

20 -what discovery should be provided, so that we have again

21 written Mr. Eggeling and TU Electric, to make absolutely sure

22. that they did not choose to represent us in this matter.

I 23 I do not want to talk to them and I anticipate they

24 will not. But we do not want to be accused of impeding

25 licensing in any way, or give rise to a civil action against

.
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|
l' us, so we had asked for some additional time for CASE to make

4

2 sure that we had at least communicated with TU Electric, and

-3 that was the reason for the delay.

4 JUDGE BLOCH: I take it TU~ Electric had no objection

5 to the extension either?
i

6 MR. JABLON: We had gotten -- it was a discovery !

7 request by CASE., We had told TU Electric we were seeking it.

8 We had gotten an extension. We had not heard of any objection,

9 -but it was a discovery request by CASE.

10 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay, because --

11 MR. JABLON: We have asked --

'12 JUDGE BLOCH: We do not generally grant requests-

13 .unless all the Parties go along with it because everyone's
(v~)

14 interest is affected by an extension.

15 MR. JABLON: I had a conversation with Mr. Eggeling.

16 I am searching my memory. I do not recall them interposing an
i

17 objection, but if any way we violate-the Board practice, I

18 apologize.

19 JUDGE BLOCH: Thank you. Is there anything else form

20 CASE's standpoint about the status of the case? From

i21 Applicants about the status of this case?
i
1

22 MR. EGGELING: No, Your Honor, I have no basis to

23 communicate with regard to those matters, and just --

24 JUDGE BLOCH: So as far as you know, the only thing

25 that is pending is the one discovery request against you?

Heritage Reporting Corporation
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p
. \-) . 1: MR. EGCELING: The one Motion to Compel regarding

2- what I havn --

.3 JUDGE BLOCH: We shculd have decided --

'4 MR. EGGELING: -- single question, which apparently

5 some postal error again, for which I will try to solve.

6 JUDGE BLOCH ' It may have been my error too,'but we

7 will find out when I look. Ms. Moore?

-8 MS. MOORE: The staff has nothing to say on this

9 matter, and.as far as.we know there is nothing outstanding

10 involving the staff in.the CPA case.

11 JUDGE BLOCH: Does CASE have anything --

12 MR. EGGLING: Your Honor, I have - -n
1

r"f 13 JUDGE BLOCH: Yes, Mr. Eggeling?
D

14 MR. EGGELING: I am reminded that there is pending

15 out Motion for Reconsideration regarding the Crescent

16 documents,-which are in the CPA docket. So if you are looking

17' for -- there is something else upon your plate.

18 JUDGE BLOCH: Okay. But it is fully-briefed?

19 My recollection on that issue was that we allowed

20 certain things to be disclosed, which you went along with -- f

21 MR. EGGELING: Yes, Your Honor.

H22 JUDGE BLOCH: And there is a Motion for '

23 Reconsideration that is not moot at this point, is that right?

24 MR. EGGELING: I believe that is correct. Obviously,

25 Mr. Wells, or whoever actually can speak for the singlo !

i
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N
(_) ' 1 remaining'intervenor in that case should, if necessary. But I .|

1
.

2' guess my view is, and my memory, is that we move for

3 Reconsideration and coupled it with a stay -- the stay.was
[
'

4 granted;pending our agreement to produce both certain

5 documents, as well as certain information regarding the

6 categories of documents claimed to be erroneously ordered to be~

| 7 produced -- I filed those letters; we made available the

|~
; 8 documents, although no'one has come to look at them; and.the

9 Motion for Reconsideration remains on Your Honor's plate.

10 JUDGE BLOCH: My understanding, and the reason that I

11 have not acted, is that since the stay is still in effect, and

l' 12 no one is moving to dissolve it --
~

13 MR. EGGELINGs That is correct.
}

'

14 JUDGE BLOCH: That there is nothing active about the

15 Motion for Reconsideration?

16 MR. EGGELING: In that sense that is absolutely

17 correct. I simply -- Your Honor asked it in the way of what

18 was pending, that that is on the "pending" category.

19 JUDGE BLOCH: Unless someone moves to dissolve the
4

20 stay, I do not think there is an issue there.

21 MR. ROISMAN: I am real hazy on it myself, but I

22 believe that the stay was granted only for you to decide the i

23 Motion to Reconsider, and that there is no obligation on the |

24 part of the -- of anybody, to move you to dissolve the stay.

25 It was in your -- it was in the Board's lap, and it wanted more

O-
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.O(_/ - 1- time to resolve the Motion to. Reconsider.- i

'2 Now, if there is a question'of whether there is a

'3 Motion to' Reconsider that is moot, then that is a. separate j

'

4 question.

5 JUDGE BLOCH: Does CASE want a Motion to Reconsider?

6' MR. BOISMAN: Can we wait until we find out what is.

7 transpiring with Minority Owners before we answer-the question,

8 and you can consider that we -- will let you know if we think

9 the Motion to Reconsider has to be decided. If we are.getting

10 the documents in another way then there is no reason for the
I

11 Board to decide an issue that is clearly irrelevant. I

12- JUDGE BLOCH: Okay, we will await notification from

13 CASE that they want a: determination on the Motion to

14 Reconsider. Otherwise we~just leave the stay in effect.

15 Dr. McCollom?
, l

16 JUDGE McCOLLOM: I would like for you to remind me of |
1

17 two dates: one is'the present date at which expectation is for. )
|

18 loading fuel -- what is on the Record as the expected date?

19 And second, I would like to know what the most realistic date
i

20 now to expect to load the fuel? And we will meet'in the ]

21 morning if you would rather wait?

22 MR. EGGELING: I think that would be better. I do

23 not frankly keep those in my head.
,

|

24 JUDGE McCOLLOM: I assumed that you did not. That is |
|

25 the reason that I put it that way. Thank you. j
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.f)O 1 JUDGE BLOCH: Off the-Record.

2 (Whereupon, at 5:45 p.m., the hearing was recessed,
i

3 to reconvene at 9:00 a.m., Tuesday, November 3, 1987.)
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